When sound is produced as entertainment in its own right, the greatest possible care is invariably taken to ensure high quality at all stages of production, and most records are played on equipment of "reasonable" quality and fidelity. But when that sound is merely additional to pictures, it immediately takes second place. To be perfectly fair, the producers and engineers on feature films and television programmes generally do their utmost to maintain the highest possible quality, but unfortunately the replay medium provides a finite limitation on the quality heard by viewers and punters. In television's case, the receiver amplifier and loudspeaker invariably leave much to be desired and manufacturers claim the additional couple of pounds to install a suitable output socket would make their prices 'totally' uncompetitive—and anyway, nobody actually wants good quality sound! And that from manufacturers that continue to heavily promote the virtues of 'hifi'. Many people, such as myself, find ways of providing a high quality output from television receivers using a mains isolating transformer, an audio isolating transformer or more recently an opto-isolator.

Film sound has an even worse history. In the early days of film sound, film emulsion quality and electronics combined to give high noise levels and so the Academy filter was introduced in the replay chain reducing this noise by the incredibly simple technique of severely attenuating all frequencies above about 6kHz. Despite the introduction of vastly superior film emulsions and electronics, this filter is still used in the replay chains of the vast majority of cinemas. Since the demise of the large film studios and the closure of their research and development departments, little finance has been made available for R & D and the improvement of film sound in cinemas has been left entirely in the hands of Dolby Laboratories; but even their valiant efforts leave a high percentage of cinemas using techniques developed in the thirties. And many of these cinemas now equipped with either Dolby SVA optical stereo replay, or Dolby 6-channel magnetic replay equipment, still have amplifiers, loudspeakers and acoustics that leave much to be desired as was clearly apparent from the London premiere of Superman where high frequencies 'surround sound' had most of the speakers rattling away. Although all prints of Superman, and numerous other films, carry the Dolby stereo logo, only a minority of listeners have the privilege of hearing stereo sound while even fewer will benefit from the added surround sound that the dubbing mixers have spent so much time creating. While most films open initially with a 70mm showcase performance and are released nationally a couple of months later, Superman was launched simultaneously internationally at some 700 theatres in the USA, and 160 in Britain—most will be in glorious bandwidth restricted mono apart from about a dozen in the UK and perhaps 200 Stateside which are in 35mm Dolby stereo. At the time of the premiere, there was only one 70mm six channel magnetic print (in Hollywood) and most premiere 35mm prints had come directly from laboratories due to late completion of the film. When sound is produced as entertainment in its own right, the greatest possible care is invariably taken to ensure high quality at all stages of production, and most records are played on equipment of "reasonable" quality and fidelity. But when that sound is merely additional to pictures, it immediately takes second place. To be perfectly fair, the producers and engineers on feature films and television programmes generally do their utmost to maintain the highest possible quality, but unfortunately the replay medium provides a finite limitation on the quality heard by viewers and punters. In television's case, the receiver amplifier and loudspeaker invariably leave much to be desired and manufacturers claim the additional couple of pounds to install a suitable output socket would make their prices 'totally' uncompetitive—and anyway, nobody actually wants good quality sound! And that from manufacturers that continue to heavily promote the virtues of 'hifi'. Many people, such as myself, find ways of providing a high quality output from television receivers using a mains isolating transformer, an audio isolating transformer or more recently an opto-isolator.

Film sound has an even worse history. In the early days of film sound, film emulsion quality and electronics combined to give high noise levels and so the Academy filter was introduced in the replay chain reducing this noise by the incredibly simple technique of severely attenuating all frequencies above about 6kHz. Despite the introduction of vastly superior film emulsions and electronics, this filter is still used in the replay chains of the vast majority of cinemas. Since the demise of the large film studios and the closure of their research and development departments, little finance has been made available for R & D and the improvement of film sound in cinemas has been left entirely in the hands of Dolby Laboratories; but even their valiant efforts leave a high percentage of cinemas using techniques developed in the thirties. And many of those cinemas now equipped with either Dolby SVA optical stereo replay, or Dolby 6-channel magnetic replay equipment, still have amplifiers, loudspeakers and acoustics that leave much to be desired as was clearly apparent from the London premiere of Superman where high frequencies 'surround sound' had most of the speakers rattling away. Although all prints of Superman, and numerous other films, carry the Dolby stereo logo, only a minority of listeners have the privilege of hearing stereo sound while even fewer will benefit from the added surround sound that the dubbing mixers have spent so much time creating. While most films open initially with a 70mm showcase performance and are released nationally a couple of months later, Superman was launched simultaneously internationally at some 700 theatres in the USA, and 160 in Britain—most will be in glorious bandwidth restricted mono apart from about a dozen in the UK and perhaps 200 Stateside which are in 35mm Dolby stereo. At the time of the premiere, there was only one 70mm six channel magnetic print (in Hollywood) and most premiere 35mm prints had come directly from laboratories due to late completion of the film. Although 70mm prints provide higher image quality (with larger screen size due to the increased image area) and six magnetic audio tracks, a typical two hour print might cost £15,000 compared with £500 to £800 for a normal Dolby stereo 35mm print. Perhaps this explains distributors' reluctance to make greater use of 70mm prints.

One recent development might however have revolutionary effect on film sound. Holographic techniques are being experimentally used to record several channels of sound superimposed over the picture image (and thus printed simultaneously unlike magnetic tracks which are separately copied). The holograms are invisible to the projection light, but visible under laser light. Problem solved, but will cinemas be prepared to install such complex equipment, and more importantly sound systems of equal quality?
Lexicon's new Model 93 "Prime Time" digital delay processor gives recording studios and entertainers an easy-to-use professional quality time delay with special effects and convenient mixing all at a price you can afford. It combines a degree of flexibility and versatility never before offered in equipment of full professional quality.

- Two delay outputs independently adjustable from 0 to 256 ms
- Complete mixing for delay and reverb processing, freeing up main console channels and tape tracks
- Integral VCO for special effects like vibrato, doppler pitch shift, flanging and automatic double and triple tracking
- Long delay special effects — up to 2 seconds
- All dynamic functions can be footswitch controlled
- 90 dB dynamic range: total distortion below 0.08% at all delay settings
A short time ago we celebrated our 30 year anniversary as a specialist in the development and production of high grade studio equipment, microphones and headphones. Many international events are broadcast using AKG microphones. Many patents are the insurance of our technical lead. Use an AKG product, together you will make an unbeatable team.

If you have a question about our products contact a serious music or Hi-Fi shop or write to us for further details.
**REW Professional**

We Will Beat Any Genuine Advertised Price

Europe's Largest Suppliers of Studio Equipment

**EQUALIZERS**
- **SOUNDCRAFTSMEN**
  - Graphic EQ's
- **JVC SEA** 10 (2 x 5 Band), SEA20 (2 x 7 Band)
- **TECHNICS** SH9010 (2 x 5 Band), SH9090 (1 x 10 Band)
- **MXR** (1 x 5 Band), (1 x 10 Band)
- **MM-Pace** (2 x Band), SR271 (1 x 27 Band)

**WOLLENSAK**
- WOLLENSAK/West End Distributors

**REVOX**
- Incredible stocks at ridiculous prices!
- A77, B77, A700 Off the Shelf.
- High speed, low speed, variable pitch - all accessories!
- Ring us now for the lowest price.

**TAPE AT TRADE PRICES**
- Any quantity - same price ½ tape, 10½ reels.
- AGFA PEM368 Metal £10.06
- AGFA PEM368 Plastic £7.79
- SCOTCH 207 Metal £9.81
- SCOTCH 207 Plastic £8.03
- MAXELL UD180 Metal £8.89
- TDK AUDUA LB3600 Met £11.40
- TDK AUDUA LB3600 Met £9.50
- SONY SLH-11I-1100BL Met £10.00
- SONY SLH-7408 Metal £6.89
- REVOX 601 Metal £11.80
- REVOX 601 Plastic £10.00
- All above prices exclusive of VAT.
- Also large stocks of 7" & 5" reels.

**AMPLIFIERS**
- HH 5500D, TPA, All stage amplifiers.
- SAA From 2 × 50 watts to 2 × 400 watts RMS.
- QUAD 405, 303, 50E usually in stock.
- JPS A fantastic range of budget studio amps.

**MIXERS**
- The widest range under one roof!
- From £35-£2500.
- Mixers in stock:
  - **SOUNDCRAFT** 16/2, 12/2, 12/4 Series II
  - **HH** 16/2, 12/2
  - **MM** All models
  - **TEAC-TASCAM** Models 1, 2, 3, 5 + Accessories.
  - **CANARY** 10/2, 10/4.
  - **HILL** 16/2, 10/2.

**RE-PRO-AUDIO & DISCO: 114-116 Charing Cross Road, WC2 01-836 2372 7851**

**TEAC A3340S**
- 4-channel recorder.
- Symul-sinc. 10½ reels, 7½ + 15 ips.
- NOW BACK IN STOCK

**SPECIAL OFFER**
- **AMCRON** DC 300A, DI50A, DIO6. Trade prices.
- **PRO-AUDIO & DISCO: 114-116 Charing Cross Road, WC2 01-836 2372 7851**
- **TAX-FREE EXPORT & EXPRESS MAIL ORDER: REW House, 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, SW19, 01-540 9684**
- Also at 230 Tottenham Court Road, W.1.
EXCLUSIVE FROM REW

SAE A superb range of studio electronics from the U.S.A.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2800</td>
<td>Parametric equalizer 2 x 4 Bands</td>
<td>£408.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Parametric equalizer 2 x 2 Bands</td>
<td>£239.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Electronic crossover, stereo, variable frequency</td>
<td>£155.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4100</td>
<td>Digital time delay, stereo</td>
<td>£354.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200</td>
<td>Power amplifier 2 x 100 watts</td>
<td>£346.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400L</td>
<td>Power amplifier 2 x 200 watts</td>
<td>£378.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>Power amplifier 2 x 300 watts</td>
<td>£755.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2600</td>
<td>Power amplifier 2 x 400 watts</td>
<td>£887.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>Impulse noise reduction unit</td>
<td>£176.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PARAMETRIC EQUALIZERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2204</td>
<td>2 x 10 Bands</td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2205</td>
<td>2 x 10 Bands, rack mount</td>
<td>£226.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2209</td>
<td>2 x 10 Bands, rack mount, 600 ohm balanced in/out XLR</td>
<td>£319.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2204</td>
<td>2 x 10 Bands</td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2205</td>
<td>2 x 10 Bands, rack mount</td>
<td>£226.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2209</td>
<td>2 x 10 Bands, rack mount, 600 ohm balanced in/out XLR</td>
<td>£319.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW CLASS H

POWER AMPLIFIER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA5002</td>
<td>2 x 250 watts, meters</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices exclude VAT

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN

America's Largest Manufacturer of Graphic Equalizers

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2204</td>
<td>2 x 10 Bands</td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2205</td>
<td>2 x 10 Bands, rack mount</td>
<td>£226.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2209</td>
<td>2 x 10 Bands, rack mount, 600 ohm balanced in/out XLR</td>
<td>£319.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW CLASS H

POWER AMPLIFIER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA5002</td>
<td>2 x 250 watts, meters</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices exclude VAT

HH DIGITAL

MULTI ECHO

Studio quality at an economic price. Facilities include A.D.T., echo and reverb. Fully electronic (no tapes or discs) giving exceptionally low noise.

Open 9.30 am - 6 pm - 6 days a week
Just walk in - 95% of advertised gear available off the shelf

Payment by: Cash, Barclaycard, Access, American Express, Diners, HP (instant credit possible)

THE LOW PRICE HOT LINE 01-836 2372

NEAREST TUBE STATION
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD UNDERGROUND

ABACUS ARTA8000
Audio Spectrum Analyser
Loudspeaker Measurement Room Equalisation Audio Signal Analysis
Tape & Film Machine Alignment Amplifier & Circuit Measurements

Appointed agents
UK: Kirkham Electronics, Mill Hall, Mill Lane, Pulheim Market, Norfolk IP21 4XL (037 976) 635/38

Abacus Electronics 10 Bailey Mow Passage Chiswick London W4 4PH England
IN THE P.A. CHAIN ...
M 260 NS
DYNAMIC RIBBON MICROPHONE

Specifications:
Frequency Response: 50 - 18000 Hz
Polar Pattern: Hypercardioid
Output Level: 0.9 mV/Pa = -60 dbm
EIA Sensitivity Rating: -153 dbm
Load Impedance: > 1000 ohms
Excellent anti-feedback characteristic over the whole frequency range.

Send now for Brochure to:
BEYER DYNAMIC (GB) LTD.,
1, Clair Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex.

NAME ..................................................
ADDRESS .............................................

---

Don Larking
Audio Sales
50 Cheapside, Luton, Beds.
Tel: 0582 26693/27195 Daytime
Amphill 0525 403528 Evenings

List of new and used studio equipment.
All prices ex-VAT.

MULTITRAKKS
MCI JH100 24 TRACK WITH 16 TRACK H/B 1YD ........................................... £18000
3M M79 24 TRACK ................................................................................ £15000
3M M56 16 TRACK HEADS AS NEW ......................................................... £8000
AMPEX MM1000 16 TRACK WITH 8 TRACK H/B .................................... £6500
AMYTH SCHROEDER 16 TRACK AS NEW ................................................ £6000
AMPEX AG 440 8 TRACK ....................................................................... £3500
TASCAM 8 TRACK ½ INCH .................................................................... £2300
AMPEX AG 440 4 TRACK ................................................................... £1500
STUDER 4 TRACK ½ INCH & 1 INCH ................................................ £1750
INTERCHANGEABLE HEADS ...................................................................

CONSOLES
NEVE 16 CHANNEL 8 GROUP ................................................................ £14000
TRIDENT B 24 CHANNEL 16 GROUP ..................................................... £15000
TRIDENT FLEXIMIX 10 INTO 4 ............................................................... £2300
CADAC 24 CHANNEL 16 GROUP .......................................................... £12000
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 16 INTO 4 INCLUDING 3 STEREO COMPRESSORS 120 WAY JACK BAY £2500
SOUND TECHNIQUES 20 CHANNEL 10 GROUP .................................... £1750
R.S.D. 16 INTO 4 BRAND NEW .......................................................... P.O.A.

STEREOS
3M M79 IN CONSOLE AS NEW .............................................................. £4000
REVOX A700 ...................................................................................... £750

VARIOUS
MASTER ROOM MR3 .............................................................................. £850
EVENTIDE FLANGERS ........................................................................... £250
JBL 4311 BRAND NEW 3 WAY ............................................................... £500
CADAC MONITORS WITH AMPS ....................................................... £1000
B.E.L. STEREO FLANGERS, BRAND NEW ........................................ £450
BECHSTEIN 7' 6" GRAND PIANO RESTRING ...................................... £2000
CROWN D 150 ....................................................................................... £275
CROWN 300's ....................................................................................... £375
Sound Techniques Poweramps ideal for monitor or foldback .............. £350 00 each

Urgently required: all used studio equipment

STUDIO COMPLEX IN WEST END, 2 STUDIOS 16 TRACK & 8 TRACK AVAILABLE AS GOING CONCERN.
A flash of brilliance from Nakamichi illuminates audio analysis.

Smaller and lighter than a telephone directory. Yet the equal of a pile of test instruments many times its size and weight.

The Nakamichi T-100 is everything you’ve been wanting in an audio analyser.

And maybe a bit more.

It contains a built-in oscillator with 21 frequencies from 20 to 20,000 Hz; a pink-noise generator; a level meter featuring a lightning-fast dual plasma display with choice of "VU" or peak ballistics; a speed/wow and flutter meter with the option of unweighted or DIN peak weighted measurements; a fully automatic 400 Hz distortion analyser; an A-weighting filter for noise measurements; a watt-scale graticule for power level indication.

It’s rugged, versatile and accurate. An instrument that sustains infallible diagnosis.

Service and laboratory professionals, equipment reviewers, dealers, salespeople... and incurable audiophiles, the T-100 has arrived.

Enlightening audio analysis.

Write for more information to Natural Sound Systems Ltd, 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 7TL.

Nakamichi

Products of unusual creativity and competence...
Remix Console supplied recently to Olympic Sound Studios, London.

The Series III De Luxe range of mixing console represents a high quality versatile system. A fully detailed colour brochure, including price lists, is available direct from the factory or agents.

AGENTS:  
Canada  C.O.R.A. Inc.  131-186me Rue, 1046 Quebec P.Q., Canada Tel. 418-522-1397
Denmark  Audiophil  Houtzei, 49-1, 2000 Copenhagen, Denmark Tel. 134 1622
Netherlands & Belgium  Pieter Builen, Geluidstechniek bv, Hastelweg 6, Eindhoven, Holland, Tel. 40 512777/520662
Spain  Prosound, Elam, Upper Level Pretoria Street, Hillbrow, Johannesburg 2001, South Africa. Tel. 642-8721/1209
France  Telco Sociedad Limitada, Gravina 27 Madrid, Spain. Tel. 1 2317840
South Africa  Prosound, Elam, Upper Level Pretoria Street, Hillbrow, Johannesburg 2001, South Africa. Tel. 642-8721/1209
W. Germany  Elmus GmbH D1 Berlin 12, Herderstrabe 16, W. Germany. Tel. 030 312 20 12
Spain  Telco Sociedad Limitada, Gravina 27 Madrid, Spain. Tel. 1 2317840
France  France
South Africa  Prosound, Elam, Upper Level Pretoria Street, Hillbrow, Johannesburg 2001, South Africa. Tel. 642-8721/1209
W. Germany  Elmus GmbH D1 Berlin 12, Herderstrabe 16, W. Germany. Tel. 030 312 20 12
U.S.A.  (Brochure Service Only) Keith Monk, Audio (USA) 652 Glenbrook Road, Glenbrook, CT 06806 Tel. (203) 348-4969

RAINDIRK LTD. Downham Market Norfolk Tel. 03663-2165 Telex No. 817737
The half inch eight track designed for uncompromising recordists.

Otari MX5050-8SD.

Recording eight-track masters without compromise requires a machine designed for the purpose from the ground up. The machine like this half-inch MX5050 that incorporates all the functions perfectionists require. With built-in operational convenience, sheer professional performance, reliability and durability to withstand heavy-duty applications.

DC-servo capstan motor for less than 0.05% wow/flutter, with ±7% pitch control for varispeed playback. 63 dB S/N and greater-than-50dB crosstalk. Selective reproduce on all eight tracks for synchronous overdubbing. Foolproof motion sensing logic. Front-panel edit and cue, front adjustable stepless bias and IEC or NAB equalization. 600 ohm +4dBm (switchable to -10dBm) fixed output with 19dBm headroom, with XLR connectors. And plug-in electronics for extra serviceability.

All of which plus pursuit of compactness add up to the ideal eight-track master recorder with nothing left to be desired. For the full story of the half-inch machine, ask anyone who owns it, or get in contact with your nearest Otari distributor.
Audio Connectors

- JACK PANELS, PLUGS, PATCH CORDS: 1/4" and Miniature
- PHONE JACKS & PLUGS: 2 & 3 Circuit in many styles
- GG AND GQP CONNECTORS

Switches

- PUSH-BUTTON
- MULTI-SWITCH
- SLIDE SWITCH
- PUSH-LITE
- LEVER-LITE

SWITCHCRAFT from FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS

36/38 Lexington Street, London W1R 3HR
Telephone 01-437 1892/3 • Telex 21624 ALOFFD G

FOR SALE

- TASCAM 80/8 8-track on 1/2-inch ... ... £2100
- ITAM 805 8-track 1/2-inch ... ... £1550
- 3M M79 24-track with Sonaplex Autolocate ... £15500
- STUDER A80 16-track with Autolocate ... £12500
- STUDER A80 16-track ... ... £11500
- STUDER A80 16-track ... ... £11000
- STUDER A80 8-track ... ... £6250
- STUDER J37 8-track ... ... £2250
- STUDER C37 Stereo ... ... £700
- STUDER A62 Stereo ... ... £1000
- SCULLY 380 16-track ... ... £5500
- SCULLY 380 8-track ... ... £3000
- SCULLY 100 16-track ... ... £1250
- SCULLY 284 Stereo ... ... £750
- AMPEX AG350 Stereo ... ... £450
- AMPEX AG440 Stereo Replay only ... ... £450
- AMPEX 35i Mono Full Track ... ... £250
- LEEVERS RICH 1/2-inch Transport ... ... £150
- STELLAVOX SP7 Stereo with Pilot Tone and Mono Headblock ... ... £950
- AMITY SCHROEDER 16-track with Remote ... ... £4750
- MCI JH10 16-track with Autolocate ... ... £7000
- OTARI 4-track on 1/2-inch, as new ... ... £1500
- TRIDENT 24-16-16 Desk ... ... £11500
- AMEK 20-16 (20 months old) ... ... £6500
- SOUND TECHNIQUES 28-24 (14 months old) ... ... £16000
- AMEK 20-16 (18 months old) ... ... £7000
- SCAMP Modules S04, S24 ... ... £200 and £400

100 New and Second-hand Microphones in stock
12 New ELECTROVOICE RE20 Microphones, each ... ... £180
New TRADEQ 180 Spring Reverbs, Stereo Mono ... ... £275

New EVENTIDE Harmonizer ... ... £950
1-inch NAB or CCIR Test Tapes ... ... £18
1-inch NAB or CCIR Test Tapes ... ... £28
1-inch NAB or CCIR Test Tapes ... ... £92
2-inch NAB or CCIR Test Tapes ... ... £180

All speeds available
All goods listed above in stock at time of going to press
Prices are exclusive of V.A.T.

149B ST. ALBANS ROAD
WATFORD, HERTS.
Tel. WATFORD 47988 Telex 262741
I fact: you can choose your microphone to enhance your productions.

Shure makes microphones for every imaginable use. Like musical instruments, each different type of Shure microphone has a distinctive "sound," or physical characteristic that optimizes it for particular applications, voices, or effects. Take, for example, the Shure SM58 and SM59 microphones:

**SM59**  
Mellow, smooth, silent...

The SM59 is a relatively new, dynamic cardioid microphone. Yet it is already widely accepted for critical studio productions. In fact, you'll see it most often where accurate, natural sound quality is a major consideration. This revolutionary cardioid microphone has an exceptionally flat frequency response and neutral sound that reproduces exactly what it hears. It's designed to give good bass response when miking at a distance. Remarkably rugged—it's built to shrug off rough handling. And, it is superb in rejecting mechanical stand noise such as floor and desk vibrations because of a unique, patented built-in shock mount. It also features a special hum-bucking coil for superior noise reduction!

Some like it essentially flat...

[Graph showing frequency response]

**SM58**  
Crisp, bright "abuse proof"

Probably the most widely used on-stage, hand-held cardioid dynamic microphone. The SM58 dynamic microphone is preferred for its punch in live vocal applications...especially where close-up miking is important. It is THE world-standard professional stage microphone with the distinctive Shure upper mid-range presence peak for an intelligible, lively sound. World-renowned for its ability to withstand the kind of abuse that would destroy many other microphones. Designed to minimize the boominess you'd expect from close miking. Rugged, efficient spherical windscreen eliminates pops. The first choice among rock, pop, R & B, country, gospel, and jazz vocalists.

...some like a "presence" peak.

[Graph showing frequency response]

professional microphones...by

**SHURE**

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME 15 6AU—Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881
Portable professional mixers

Designed to team up with professional equipment for studio sound on location

Of advanced design and proven performance these are purpose built battery powered portables, of solid 1/8 aluminium with carrying handles. Top quality components, modular construction and stringent quality control ensures the highest degree of reliability. For use on location with professional tape recorders - Nagras/Stellavox etc, outdoor broadcast, stage mixing or to supplement studio consoles when added capacity is required. Over 300 in trouble free use world wide.

**MINIMIXER AD 007**
8 in 4 out. Compressors. size 540 x 480 x 225mm Weight 22.7 kg

**MICROMIXER AD 031**
8 in 2 + 1 out + options size 420 x 335 x 127mm Weight 10 kg

**PICOMIXER AD 045**
6 in 2 out size 340 x 265 x 110mm Weight 6.2 kg

**PICOMIXER AD 045 Mk II**

**AD 075 Super System**

**AD 055 Stereo Compressor Limiter**

---

New Studio Compressor Limiter

The AD055 Compressor is a dual channel compressor/limiter with a comprehensive range of useful facilities. The two identical systems may be linked for stereo operation.

**Specification**

- **RATIOS** 2:1, 4:1, 8:1, 16:1
- **RELEASE TIME** Adjustable - 75ms, 150ms, 300ms, 600ms, 1 sec, 2 sec, 4 sec
- **ATTACK TIME** Adjustable - 0.25ms, 0.5ms, 1ms, 2ms, 4ms
- **FREQUENCY RESPONSE** 1kHz 20Hz to 20kHz
- **COMPRESSION** 0 - 25dB
- **DISTORTION** < 0.1%
- **NOISE**< 0.1%

**MAX INPUT** 1kHz at -1dB, 1kHz at 20kHz
**MAX OUTPUT** +12dB at 20kHz, +18dB at 1kHz
**COMPRESSOR**

---

**Coherent Communications**

Ivan Kruglatt
13733 Glenoaks Boulevard
Sylmar California 91342 USA
NO COMPETITION

The superb 3.77 is the only choice in compact professional recorders.

Who says?
Hundreds of satisfied professional users—Broadcast authorities, studios, record companies, universities etc etc.

What makes it the best?
The 3.77 provides more performance and features for your £ than any other model. Like 3 speeds, flat metal facia with excellent editing facilities, 100% variable speed control, logic control with motion sensing, line-up oscillator.

1-7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1. Tel: 01-724 2497. Telex: 21879
Crowmay's New 05 Series High-Speed Cassette Duplicating Slave.

**Features**
- 19" Rack Mounting
- 32:1 Dupe Ratio
- Full E.Q. and Bias Adjustments on all Channels
- Compatible with any of the Crowmay Range of Master Playback Machines.

**Current Price**
£2,760.00 plus V.A.T.

*Picture Shows:*—
Two Slaves Mounted in a 19" Rack. (Rack supplied F.O.C.)

**CROWMAY MASTER TRANSPORTS**
- 1" 4 Channel 240 i.p.s. £5,900.00 plus V.A.T.
- 3/4" 4 Channel 240 i.p.s. £5,100.00 plus V.A.T.
- 3/4" 4 Channel 120 i.p.s. £3,400.00 plus V.A.T.
  (For 3 3/4 i.p.s. Masters)

**ALL PRICES INCLUDE LOOP BIN**

**COMING SOON:**—
CROWMAY’S “IN CASSETTE” MOBILE DUPLICATOR.

---

**R. D. G. PRODUCTION COMPANY**

**67 UNION STREET**

**NEWPORT PAGNELL**

**BUCKS.**

Tel. 0908 613009  Telex 826419

**MULTITRACK MACHINES**
- MCI JH100 24T with 16T h/block ... ... £17000
- MCI JH100 24T ... ... £14000
- Studer Mk2 24T, as new ... ... £18000
- Studer Mk1 16T ... ... £9500
- 3M M79 24T v.g.c. ... ... £14000
- 3M M56 16T ... ... £9000
- 3M M79 16T ... ... £9500
- EMI BTR24 8T 1 inch, as new ... ... £3000
- EMI BTR4 4T half inch ... ... £600

**MIXING CONSOLES**
- MCI 440 40 inputs, 40 outputs ... ... £25000
- MCI 416 16 inputs, 16 outputs ... ... £9500
- Amek 2000 20 x 16 prewired for 24 ... ... £9500
- Trident B 16 x 16 x 16 ... ... £9000
- Cadac E 26 x 16 x 16 prewired 24 ... ... £18000
- RSD 16 x 8, new ... ... ... P.O.A.
- Allen and Heath modular 2 16 x 8 x 16 ... ... £1950

**MICROPHONES**
- 8 Neumann M49, complete with P.S.U., each ... £350
- 4 Neumann M50 complete with P.S.U., each ... £350
- 7 Neumann U47 valve, with P.S.U., each ... £350
- 2 Neumann U67 valve, with P.S.U., each ... ... Offers
- 6 Neumann KMS4 valve, with P.S.U., each ... £150
- 6 Neumann KMS6 valve, with P.S.U., each ... £165
- 6 AKG C12 with P.S.U., each ... ... £400
- 6 AKG C12A with P.S.U., each ... ... £350

**MISCELLANEOUS**
- Quad 303 ... ... ... ... £70
- Quad 2 valve preamplifiers, each ... ... £60
- Quad preamplifier valve stereo ... ... £45
- RDG studio flanger, new ... ... £275
- RDG studio comp/limiter stereo, new ... ... £565

Wanted urgently: All studio equipment. Cash available immediately. V.A.T. not included in prices.
The HARMONIZER employs digital circuitry and random access memories to actually transpose input signals by up to a full octave up or down. Any musical interval can be achieved by the continuously variable control and the optional monophonic or polyphonic keyboard allows real-time ‘playing’ of the HARMONIZER so that the musician can harmonize with himself. The HARMONIZER can be used to maintain constant pitch in direct ratio when the speed of pre-recorded tape is varied up or down.

DIGITAL DELAY

In addition the HARMONIZER is a low cost, very versatile delay line. The delay is variable in 7.5 ms steps up to 112.5 ms. A second output is optionally available that varies up to 82.5 ms.

SPECIAL EFFECTS

Simultaneous use of feedback, delay and pitch change can be used to create previously unobtainable effects.

Other devices available in the Eventide range include the
1745M Digital Delay System
FLANGER
OMNIPRESSOR

THE EVERTIDE MODEL
H910 HARMONIZER

U.K. Distributors
Feldon Audio Limited

Eventide, Instant Flanger, Omnipressor and Harmonizer are trade marks designating the products of Eventide Clockworks Inc.
Digital standardisation stop-go

All has not been peaceful recently on the digital standardisation front. In the October issue of Studio Sound, we reported on the different and incompatible digital sound coding techniques being adopted around the world and referred to moves by the Audio Engineering Society intended to bring order out of chaos by setting a standard. Soon after, on October 28 to be precise, the chairman of the AES Digital Standards Committee wrote to all members of the committee stating that: “It is with a great deal of concern that I must inform you that, as a result of the Justice Department’s complaint filed by Mr Steve Temmer, it is necessary to stop all procedures in regard to digital standards”. Thereby, as they say, hangs a tale which is far less straightforward than would appear from the bare, and somewhat bitter, words of the Chairman’s bald statement.

Stephen Temmer, president of Gotham Audio Corporation in New York, has had reservations on the AES involvement in digital standardisation ever since the committee was first organised in late 1977. Essentially Temmer was concerned on two counts, one technical and one legal. On technical grounds Temmer believed it was wrong for a body as powerful as the AES to set a standard which reaches far into the future on the strength of current and limited experience by the industry of digital encoding. In Temmer’s view standardisation at this early stage will deter research and development work by small firms.

He argues that the proper path is for large firms to market their best ideas. The industry should then try them out in studios. This leaves the field open for whatever bright ideas may emerge from practical experience gained from using available systems in situ. On the question of legality, Temmer believed that the AES was at risk of violating the very strict anti-trust laws which exist in the USA. Under these laws it is illegal for any group of people to take any collusive action that may be to the detriment of the public or consumer. The US takes anti-trust very seriously, probably more seriously than any other country in the world. The courts are quite likely to jail the president of a company (or for that matter society) if anti-trust activities are proven.

According to Temmer, he wrote to John McKnight of the AES in January 1978 explaining his technical and legal reservations. McKnight replied, essentially disagreeing with Temmer’s view but acknowledging no factual information on the legality point. So far so good. But next and in an effort to clarify the facts of the legal situation Temmer consulted with the Justice Department of the USA. That was in February 1978. Not so good. To approach the US Justice Department and ask advice over anti-trust legality is akin to asking the local police about the legality, or otherwise, of murdering your wife. Once the question is asked, unstoppable legal wheels are set in motion. The Justice Department became very interested in the anti-trust aspects of technical standardisation and in what Temmer describes as his “nightmare”—that ten years after standardisation we may find out that too little was known about the subject at the time when the irrecoverable standardisation decision was taken. In this context, he cites the experience gained from using available systems. They had standardised on any one of the relatively primitive quadraphonic systems which were offered to the public at the beginning of the ill-fated quadraphonic boom. Temmer’s contention, then, is that the AES should confine itself to discussing a topic and not reach out into standardisation decisions which could stymie all future progress in some sectors of the industry.

While the Justice Department pondered these points through the summer of 1978, the AES Board of Governors met in Los Angeles, called for Temmer’s resignation and urged the Digital Standards Committee to pursue its assignment with even greater vigour. By now, however, the AES lawyers were in on the act and, doubtless with an eye to the Justice Department involvement and the now-not-to-be-sneezed-at possibility of AES officials languishing in jail for violating the US anti-trust laws, recommended that the committee meetings be called to an abrupt halt. This, as they say, is where we came in, because it was this decision that prompted the October 28 letter from the Digital Standards Committee Chairman to all members of the Committee, announcing that “as a result of the Justice Department’s complaint filed by Mr Steve Temmer” a halt had been called to the Committee’s activities.

Abacus ARTA 8000

Abacus Electrics has introduced the ARTA 8000 4-octave real time audio spectrum analyser for use in the design, evaluation, maintenance and installation of audio circuits and systems. These include loudspeaker and microphone electro-acoustic response measurements; tape machine alignment; sound, hum and noise tracing; cable high frequency loss measurement; filter, tone control and equaliser design; amplifier response checks; crosstalk measurement in circuits, cables and magnetic recorder heads; loudspeaker crossover design and other specialist audio and acoustic engineering applications. The unit features a CRT display with a 10dB/20dB switchable ‘window’ and fast or slow ballistics. Signal levels between –70dBm and +30dBm may be displayed and for frequency response measurements a built-in pink noise generator is provided. A variety of microphones may be interfaced with the unit. Price of the ARTA 8000 is £1,950.

UK Agents: Kirkham Electronics, Mill Hall, Mill Lane, Diss, Norfolk, UK. Phone: 037976 594.

John Mauder

It is with deep regret that we report the death in early October of John Mauder, the managing director of Shure Electronics Limited, after a long illness following a stroke in 1975. John, who was 62, began his business career with the London Electricity Board and during the war years served with the Admiralty Signal Establishment, joining the design department of Vitavox after the war. At Vitavox John rose to be sales manager, prior to leaving to become the UK distributor for Shure Brothers Inc in 1959. In 1961 John became the managing director of the newly-formed Shure Electronics Limited and he played a substantial role in the success of the company. Amongst his contributions to the audio world John was instrumental in initiating the first Audio Fair at the Washington Hotel in 1955 and was also a founder member of the British section of the AES. John had a great love of classical music, his other main interest being cricket.

We extend our deepest sympathies to his family and his colleagues at Shure Electronics.
ALICE is 10 years old this year — our reputation for making quiet mixers dates back to January 1969 when four talented enthusiasts got together in a shed in Windsor to design and build their own mixer.

Ten years and several sheds later, there is still a group of talented enthusiasts designing and building mixers in the Royal Borough, and in 10 not-so-quiet years ALICE has equipped theatres, recording studios and broadcasting stations throughout the world.

ALICE BROADCAST transmission and production mixers are used by 11 of the 19 commercial radio stations now on-air in the U.K. The original ALICE MODULAR system has become a standard by which others are judged.

Now, only one year after its introduction, the new ALICE CUSTOM MODULAR system has achieved the unique distinction of being chosen by the I.B.A. for their experimental mobile surround sound facility, as shown below.

ALICE has grown a lot in 10 years — and we'd like to thank all our customers, amongst whom we number many of our friends in the industry — we'd like to mention especially:

- Radio Clyde
- Radio Forth
- Metro Radio
- Radio Tees
- Beacon Broadcasting
- Swansea Sound
- Plymouth Sound
- Capital Radio
- Independent Broadcasting Authority
- L.B.C. Parliamentary Broadcasting
- Broadcast Marketing Services
- London Radio Productions
- J. Walter Thomson
- R.C.A.
- Rediffusion Industrial
- I.T.A.
- British Broadcasting Corporation
- Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand
- British Forces Broadcasting Service
- Bray Sound Studios
- E.M.I. Records
- C.B.S. Records
- U.C.A. Studios, Cape Town S.A.
- Kersten Records (W.Germany)

Alice (Stancoil Ltd.)

38 Alexandra Road, Windsor, England

Tel: Windsor (075 35)51056 / 7 Telex: 849323 a/b Aegis G
New BGW agent in UK

Court Acoustics Limited, the London-based specialist in studio monitoring and sound reinforcement loudspeaker systems, has been appointed sole UK distributor for BGW Systems Inc. Court informs us that servicing and technical advice will be available for previous BGW customers and that deliveries of BGW amplifiers are available immediately.

Court Acoustics Limited, 35-39 Britannia Row, London N1 8QH, UK. Phone: 01-359 0956.

Bulgin Electronics Soundex Ltd

The Bulgin Group of companies has launched a new company, Bulgin Electronics Soundex Ltd, to specialise in the design and production of a diverse range of electronic and audio equipment. The new company has been formed by pooling the design and electronic engineering teams of three other Bulgin companies (Broxlea Ltd and Soundex Ltd) in the fields of instrument design and audio, and by setting up a new design laboratory under Tony Barns, joint MD of the new company, and the audio field Soundex Ltd, which was formed in 1969 to produce small, high quality audio mixers of which the Unimixer range is the most widely known, will continue to develop and market its product ranges within the new company.

The new company has introduced a free standing PPM with an illuminated Ernest Turner moveable panel which conforms to BS4297 and BBC specifications and also complies with IEC468 for the measurement of noise in audio circuits. The PPM will accept either floating or unbalanced inputs (input impedance—minimum 10k), has a frequency response of 15Hz to 35kHz, rise and fall times of 4us and 1s for zero level, and is scaled in either dB (+22dB to +4dB) or PPM 1-7.

People

Bill Wood MBE, head of the BBC Engineering Information Department, has retired after 32 years with the BBC. Bill joined the BBC Research Department in 1946 and became Head of Engineering Information in 1971. He was awarded the MBE in 1971 and is an Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). His responsibilities included research, development, and engineering functions.

Technology for Communications International of California has appointed Mr Lance Phillips as European and Middle East area sales manager. Mr Phillips is based at TCI’s London office.

AKG Acoustics Limited has appointed Bart Moonenbeek as product executive, professional equipment. John Cowan has been appointed sales office manager.

John Donnelly has joined Minneapolis-based Magnetic Controls Company as vice president responsible for sales, marketing and engineering functions.

James Broderick has been appointed audio product manager for the Audio-Video Systems Division of Ampex Corporation. In addition John Frazer has been appointed sales engineer for professional audio equipment and tape for Ampex’s UK and Ireland region.

Intercom systems

RTS Systems Inc of North Hollywood manufacture a range of TW two-wire intercom systems which can either be used in fixed installations or just as conveniently on location. The system comprises a power supply producing an output of 32V across which all the communication stations are paralleled —speech and call signals are sent along the same cable pair, so that either 10 or 50 stations operate in parallel. A variety of stations are available including beltpacks for headphones, rack mount for head-phones, portable and rack mount with mic and speaker, and stations for building into different types of equipment. All portable systems provide two channels, while rack mount systems provide three.

RTS Systems Inc, 4167 Fair Avenue, North Hollywood, Cal 91602, USA. Phone: (213) 980-0511.

Center for the Recording Arts

Hard on the heels of our recent article on training, news reaches us of a number of short courses being run in Schaumburg, Illinois at the Center for the Recording Arts. The courses include an introductory course designed to familiarise participants with current recording equipment and techniques; and courses on recording, mixing, disc mastering, and studio management. All the courses are part time with the longest being eight weeks. The survey, recording and mixing courses are held at Hedden West Recording Studio, whilst the remaining are held at The Diskwroks. Cost of the course is $300 per course.

Center for the Recording Arts, 1244 Remington Road, Schaumburg, Illinois 60195, USA. Phone: (312) 885-1330.

Contracts

Amercon has supplied 57 DC700A amplifiers for a new PA system being built for Rod Stewart. 10CC have also taken delivery of amplifiers.

New has received orders from TV Asahi of Tokyo for two Model 53124 consoles. In addition Fuji TV in Japan has ordered a 20/16 Model 8066 console.

Neve is to design, commission and install a further three radio broadcast centres at Wabag, Vanimo and Daru for the National Broadcasting Corporation of Papua New Guinea. These are in addition to centres already being installed at Port Moresby, Manus, Karera and Goroka.

New BGW agent in UK

Court Acoustics Limited, the London-based specialist in studio monitoring and sound reinforcement loudspeaker systems, has been appointed sole UK distributor for BGW Systems Inc. Court informs us that servicing and technical advice will be available for previous BGW customers and that deliveries of BGW amplifiers are available immediately.

Court Acoustics Limited, 35-39 Britannia Row, London N1 8QH, UK. Phone: 01-359 0956.

Bulgin Electronics Soundex Ltd

The Bulgin Group of companies has launched a new company, Bulgin Electronics Soundex Ltd, to specialise in the design and production of a diverse range of electronic and audio equipment. The new company has been formed by pooling the design and electronic engineering teams of three other Bulgin companies (Broxlea Ltd and Soundex Ltd) in the fields of instrument design and audio, and by setting up a new design laboratory under Tony Barns, joint MD of the new company, and the audio field Soundex Ltd, which was formed in 1969 to produce small, high quality audio mixers of which the Unimixer range is the most widely known, will continue to develop and market its product ranges within the new company.

The new company has introduced a free standing PPM with an illuminated Ernest Turner moveable panel which conforms to BS4297 and BBC specifications and also complies with IEC468 for the measurement of noise in audio circuits. The PPM will accept either floating or unbalanced inputs (input impedance—minimum 10k), has a frequency response of 15Hz to 35kHz, rise and fall times of 4us and 1s for zero level, and is scaled in either dB (+22dB to +4dB) or PPM 1-7.

People

Bill Wood MBE, head of the BBC Engineering Information Department, has retired after 32 years with the BBC. Bill joined the BBC Research Department in 1946 and became Head of Engineering Information in 1971. He was awarded the MBE in 1971 and is an Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). His responsibilities included research, development, and engineering functions.

Technology for Communications International of California has appointed Mr Lance Phillips as European and Middle East area sales manager. Mr Phillips is based at TCI’s London office.

AKG Acoustics Limited has appointed Bart Moonenbeek as product executive, professional equipment. John Cowan has been appointed sales office manager.

John Donnelly has joined Minneapolis-based Magnetic Controls Company as vice president responsible for sales, marketing and engineering functions.

James Broderick has been appointed audio product manager for the Audio-Video Systems Division of Ampex Corporation. In addition John Frazer has been appointed sales engineer for professional audio equipment and tape for Ampex’s UK and Ireland region.

Intercom systems

RTS Systems Inc of North Hollywood manufacture a range of TW two-wire intercom systems which can either be used in fixed installations or just as conveniently on location. The system comprises a power supply producing an output of 32V across which all the communication stations are paralleled —speech and call signals are sent along the same cable pair, so that either 10 or 50 stations operate in parallel. A variety of stations are available including beltpacks for headphones, rack mount for headphones, portable and rack mount with microphone and speaker, and stations for building into different types of equipment. All portable systems provide two channels, while rack mount systems provide three.

RTS Systems Inc, 4167 Fair Avenue, North Hollywood, Cal 91602, USA. Phone: (213) 980-0511.

Center for the Recording Arts

Hard on the heels of our recent article on training, news reaches us of a number of short courses being run in Schaumburg, Illinois at the Center for the Recording Arts. The courses include an introductory course designed to familiarise participants with current recording equipment and techniques; and courses on recording, mixing, disc mastering, and studio management. All the courses are part time with the longest being eight weeks. The survey, recording and mixing courses are held at Hedden West Recording Studio, whilst the remaining are held at The Diskwroks. Cost of the course is $300 per course.

Center for the Recording Arts, 1244 Remington Road, Schaumburg, Illinois 60195, USA. Phone: (312) 885-1330.

Contracts

Amercon has supplied 57 DC700A amplifiers for a new PA system being built for Rod Stewart. 10CC have also taken delivery of amplifiers.

New has received orders from TV Asahi of Tokyo for two Model 53124 consoles. In addition Fuji TV in Japan has ordered a 20/16 Model 8066 console.

Neve is to design, commission and install a further three radio broadcast centres at Wabag, Vanimo and Daru for the National Broadcasting Corporation of Papua New Guinea. These are in addition to centres already being installed at Port Moresby, Manus, Karera and Goroka.
Our Plug-in Module System has made the normally complicated and very costly procedure of achieving a bi-amped sound system very simple and relatively inexpensive. The CS-400 and CS-800 power amps are equipped with accessory sockets to accommodate these plug-in modules and when properly displayed and demonstrated will prove to be a value unmatched in today’s sound reinforcement market.

Normally, an electronic crossover is a device which requires its own power supply, chassis, control functions, A/C mains cable and must be properly interfaced with the other audio chain components for satisfactory operation.

With the CS-800 and the new CS-400, this bulky, fairly complex situation may be reduced to merely purchasing the proper plug-in crossover module for your power amp and speaker system and utilizing the electronic crossover circuitry built into your CS-Series amplifier.

Further details available from the United Kingdom and Ireland distributors:

Commercial Division,
Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd.,
Unit 8, New Road,
Ridgewood, Uckfield,
Sussex TN22 5SX.
**Court Acoustics Limited**

Court Acoustics has moved to new premises consisting of offices, workshops, equipment stores, and an acoustically treated listening and measuring room with extensive test facilities. New projects on which the company is working include provision for a new custom-built monitoring system for De Lane Lea Studios, and a 600W sound reinforcement system for a major London record company.

In addition the company has announced the introduction of the RC610 and RC612 high power colinear arrays for club, theatre, concert hall and large auditorium use. The loudspeakers, which are available in a wide range of finishes including portable flight cases, are distributed port reflex enclosures. The units have four 305mm bass drivers (254mm drivers in the RC610) covering the range 20Hz-20kHz, and two 51mm magnesium alloy dome tweeters covering the range 20Hz-900Hz, two drivers (254mm drivers in the RC610). The 612 has five octave attenuation and allows HF range 2.5kHz-20kHz.

**Symetrix Phase Filter**

Symetrix Inc has introduced the Phase Filter, a phasing device intended for studio or live performance applications. The unit uses frequency spectrum notching (four notches, produced by eight 90° phase delays) to give notches related by constant frequency bandwidths. This, it is claimed, gives strong phasing effects without pitch-bending. The unit features input level control with LED overload indication, two low frequency oscillators, a manual/auto sweep selector for the second LFO, a blend control, and depth and frequency operations. The latter version also gives transformer output.

**TA multiband audio processor**

TA Track Audio Inc has introduced its Discriminate Audio Processor II (DAP II), a multiband processor offering variable gain (-30 to +30dB), compression ratio (2:1-30:1), attack time (2-20ms), release time (1-2s), output (-20 to +18dBm), and crossover points. Split into three flexible control sections (low/mid/high) the unit is designed without a peak limiter. Input of the unit is 600Ω or higher, output being 600Ω. Two versions of the processor are available, the DAP II-A0 giving 0 level output and the DAP II-A8 giving ±8 level output which is necessary for some landline operations. The latter version also gives transformer output.

**Windt Audio turnkey service**

Los Angeles based Windt Audio Inc who offers complete turnkey studio service—from the inception of design through to final equipment installation and checkout—has introduced a range of high quality audio accessories. The range consists of two direct boxes to act as interfaces between high power amp and mic level mixer input, and high impedance pickup and low impedance mixer input—one for studio use and one for sound reinforcement use; the HP series of headphone distribution boxes; their model CT-1 cable tester; a range of guitar, speaker, headphone and mic cables; and their range of snake cables using Belden cable. In addition Windt also informs us that it offers a modification service for Yamaha PM-1000 consoles, Windt Audio Inc, 1207 N. Western Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90029, USA. Phone: (213) 466-1271.

**Allison Research 65K Console Automation Programmer**

Nearly one hundred units in world-wide daily use with API, Harrison, Helios, Sphere, Trident and other fine mixing consoles.

Allison Research’s 65K second generation programmer accepts and processes control voltages in the range 0 to 5.6 VDC from VCA type faders. These analogue control voltages are converted by the 65K programmer to data words which can be stored on any non-critical tape medium. Upon replay of the data the original DC levels are re-created accurately and unerringly.

Applications of the 65K programmer to any recording console fitted with suitable VCA faders permits comprehensive and reliable level automation. The 65K programmer can be expanded from a basic 16 fader capacity (UK list £2362) to 64 fader capacity (UK list £3153) simply by the insertion of expander cards.

For full information on Allison Research’s Industry Standard Automation programmer, contact:

**Scenic Sounds Equipment**

97-99 Dean Street
London W1V 5RA
Telephone: 01-734 2812
From Allison Research—
Makers of the recording industry's most widely used Automation Programmer—
The fader that brings Level Automation, VCA Sub-Grouping and other facilities to any professional recording console.

Retrofit or OEM
FADEX converts existing consoles for automation with the industry standard Allison 65K Programmer.

FADEX fits in place of standard 1 1/2" x 7" faders and, thanks to the New VCA 5M, Introduces no audio degradation. (In most cases, a considerable improvement is realised in fader shut-off.)

Installation is a snap in those consoles which have standard removable fader modules, and 4" minimum depth clearance.

Not only do you get 65K Automation, FADEX gives you a 9 buss grouping system, group and channel mute and solos, grand master and other good stuff.

For further information contact:
In Europe:
Scenic Sounds Equipment
97-99 Dean Street,
London W1V 3RA
Telephone: 01-734 2812

Superior VCA built in (Allison VCA 5M) one-tenth the distortion of others. Auxiliary VCA inputs allow limiting, expansion, remote control etc. using FADEX as gain control element.
CBS/Sony, Tokyo

One area that the Japanese have never become deeply involved with is professional audio. It is therefore somewhat pleasant to be able to report on the new CBS/Sony Studio in Tokyo which is virtually totally European designed and equipped. The complex includes three Eastlake studios with identically equipped control rooms with Neve 32/24 consoles expandable to 40/32, Studer tape recorders with what appears to be the first A800 deliveries in the world, with a variety of A80 2-tracks. Monitoring is Eastlake TMJ-3s. Studio I can only be described as substantial in size and includes four areas with different acoustics, one for rhythm instruments centred on the drum booth, with areas for bass instruments, woodwind, and strings. There is also an isolation room with amazing ceiling height and a marble floor. Studio 2 has similar areas for different instruments but enables greater separation to be obtained while Studio 3 is designed primarily for rhythm recording. In addition to the three studios, there is an Eastlake mixdown room equipped again with a Studer A800 and Neve 32/4, this time fitted with Necam automation and also an isolation booth for additional vocal or chorus dubbing. Other areas around CBS/Sony include a mastering room with CBS 'Discomputer' providing computerised pitch control on a Neumann lathe, six editing rooms, one small and one large 'lesson' rooms for rehearsals which include an acoustic trap for absorption of low frequencies preventing the sound becoming muddy, two large studio lobbies and a 40 seater cafeteria. CBS/Sony can be contacted in Tokyo on 03 (358) 8071.

Amazon Studios, Liverpool

For over 15 years, Liverpool has unleashed considerable musical talent into the recording business. Perhaps it was always group's ambitions to 'travel to the big lights', and the large investments in recording studios have mostly been in and around London; it is only in the past few months that the first 24-track studio has appeared in Liverpool. Amazon Studios has been operating an 8-track studio for some time, and recently made the plunge into the bank balance with the opening of an additional 24-track studio. As mentioned last month, Amazon Studios have installed the first Amek M3000 automation ready 28/24 console updatable to 36/32 (the studio being prewired for 32-track). VCA faders and VCA echo facilities allow addition of an automation system later if deemed necessary. Monitoring comprises a Crown DC300A/Lockwood/Tannoy system with the alternative of smaller Tannoy and Quad. Other equipment in Studio 24 includes the Lyrec 24-track recorder with full Dolby-A, two MCI 1104 32-track machines, Klark Teknik graphics, Urei limiters and compressors, A & D Compex stereo comp/limiter, Coghlan Audio comp/limiters, Meyer noise gates, Allison Gain Brains, AMS microprocessor digital delays and stereo phaser, and EMT, Master Room and Orban Paramound echo. Studio instruments resident include a Steinway Concert Grand and Hammond C3. The Studio 24 control room measures 400ft² while the studio is 1200ft². One unusual feature of the studio (apart from the wide abundance of scatter cushions around the floor which are rather more preferable than seating) is a Coghlan Audio headphone system which allows five separate headphone mixes to be obtained from the first 26 channels of the main Amek console enabling each musician to separately control his or her own stereo headphone mix.

Amazon's established 8-track studio has also been extensively refurbished and re-equipped (the paint was still wet while I was there). Studio size is a respectable 600ft² although the control room is slightly tight. Equipment in Studio 8 includes an Amek 16/8 console, MCI 8-track, Coghlan Audio monitors, Orban Paramound echo, and AMS stereo drum machine with a Pearl Studio drum kit, Peavey amp, upright piano and an assortment of guitars and percussion in the studio. Other facilities include kitchen, shower, relaxation/games room complete with TV games, KitKat machine and ample free parking. Despite its address, Amazon Studios is on the outskirts of Liverpool near Kirkby, some 40 minutes journey from the centre. Owner is Jeremy Lewis who also runs Green Dream Music (music publishers), chief engineer is Phil Ault, while Geoff Higgins and Frazer Henry are resident engineers. Rates for Studio 24 are £35 per hour (£33 after 6 hours), while Studio 8 is only £10 per hour (£12 after six). Amazon Studios, I.S.D. Stopgate Lane, Simonswood, Liverpool L33 4YA. Phone: 051-546 6444/0434. Angus Robertson
Caribou Ranch

Late September in the Colorado Rockies offers such a display of natural colours, leaves of fall, that it would shame the most adventurous coiffures in The Kings Road. Taking a 24-hour ride into the mountains out of Denver, the views and crisp air distracted me enough that I drove right past the front gate to the 3,000-acre complex called Caribou Ranch.

I arrived in the first week of operation of their new Neve console, modified and installed to the specialised needs of The Ranch and now hard at bat by Lyons (Foreigner, etc). The console, at this time, is without computer function so as to allow the staff to determine which functions shall merit automated operation. This holds special attention, since many modifications have been made, with more in the future. Greg Edwards, resident technician, engineer and all round pilot, described the most prominent modification as being keyed insertion points on the desk for interface with the vast abundance of ancillaries and special effect units. This is in an isolation format giving the producer the chance to lock in any function or series of functions at the touch of a button, with the selection of controls being preprogrammed at the patch bay. This instantaneous control is of obvious merit, especially when you find four Pultecs, two Gain Brains, two Cooper Time Cubes, four 1176LN Limiting Amps, four Urei 565's, various phasers, Marshall Time Modulator; various Neumann and AKG microphones; and Beyer DT100 headphones. With regard to instruments, the studio can supply almost any item from TW Music's large hire stock, doing so at no extra charge. Incidentally the hourly hiring rate is £30, £35 per hour after 6pm and at the weekends.

Artists who have used the studio recently include The Stranglers, 999, Elaine Page, and Ian Gomm; past users have included Alvin Stardust, the Bay City Rollers, Marmalade, and Blue. As to the future, Alan Todd informed me that the main aim was to improve the studio even further. Whilst there is a possibility that they may move to new studio premises, present intentions are to increase studio space to 390 x 150 with a new high level control room being built alongside the present control room. Unfortunately these plans are in abeyance at the moment awaiting the verdict of the local planning authority.

During my visit, I took advantage of the fact that engineer Alan Winstanley wasn't tied up in a session to discuss with him and Alan Todd the general state of the studio recording art at present. Normally engineers are far too busy to allow such a luxury! Firstly I asked Alan how he liked to work. Alan said that whilst this depended upon circumstances, in general he liked to do the rhythm tracks first, then vocals, and then brass, and finally strings. He felt that he would like to work with more tracks, say 32-track or 48-track, as he used an automated console? More tracks he thought weren't really necessary although he didn't have anything against them per se. He was perfectly happy with 24-track. As for automation, Alan had used an automated desk at Air Recording Studios and liked it. Unfortunately
though, he felt that it led him to seek more complex mixes than were really necessary. An interesting point I thought.

With regard to the question of what their recordings sounded like when issued by the record company, both felt that a lot of their efforts in the studio were made partially redundant. Their view being, why engineer and produce to such a high standard when the finished disc usually comprises the original recording to fit it to the average playback system. Although they saw this as being unavoidable at the moment, they did feel that this problem was less likely to happen with classical recordings.

Regarding playback systems both felt that disc was better than cassette, despite disc pressing problems. However, they also felt that the advent of 'all-metal' cassettes and domestic digital audio would probably change matters considerably in the future.

Departing from TW Studios, several thoughts came to mind. Whilst it is not the most salubrious of studios, it offers excellent facilities, it achieves good results, everyone knows what they are doing, and they are looking constructively to the future. All in all not bad progress from fairly small beginnings.

TW Studios, 211 Fulham Palace Road, London W6. Phone: 01-385 4630.

Noel Bell

Aquarium Studio, Paris

Aquarium Studio is located in the south of Paris and was originally designed as a shop but found favour for recording because there were no neighbourhood problems. It was sound proofed without expensive work: indeed gardens are above and they have an underground car park on the floor below. So the place became a recording studio in 1972. It includes a small lobby, an office of the same size, the control room with 270ft² of floor area and on the other side of a double glass window the studio itself. With 1076ft² of floor area and a high ceiling it's roomy, but not of outrageous size and still feels cosy—its the opposite to studios like Barclay or Pathé Marconi that seem like halls.

Dominique Blanc-Francard, who worked at Hérouville in times past, has been Aquarium's engineer for four years and is also one of the shareholders. With his 14 years of experience in the recording field, he is partially accountable for the studio's reputation. I asked him what was his opinion about acoustics.

"The inner acoustic of the studio has been designed by a broadcasting engineer named Armagnac. It's live. I like it. I don't like damped sounds. It's pleasant to have drums picked up by the piano. We have no drum booth at Aquarium. I use only stereo monitors. I have indeed a partiality for these speakers but badly the level of sound was inadequate and I had to put the desk against the double glass with monitors on each side of the desk. It was not convenient."

Today there are two JBL custom built monitors powered by Amcron DC300A, DC150A and D60 amplifiers for bass mid and top respectively. There are also Amcron VFX crossovers and EQ2 equalisers. The desk has been pulled back and Dominique has finally decided to improve the control room. It will shortly be redesigned by Eastlake with two DM7 monitors because space is limited. The principle equipment at Aquarium is from the MCI range. There is an MCI JH500 28/32 desk that has now been operational for one year. "The desk is unsurpassable on a level of use and quality, and further the automation system is a jewel, we previously had an MCI JH440 36/36 that gave us satisfaction," said Dominique, "but 36 inputs are not necessary here."

With the new desk there was no necessity for external equalisation, so Dominique has sold his Urei graphic equalisers. The three tape recorders are also MCI—there is a 24-track with remote control and autolocator and two 2-track tape machines chosen for their facilities (varispeed, three speeds, digital counter) and reasonable price. One of the 2-track machines is used for echo with a DBX 177 noise reduction unit. A 24-channel Dolby-A unit feeds the MCI 24-track and there are also two Dolby 301s. On the left of the desk we have ancillary equipment that looks really impressive.

From Urei there are six 1176LN limiters, two LA4A comp/limiters, one Little Dipper 565T and a Cooper Time Cube. Dominique has also chosen two excellent limiters from a French manufacturer, Plus 30. They also have an Orban Parasound sibilance limiter, Eventide Flanger (unbeatable he said) and a Harmonizer (with keyboard), eight Kepex, a Marshall Time Modulator, Klark Teknik DN34 analogue time processor (often used with Fender Rhodes) and a Lexicon Delta T digital delay line. "The Lexicon, guitar and sometimes for voices. The Sennheiser MD441 is dry and useful for hi-hat and bass drum. The AKG D202 is good for electric or bass guitar."

Dominique, who is very exacting, works with the MCI 24-track at 30in/s and with Dolby—tape is Ampex 456 at 320mWh/m. He finds dbx excellent and less expensive. "But it is a dangerous policy in a studio nowadays to have only dbx. The two systems are necessary to give a choice," he said.

I asked him about future plans: "We have purchased another studio named Studio Geneix in the West of Paris. I want to make it into a moderate 24-track studio with MCI recorders and a French Plus 30 desk. But I hope to leave Paris in a few years and build two recording studios in the open country with facilities including lakes, tennis courts... I want to develop custom and to attract foreign customers. But it's not easy. French recording studios are expensive. First, tax is 33% on tape recorders and then a lot of studios are built by musicians. We grage amateurism—they are not experienced managers but they feel they want a good bargain and put the cart before the horse. They must pay for an engineer and repay the loans. So prices become out-

Dominiqve Blanc-Francard at Aquarium Studio, Paris. No prizes for guessing who equipped the studio
The SL4000 Series from Solid State.

Virgin on the ultimate.

The SL4000 master recording consoles have been designed to be the most technologically sophisticated, flexible and engineer-oriented production recording consoles ever built. And with every good reason.

* Fully distributed logic control of all the major console states.
* An instrument-quality compressor/limiter/expander/noise gate on every channel.
* On each channel, the most comprehensive and flexible parametric equaliser ever supplied on a production console.
* Overload indicator on each module.
* Two independent subgrouping systems. 8 VCA subgroups using separate faders and patch-free audio sub grouping.
* The first genuine one-button drop in system.
* Full control of all tape machine functions literally from the engineer's seat.
* Precised automatic fade.
* Compact size and grouping of functions.
* A highly sophisticated computer system with functions of level memory, drop-in timing, autolocation, editing and record keeping which are as yet unparalleled.

Like no other, the SL4000 Series works while others play. No wonder Virgin chose it for their new complex. You should be so lucky.
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Stonesfield, Oxford.
Telephone: 0993 389 324 44
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Burbank, California, USA.
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Direct-to-disc in Watford

Studio Sound published my interview with Ed Wodenjak, producer of the Crystal Clear direct-cut recordings in September, and I met Ed again recently when he was in with the rest of the CC team for a series of recordings with the LPO at Watford Town Hall. This was the first direct-cut orchestral record (well, the first in modern times) to be carried out in the UK although Crystal Clear, Sheffield and Telarc have done it in the States, and Umbrella in Canada, and so it is worth looking at the methods used and the difficulties encountered.

The acoustics of the Town Hall had been modified slightly by half covering the floor with carpet and the orchestra were arranged with the horns, percussion and brass on the front of the stage, harps and woodwind on risers and the strings on the floor. Only three omni-directional microphones were used, all on stands around 15ft off the floor and positioned left, right and centre with about 15ft between each pair. The signals from these were fed to three channels of a custom 8/2 console from which the stereo signal went via two pairs of Ortofon amplifiers up to Ortofon cutting heads mounted on two Scully lathes. The phase relationship between the stereo signals was displayed on a scope in the normal way, and while a normal cutting head was in use on the older of the two lathes, a CD head capable of cutting from 10Hz-261kHz ±0.5dB was being used on the newer lathe. The mixing console was being operated by engineer Bert Whyte, the newer lathe by John Dent from Island Studios who had worked on the Warsaw Pact direct-cut sessions at Trident (see Studio Sound February 1978), and the older lathe by Tony Batchelor of TAM Studios in London from whom it had been hired. There were also three tape decks being run as back-up to the lathes: a stereo ATR100, customised for Bert Whyte by Ampex to take ½in tape; an ordinary ½in Ampex with Dolby A being used to produce a master for possible cassette duplication; and finally a Sony Betamax video cassette recorder with the Sony PCM1 adaptors.

After several runthroughs (for the benefit of the engineers as much as the musicians) it was judged time for a take and the team went into the following procedure.

Bert Whyte has the main faders down while the lathe operators have the cutting head in a position over the lacquers ready to start the run-in groove. The cut is started and the assembled tape machines put into record; after about five seconds, Bert Whyte flashes a red light on the conductor's podium. Walter Susskind, the conductor (who is being observed in the control room on closed circuit TV) gives the upbeat to the orchestra, up come the main faders and the lathe operators open the groove pitch to the spacing required for the first few bars of the piece being recorded Ravel's La Valse. The groove spacing has to be performed mechanically and control, proved much more amenable to this operating approach. The new all-electronic lathe proved less positive with some backlash apparent.

As the last notes of La Valse died away, down came the conductor's arms, down came the main faders and the lathes went into a scroll. The LPO frantically changed the music to de Falla's Nights in the Gardens of Spain and percussionists hastily posted to new positions demanded by the changed scoring. On went the red light, up went the mechanical pitch control, proved able to clean up the head with the aid of some fine tweezers and a binocular microscope. The takes varied on the musical side, the orchestra taking some time to get used to the procedure, but the third take (only possible after some hasty negotiations as it was going into some eight minutes into overtime) sounded superb.

The recording was for possible cassette duplication; the result, which will also contain the suite from Prokofiev's Love of Three Oranges, will be appearing early this year and there will also be a record of works by American composer Morton Gould, recorded the following day.

The sound in the control room, from Kef R105 speakers driven by bridged Quad 405 amps, was very good with excellent attack and imagery. However, some doubts were raised in my mind by the mic technique employed. With a spaced pair of omnis, a central sound source will be registered equally by both mics but if this source is slightly nearer to one than the other, then the resulting time lead to the nearer mic can lead to the image moving disproportionately to that side, unlike the situation with a crossed-pair where the voltage ratio of the signals in the two mics induced by an off-centre sound source is exactly proportional to its angular displacement. Thus a pair of omnis, unless there are some anomalies with the local acoustics, will not give image positions exactly analogous to original source positions, and there could be a hole-in-the-middle effect. This, of course, will be relieved by the use of a third central mic but this will introduce a whole host of further time delay and amplitude complications, and the resulting stereo image will not be phase coherent as with a crossed-pair again, or with a close-miked panpotted stereo image. Unless the direct-to-disc process is allied with a rigorous approach to mic technique, the advantages to be gained are to some extent minimised. It is interesting to note that one of the other American companies involved in classical direct-cut recordings, Sheffield Labs, has opted for a crossed-pair approach.

However, these are very much purist objections and with the right hall and engineers involved, the resultant recordings can be very satisfying, as was the previous Crystal Clear classical disc of Tchaikovsky and Rimsky-Korsakov. The recordings should now be available from Metrosound Audio Products Ltd, 4-10 North Road, Islington, London N7, 01-607 5141.

John Atkinson
Neve's superb range of broadcast consoles includes the following standard models:
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The compact 8301 'Kelso' Transportable Console featuring 10 inputs, 2 main output groups, cue, speaker monitoring outputs and talkback facilities.

The portable 5422 'Suitcase' Mixing Console suitable for full professional use and powered either by re-chargeable batteries or from an optional mains supply/charger.
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How the ring was rung

John Rushby-Smith

An account of the broadcasting of Wagner's Der Ring des Nibelungen from the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, last October.

Rightly or wrongly, the one work in the 'classical' repertoire that attracts the maximum attention whenever it is broadcast or recorded is Wagner's monumental Music Drama Der Ring des Nibelungen. The spectacular staging and Wagner's own sound lends itself well to the microphone and invariably even the technically apathetic respond to the exciting sound that can result if properly engineered. The fact that Mozart's clarity of line, or Webern's ultra-pianissimo tinklings can present greater technical problems is neither here nor there; it is Wagner who suddenly makes a listener sit up and take notice that sound reproduction is more than just a mechanical function.

The Ring of the Nibelung is probably the biggest cohesive musical work ever written, consisting of four mammoth operas: Das Rheingold, Die Walküre, Siegfried, Götterdämmerung, which last a total of some 16 hours (not including intervals), and call for a vast cast of essentially powerful singers, an augmented orchestra (including four harps and, of course, the famous Wagner Tubas), and a degree of imagination and skill in the area of stagecraft almost unequaled in theatre.

Every year the complete cycle of operas is broadcast at least once on BBC Radio Three, and some of the most celebrated performances have been those recorded in Bayreuth, Bavaria, at the Festspielhaus which Wagner himself designed along revolutionary lines for the performance of his masterpieces. This theatre, now over a hundred years old, possesses uniquely perfect acoustical properties with a concealed pit allowing the audience an uninterrupted view of the stage, near perfect balance, and affording recording technicians excellent separation between vocal and instrumental forces.

This year it was decided to broadcast the complete cycle live from Covent Garden for the first time since 1950 and our self-appointed brief was to achieve sound quality at least as good as the exemplary results achieved in Bayreuth by the Bayerischer Rundfunk. The performances were also recorded down the line for transmission in Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Germany.

Beautiful though it is, the Royal Opera House is not exactly purpose designed for Ring. Its orchestra pit is shallow and exposed, and the huge orchestra has to spill over into boxes on each side — one for the harps and one for the timpani. The stage is coincidentally very similar in dimensions to that at Bayreuth and normally presents few major problems; however, in the adventurous production by Götz Friedrich, it was no way ended up resembling a normal stage. The fashion in Ring productions has always been for the revolutionary, both in interpretation and in technical innovation, and this staging was no exception.

Instead of a normal flat stage, Götz Friedrich's designer, Josef Svoboda, had the whole of the centre area of the stage lowered to the level of the floor below, leaving a gaping hole some 40ft². In the centre of this, a steel tower, resembling the top joint of a tower crane, was erected, supporting a huge platform 36ft² × 4ft thick on hydraulic rams. The whole thing could be raised, lowered, rotated and tilted to almost any angle by remote control; at appropriate moments its top surface opened out to form flights of steps or jutting rocks, and the underside was covered in reflective plastic enabling the audience at certain times to see what was going on underneath. This last facility was used for the River Rhine, home of the Rhinemaidens, the theft of whose gold initiates the whole tale and also for the subterranean caves of the Nibelungs — underworld people who cast and forge gold into various objects, among them the ring itself, a curse upon which brings about the eventual downfall of gods and mortals alike. Much use was made of back and front projection, laser effects, dry ice, and echoey amplification — notably for the dragon Fafner, represented by an enormous clawed caterpillar containing some 20 dancers.

Hardly ideal staging for the even microphone coverage a good sound balance requires, especially for a 'blind' audience. There was barely a moment when the singers came to within 20ft of any of our 13 stage mics, and at times they didn't even face them. These were public performances and none of the mics could be placed 'in shot'.

The normal method of broadcasting an opera from any of our major opera houses is to suspend a stereo mic (AKG C24 or Neumann SM69) above the orchestra pit looking downwards, reinforced with a few spot mics in the pit itself and four to six cardiods lined up in the 'footlights'. For these foam 'mice' can sometimes be used, but of course they must be fixed in situ and not spill over into boxes on each side. Thanks to a fair amount of 'footlights', this technique has in general produced excellently balanced and well-separated sound, but one for the timpani. The stage is divided into boxes on each side — one for the harps and one for the timpani. The stage is coincidentally very similar in dimensions to that at Bayreuth and normally presents few major problems; however, in the adventurous production by Götz Friedrich, it was no way ended up resembling a normal stage. The fashion in Ring productions has always been for the revolutionary, both in interpretation and in technical innovation, and this staging was no exception.

According we would no doubt have produced a sound not dissimilar from that experienced by the audience in the theatre — complete with all its flaws. There are those purists who would champion such a course, but among the critics of Wagner's Ring, scored for an almost unparalleled richness of orchestral texture and fullness of sound, and not to realise its intentions to the full over the air would be to do composer and performers a disservice that couldn't be justified on the pretext of capturing faithfully the sound of an inadequate acoustic.

In November's Studio Sound Malcolm Adley, writing of his days with EMI, highlighted the need to complement first class performance with engineering to match, and this is precisely what we aimed to do.

As a first step towards our goal, we decided to make the pilgrimage to Bayreuth (the Wagnerite's Mecca), to Elaine Padmore (head of the BBC's opera department), for an hour or two we knew pretty well what we had to cover and where obstacles were likely to arise. As it happened, the rifle mics exceeded our expectations, exhibiting none of the theoretical flaws, and with a bit of judicious eq applied, produced extremely good vocal quality. It is a technique we may well be stuck with henceforward for other opera relays, despite the traumas of rigging — a task more suited to monkeys than men.

Our schedule over some three weeks involved attendance at two complete cycles by way of rehearsal, so we had the unusual luxury of eight complete operatic performances to work on before going on the air with the third and last cycle. After modifications and additions to our original plans, the final array worked out as shown in figs 1 and 2.

The C24 was switched to either
figure eight or hyper cardioid according to which of us was actually mixing (one of the few details about which James and I agreed to differ) and any narrowing of the picture caused by its distance from the pit was compensated for by cheating the panning of the pit mics. Also because of its position the C24 sounded rather sogger than its paper specification, and in the end the response was lifted by some 3dB at 10kHz at the mixing end. Two AKG C451s (marked 451 (above) on figures) were attached to house light brackets outside the third tier boxes above the pit serving as useful providers of width as well as plausible standby's for the C24.

Most mics received some eq treatment — all the stage mics had bass rolloff at 60Hz to reduce bumps and thumps, the Sennheisers had a presence boost introduced at 3.5kHz to improve matching with the KM84s, and the pit mics got whatever treatment their applications called for. Naturally all such treatment was arrived at empirically.

Built-in BBC circuits in the Royal Opera House allow for six stage mics and eight pit mics. In the roof, from where the C24 is slung through holes, there are five mic circuits, two being taken up by the C24 and we were able to run a 7-way multi through a hole in a dividing wall down on to the lighting bridge for the Sennheisers. This meant that we had to find two extra roof circuits and the house
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engineers kindly let us use two of theirs, patching them over to us at their mixing console (a Neve) in the box immediately above the one used for the harps. Our announcer uses a lip mic in the box, yet above this, and this box contains another 10 circuits (like a soundproof window, which is now open for the all-essential control music score in the centre. This desk is now redundant but is so well built-in that its removal has hitherto been deemed undesirable. It takes up relatively little space, and provides the producer with a comfortable work surface and some semblance of visual contact.

Mixing is performed on portable outside broadcast gear, put in at the expense of much sweat and muscle power, having to be man-handled through labyrinthine corridors and staircases that are uphill all the way. For the Ring, we installed 32 channels of standard BBC OB Calrec equipment which was placed in the middle of the room. By dint of an arrangement of mirrors, a perisopic view through the window was still possible, supplemented by a closed circuit TV monitor fed from the house's own video system. Two BBC LS3 monitor loudspeakers flanked the window, and the overall layout was acoustically comfortable if a little cramped.

The Calrec equipment consists of inter-connectable portable units — 8-channel mixers, group unit and monitoring unit. These were arranged in a curved pattern, leaving room for the all-essential control music score in the centre. Each channel can be switched to any of four groups or to an independent output after the main fader (useful for blending announcements with atmosphere), and in addition there are two separate stereo echo return channels. Each mic channel can also feed two 'miscellaneous' bussbars, and these were used in our case for echo send. Group switching was arranged to place main (overhead) mics on Group I, orchestral mics on Group II, stage mics and direct feeds on Group III, and rifle mics on Group IV. This way whole sections could be mixed in as entities, their internal balance remaining unchanged.

For reverberation we installed a brand new EMT 250 digital unit, and supplemented this with an AKG BX15. The BX15 performed the function of ironing out the slightly stepped decay of the EMT 250 that was noticeable given the comparatively dry acoustic of the opera house. With suitable combinations of delay, decay time and eq, we were able to synthesise a convincingly natural sounding acoustic, adding warmth and depth to the sound without loss of focus.

In case one of us were to fall under a bus or something, James Hamilton and I divided the mixing duties between us taking two operas each and shadowing the other two. Rheingold and Siegfried were balanced by James, while Walküre and Götterdämmerung fell to me; naturally, in the interests of consistency we arrived at a basic sound that satisfied both our not dissimilar tastes, and an added benefit was some let-up in the intense concentration demanded by live broadcasting on such a scale. When one gets immersed,
Proline 2000TC recorders are now in action at Radio Clyde. Fitted with a control panel which was designed in collaboration with John Lumsden, Chief Engineer of Radio Clyde these machines suit the particular requirement of independant local radio.

The Proline 2000TC is a state of the art 6.25mm professional recorder designed for heavy duty operation.

The comprehensive specification also includes servo controlled DC spooling motors using a digital open loop servo (patent pending) to provide constant tape tension for all reel sizes. Twin servo controlled DC capstans with built in varispeed. TTL logic for fast foolproof operation with the facility to programme the logic and select various editing facilities depending upon the users requirements. Velocity controlled spooling for easy editing and position location. L.E.D. tape timer providing real time readout in minutes and seconds at both fixed speeds.
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Wagner's Music Dramas almost become a way of life. The time scale used for the unfolding of this magnificent soap-opera is so vast and the musical tension so intense that the mind becomes possessed. Once technical problems are solved, the task of balancing has more to do with performing than engineering. Complex live broadcasting stimulates the balancer's adrenalin much as performance does the artists', and one gets on quite a 'high' while it's all going on.

Wagner's musical writing (forget not that he wrote the words as well, the whole thing taking him 25 years to complete) calls for the voices to be 'borne along by the orchestra like a ship upon the waves'. In other words, the whole sound has to be integrated and sound engineer, willingly gave us invaluable assistance by the theatre's administration and sound staff. Eric Pressley, the resident sound engineer, willingly gave us feeds of all his various effects mics and the head of the music staff, John Barker, brought in some of the singers or suitable deputies especially to help us sort out levels for these feeds. In the end there was still a certain amount of unpredictability in this area, however, and a couple of hastily corrected miscalculations probably infuriated the pirates who must have been enjoying rich plunder from such jewel-laden ether!

Space has permitted description of only some of the elements that challenged our ingenuity. It must be remembered that the listener at home would expect no less than he would get from a good recording made under studio conditions. To judge from letters following the broadcasts, it would seem that we measured up, and we like to think we were able to convey something extra that no studio recording can ever achieve - a sense of occasion. There is no doubt that live broadcasting can extract the best from all participants. Orchestra and cast were very much aware that their efforts were being assessed by every Wagner-ophile in the country, and an enthusiastic 'prom' audience sitting for £2 on the floor where the £20 stall seats usually are, further encouraged the pulling out of stops. Colin Davis excelled himself as conductor, and if at the end he looked like a marathon runner at the finishing line, this is small wonder, for marathon it was.
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AES 61st Convention, New York—a report

Angus Robertson


NEW YORK IN November was fortunately rather more bearable than some of us had been led to believe. Exhibitions usually seem to take place during either unbearable heat or while snow is still falling. The result in both cases is that delegates tend to restrict themselves to either the air conditioning or heating of appropriate hotels or restaurants, only braving the weather while diving between door and taxi cab. But this year, weather was not a problem, the exhibition was generally well organised apart from the usual problems of delivery of equipment and material to the stands (or booths), and most exhibitors and delegates returned home feeling rather satisfied after a meaningful and worthwhile long weekend. In fact the convention timing over a weekend is peculiar only to the New York AES show and causes many cases of exhaustion after working umpteen days non-stop with no intervening weekends. I'm sure many delegates and exhibitors would appreciate the AES taking careful consideration before announcing the dates for the 1979 New York Convention.

But back in 1978, over 130 exhibitors displayed their wares both in the Ballroom and noisy twelfth floor demo rooms, while over 80 papers were presented on topics such as audio recording and reproduction, magnetic recording, sound reinforcement/architectural acoustics, digital techniques, audio in broadcasting, electronic music, transducers, subjective judgements of audio, signal processing, and applications of digital technology to audio recording.

In fact, and as was expected, digital techniques were much in abundance around the exhibition and were also covered in numerous papers. Activities on this digital front are becoming rather more clear. Although a number of manufacturers were showing digital recorders providing capability for recording two or perhaps four channels, these do not provide editing facilities and are really only relevant for simulated 'direct-to-disc' situations, and certainly not for commercial multitrack recording studios. 3M, Sony and Ampex have each developed multitrack digital tape recorders, all using totally different techniques which are not directly compatible. The 3M/Mincom recorder first shown at last year's New York AES, is only just on the verge of being sufficiently developed for marketing to commence. Meanwhile, a change of policy within 3M means that rather than being sold outright, the digital multitracks will be instead leased as a package of both 32-track and 4-track recorders for a $10,000 reservation and installation fee, $4,000 monthly rental and a delivery of equipment and material to the stands (or booths). But this year, weather was not a problem, the exhibition was generally well organised apart from the usual problems of delivery of equipment and material to the stands (or booths), and most exhibitors and delegates returned home feeling rather satisfied after a meaningful and worthwhile long weekend. In fact the convention timing over a weekend is peculiar only to the New York AES show and causes many cases of exhaustion after working umpteen days non-stop with no intervening weekends. I'm sure many delegates and exhibitors would appreciate the AES taking careful consideration before announcing the dates for the 1979 New York Convention.

In fact, and as was expected, digital techniques were much in abundance around the exhibition and were also covered in numerous papers. Activities on this digital front are becoming rather more clear. Although a number of manufacturers were showing digital recorders providing capability for recording two or perhaps four channels, these do not provide editing facilities and are really only relevant for simulated 'direct-to-disc' situations, and certainly not for commercial multitrack recording studios. 3M, Sony and Ampex have each developed multitrack digital tape recorders, all using totally different techniques which are not directly compatible. The 3M/Mincom recorder first shown at last year's New York AES, is only just on the verge of being sufficiently developed for marketing to commence. Meanwhile, a change of policy within 3M means that rather than being sold outright, the digital multitracks will be instead leased as a package of both 32-track and 4-track recorders for a $10,000 reservation and installation fee, $4,000 monthly rental and a $4 per hour actual usage. This has the advantage that 3M will be able to update and modify units more readily than if they had been sold—with the possibility of a 'standardised' format being conceived during 1979—this is also valuable for studios. An electronic editor has been developed for the 3M digital multitrack recorder by ITX Ltd (a sort of technological 'think tank' organisation that also developed the Aphex Aural Exciter) which although demonstrated at AES was not actually controlling the digital tape recorder—deliveries are expected in late 1979, some 12 months after the first recorders leave the factory. Donald Davis (ITX) and Robert Youngquist (3M) described the principle in one of the convention papers. Basically the edit console comprises an alphanumeric keyboard, television display screen with four microprocessors controlling various functions of console, 32-track and 4-track mixdown recorders. Using timecode the editor can identify editing locations to 20μs sampling period accuracy and graphically display replayed audio amplitude on the TV screen enabling the all important valleys and peaks to be examined, a cursor then being used to indicate exact edit point. Insert and assemble edits can then be accomplished totally in the digital domain (with 10ms mute over edits) with no loss of quality. Although for various reasons, only electronic editing will be possible with digital recording, there seems no reason why such editing technology should not also be used for existing analogue recorders.

Sony's approach with the PCM-3200 series was described by five gentlemen from the Sony Audio Technology Centre in Japan. As mentioned briefly last month, the Sony digital recorder uses two digital tracks per analogue channel providing 32 or 48 channels on 2in tape, 24 or 16 on 1in, eight on 1in, four or two on 1in, plus in each case two analogue channels and an SMPTE timecode track. Using 16-bit linear quantisation encoding, performance 3M digital 4-track recorder. 32-track is similar but with wider tape

Waldorf Astoria Ballroom

Previously described Aural Exciter which although demonstrated at AES was not actually controlling the digital tape recorder—deliveries are expected in late 1979, some 12 months after the first recorders leave the factory. Donald Davis (ITX) and Robert Youngquist (3M) described the principle in one of the convention papers. Basically the edit console comprises an alphanumeric keyboard, television display screen with four microprocessors controlling various functions of console, 32-track and 4-track mixdown recorders. Using timecode the editor can identify editing locations to 20μs sampling period accuracy and graphically display replayed audio amplitude on the TV screen enabling the all important valleys and peaks to be examined, a cursor then being used to indicate exact edit point. Insert and assemble edits can then be accomplished totally in the digital domain (with 10ms mute over edits) with no loss of quality. Although for various reasons, only electronic editing will be possible with digital recording, there seems no reason why such editing technology should not also be used for existing analogue recorders.

Sony's approach with the PCM-3200 series was described by five gentlemen from the Sony Audio Technology Centre in Japan. As mentioned briefly last month, the Sony digital recorder uses two digital tracks per analogue channel providing 32 or 48 channels on 2in tape, 24 or 16 on 1in, eight on 1in, four or two on 1in, plus in each case two analogue channels and an SMPTE timecode track. Using 16-bit linear quantisation encoding, performance
Expanding the Boundaries of Creativity

New levels of musical imagination present themselves to the creative musician with the application of the MXR Digital Delay. The diverse effects offered by the Digital Delay, when used with individual instruments, vocals, PA and recording mixes, offer a whole new range of musical creativity.

The MXR Digital Delay gives the musician a tool for creative application that is unparalleled in versatility, precision and ease of operation. The MXR Digital Delay is designed for a wide variety of applications including; amplified musical instruments, vocals, PA and recording mixes. The basic unit delays a sound between 0.08 milliseconds and 320 milliseconds, fully variable while retaining the dynamic range of the program source. The delay range is expandable to 1280 milliseconds in increments of 320 milliseconds by means of up to three additional plug-in memory boards. These boards are available from MXR and may be installed by the user.

Effects that can be obtained with fixed time delays include echo, vocal doubling and hard reverberation. The MXR Digital Delay contains sweep circuitry which allows additional effects such as flanging, vibrato, pitch bending and frequency modulation. The MXR Digital Delay is also capable of repeat hold (infinite non deteriorating regeneration).

Rack mountable for sound studio installation, it is also available with an optional road case for onstage use or location recording mixes.

MXR's Digital Delay can lead the way to new possibilities in creative sound at a price considerably lower than any comparable delay.

For more information see your MXR dealer.
Atlantex Music Ltd
16 High Street
Graveley, Herts.
Telephone 0438 50113

MXR Professional Products Group
claimed is 90dB dynamic range, 0.05% distortion, frequency response 20Hz to 20kHz +0.5dB, –1dB, –90dB crosstalk and immeasurable wow and flutter. Switch selectable sampling frequencies of 44,056Hz or 50,350Hz allow compatibility with other equipment, packing density on tape is 30,720 bits/in or 20,480 flux reversals per inch using 3-phase modulation over two tracks—interleaving and a modified crossword error correction code effectively correct dropout errors up to 3,840 bits (more than one inch) in length. Tape speed on the prototype shown at AES is 22.5in/s, but production models will run at 15in/s. Although no details were provided, Sony claims that electronic editing is available but, like 3M, it was not demonstrated. Although the 2-track arrangement per channel means that the tape can be edited or cut vertically while retaining all sense, error correction bits will be lost for 5.5ms over the edit.

Finally, Ampex was demonstrating a wide variety of analogue tape recorders and tapes in its booth, but the digital recorder reputedly developed must have remained in Redwood City. However, Edwin Engberg presented a paper on Ampex digital developments. It might be expected that Ampex would be devoting considerable research effort into digital recording since its 25 year-old Quadruplex video tape format is currently being superseded by new technology (without royalties) and Ampex has also extensive experience at producing data and digital instrumentation recorders. The Ampex digital multitrack recorder uses 50kHz sampling with 16-bits per sample representing 96dB dynamic range using linear encoding. Using 30in/s longitudinal recording speed, the recorded bit density becomes 50kbit/in, but Ampex experience has shown that this rate is too high for typical audio recording environments, so the data stream is split between two tracks (like Sony) producing a final recorded density of 25kbit/in. The recording format is thus two digital tracks per analogue channel, and production recorders will provide four channels on 1in tape, eight on 34in, 24 on 1in and 48 channels on 2in tape. In addition one extra
If it’s not quite right, he’ll be the first to know.

Our servicing facilities as you can see from the picture are second to none. We believe that when we’ve sold a product that genuine after-sales service, though not often needed, should always be available. We say not often needed simply because every item that leaves the shop is fully tested and aligned.

We have found that by offering a friendly and helpful service instead of simply selling boxes and getting you out of the shop as quickly as possible that we have built up a reputation that has become the envy of our competitors.

As one of the leading sales and installation companies with clients that include recording and audio visual studios, government departments, educational authorities, radio stations, theatres and P.A. companies we are happy to give advice on equipment and room acoustics.

Our prices on anything from a microphone right up to a fitted 8 track studio are hard to beat, package deals, part-exchange and installations are all part of the ‘Studio Equipment Service’.

One product group that we are the main agent for is the MXR Studio range, before we put our reputation behind any product we sell we give it a thorough testing for both specification and reliability. We can honestly say that the MXR range offers probably the highest specification available, but as you will see from our special prices, at considerable savings over other manufacturers.

---

MXR Dual Fifteen Band Graphic Equaliser
The Dual Fifteen band controls fifteen frequency bands at 2/3 octave intervals; each channel having its own level control slider. Cut and boost range is +12 to -12 dB. Equivalent input noise is better than -95dBm with less than 0.02% THD. £275.67

MXR 31 Band Graphic Equaliser
For even more exact control, this single channel equaliser has 31 bands of adjustment at 1/3 octave intervals with an overall level control. Cut and boost range is +12 to -12 dB. Equivalent input noise better than -90dBm with less than 0.01% THD. £293.73

MXR Stereo 10 Band Graphic Equaliser
This compact Stereo Equaliser is one of the most versatile and technically superior available in its price range. With overall level controls and tape monitoring facilities, the unit is attractively finished with a layout that will fit in with any system, from home to professional studios. £202.21

MXR Phaser Flanger
Probably the most used Stereo Phasing Flanging rack available. The Phaser and Flanger are available as separate units to be built into your own desk, rack, or as a complete mono/stereo package with its own power supply. The units can be used in a fully adjustable automatic mode, or switched to manual for ultimate control on sensitive passages. Phaser £146.15, Flanger £213.58

MXR Digital Delay Line
The MXR Digital Delay Line is one of the most accepted DDL units available throughout Europe and America. Used by the top studios and live bands alike, the DDL will give a whole variety of effects from the slightest echo to infinite repeat of passages. Vocal doubling, hard reverberation, flanging, pitch alterations and frequency modulation are all features of this versatile and easy to use unit. £783.16

MXR Mini Limiter
A low cost, low noise, low distortion, compact unit with fast response that effectively controls signal peaks. The variable release time is dependent upon the amount of gain reduction, continuously indicated by four L.E.D.’s. £103.02

At Studio Equipment Services, we hold stocks of all these MXR products, plus many more ranges including Revox, Brenell, Teac, Neal, Ferrograph, Shure, Beyer, Tannoy, JBL, Quad, Sonifex, AKG, Uher, Studiomaster and Sescom.

We supply to all parts of Britain, and specialise in a world-wide export service. If you’re interested in our services and would like to know more, please post the coupon to us . . . . . . you won’t be disappointed!

---

I would like to know more about Studio Equipment Services!

Name
Address

Main Agent for

Prices exclude VAT
If These Interest You
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Sound Workshop
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS
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3M
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PENTAGON
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8 Track

16 Track Packages
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ITA

The Largest Choice Of Equipment In Europe

1-7 Harewood Avenue,
Marylebone Road,
London NW1.
Tel: 01-724 2497
Telex: 21879

FRANCE: Son Professionnel,
2 Rue des Tennerolles,
92210 Saint Cloud (Paris).
Tel: 602 6815.
The need for re-equalisation, record card adjustment available with headblocks for 16, 24 and 32-track recorders is MCI. Although Sony technology. Perhaps it will happen again. Formats taking the best features of Ampex and Sony are already considered practical for professional recording applications, instead of cutting and splicing techniques will not be minimised losses, the head-to-tape contact must therefore be held to less than 10 to 20 micro-inches. Fingerprints can easily cause a spacing of 100 micro-inches and smoke contamination, Ampex believes particles are typically 25 micro-inches in size. As the problems with preventing tape contamination, Ampex believes editing of multichannel digital audio tape using conventional cut-and-splice techniques will not be considered practical for professional recording applications. Instead editing mechanisms such as those now used in the production of video tapes will become the accepted and desired procedure.

The AES is once again considering the implications of digital techniques and recording technology and will presumably eventually come up with one, or perhaps two, recommended digital formats. It is already apparent that unlike 3M, Ampex and Sony are already considering formats that are 'broadly' similar and could possibly be adapted, taking the better points of each, to form a combined format—this is exactly what the two companies did a year ago when the SMPTE (the television and film society) formed the Type C video tape format, taking the best features of Ampex and Sony technology. Perhaps it will happen again.

Meanwhile, one manufacturer still developing analogue tape recorders is MCI. Although shown for the first time at the New York AES, full details were available a year ago and appeared in these pages during the 1977 New York AES report. The JH-32 series two and three inch mastering tape recorders will be available with headblocks for 16, 24 and 32-track recording (or should it be channels), auto level adjust, NAB/CCIR switching without need for equalisation, record card adjustments by variable resistive elements rather than suboptimum variable capacitors, improved response with strict adherence to standardised eq curves, true phase integrity, separate sync and repro equalisers, complete automation capability, and three speeds—15, 20 and 30in/s. Being first with a three inch transport, MCI has been able to select an optimum recording speed providing economy of record-
**Parametric Equaliser**

A very versatile instrument for getting sounds just right. It's modular and directly retrofits APSI 550. EQ is peak or shelf. Filter is high or low pass, tunable. Bandwidth is 20Hz to 20kHz. Reciprocal cut or boost on EQ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Input</strong></th>
<th><strong>High level</strong></th>
<th>+ 30dBm (max) at 34KΩ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low level</strong></td>
<td>+ 20dBm (max) at 11KΩ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Output</strong></th>
<th><strong>High level</strong></th>
<th>+ 30dBm with −93dBm noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low level</strong></td>
<td>+ 20dBm with −103dBm noise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Frequency response</strong></th>
<th>EQ &amp; filters out</th>
<th>10Hz to 20kHz, ±0.1dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EQ &amp; filters in</td>
<td>20Hz to 20kHz, −1dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Distortion** | Harmonic & IM | <0.1% |

| **Transient response** | Slew rate | > 10V/sec. |

| **Power** | ±12V to ±18V at 75mA |

---

**Voltage Controlled Attenuator**

The first high quality VCA in the professional audio market. It's available in chip form for OEM, or in a complete module, with full input and output facilities for direct fitting to any automated console with existing VCAs. However, we can design a VCA package to fit any other manufacture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Band width</strong></th>
<th><strong>Module</strong></th>
<th>DC to 200kHz; ±0.1dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chip</strong></td>
<td>DC to 50MHz; ±0.1dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **THD** | +10dBm input | 0.004% (20Hz to 20kHz) |

| **IMD** | −14dBm input | 0.03% |

| **Noise** | Unity gain | −90dBV; ±1dB |

| **Modulation noise** | 6.5dB |

| **Overshoot & ringing** | None |

| **Slew rate** | >10V/µsec. |

| **Input impedance** | 20kΩ |

| **Gain** | 0dB (+15dB available on special order in module form) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Attenuation</strong></th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>&gt;94dB; 20Hz to 20kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chip</strong></td>
<td>&gt;100dB; 20Hz to 20kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Control voltage** | Can be scaled as needed |

| **DC shift** | Vs Attenuation | <5mV |

| **Power** | Regulated ±15V at ±25, −33mA |

---

**Grouping and Automation System**

With this system, you can now add semi-automation to your console at a fraction of the cost of a new one. Adaptable logic and extensive matrix grouping make up to ten 24-channel presets available.

And since the unit is portable, it can be moved from one studio to another in minutes, for the most efficient use of studio time.

It's expandable from 8 channels and it's just as useful for PA grouping as studio mixdown.

For MCI equipment, a compatible automation package is available.

Our own Voltage Controlled Attenuators (VCA) are used throughout, whose high quality assure minimal sound degradation.

Maximum output is +24dBm. The system comes in two parts—control console and VCA case.

The control console has group control modules, each containing grouping switches, route switch and fader, and a master control module with master fader.

The VCA case is self powered and houses the appropriate number of VCA cards and all the input/output XLR connectors.

---

**The Aphex Aural Exciter**

One of the most exciting signal processors to have been invented.

It brings sound to life and makes it louder, without any actual change in level.

It does it by introducing phase information in the form of a series of minute delays whose magnitude depends on frequency.

The formula by which the Aphex device selectively processes the audio signal has been arrived at after considerable research into the mechanisms of the ear. In particular as to how it receives complex phase information relating to the actual location of a sound source.

Aphex sounds amazing on most instruments, including the human voice.

---

**Aphex Audio Systems (UK) Ltd**

35 Britannia Row
London N18QH
Telephone: 01-359 5275
Telex: 268279 Britro G.
The dynamic range is available using 16-bits without recourse. Each input module digitally requests the precise remainder for further modules. If this available amount of delay is around $1,600 each. Using minimum bandwidth and when fully equipped, a one minute digital delay can be created—sufficient for proficiency.

MCI introduced the JH-600 console (wonder if JH in MCI model numbers originates from the initials of Jeep Harried, MCI's founder and president?) which is MCI's first stock automated console. Available in 18 and 36 channel frame sizes, the JH-600 series use the input/output module in-line approach with the VCA fader assemblies mechanically separated from the rest of the module. Features include differential line inputs, optional differential mic preamps, 24 channel buses with panning, six sends, multi-way connectors, true parametric eq, and JH-50 automation as standard. The JH-600 series is also somewhat more 'cost effective' (ie cheaper) than the JH-500 series, starting at $28,000 for 18 channels with VU meters.

Another aspect of console design that is becoming more important is the role of OEM companies. Penny & Giles cornered a vast proportion of the fader market several years ago, and it looks as if one or two other modules might be finding their way into consoles before long. The Valley People Transamp is one such product providing substantial gain, while B&B voltage controlled attenuators operate with 0.004% distortion providing a 114dB dynamic range. The JH-600 series use the input/output module shortly—this is similar to the Cat22 which, almost without exception, have abysmal sound quality when compared to professional audio recorders.
STEREO DIGITAL DELAY LINE with continuous variation, 0 to 600 mS for option A and 0 to 1.2 second for option B.

HARMONIZER: from 2 to 4 Octave - a microcomputer operates a sophisticated phase coincidence of joining points, taking into account both the instantaneous phase and the envelope phase, so that transition "glitches" are eliminated.

VARIOUS REMOTE CONTROLS include in particular two digital V.C.A. inputs allowing separate voltage control of the gain of the two outputs.

REVERSE POSSIBILITY, by setting crosspoint I, smaller than crosspoint II, reading direction is inverted, which is the electronic equivalent of a magnetic tape running reversed.

MEMORY MODE with keyboard remote control, one can play any memorized sound - it is also possible to obtain rhythms with any existing sound.

TRUE DYNAMIC RANGE 100 dB by means of a quasi-16 bits flying comma A/D converter of prime quality.

The heart of the system is an exclusive digital V.C.A., featuring: very low noise (-96 dB), very low distortion (0.02%), fast response time (2 microsecond), logarithmic response.

Compressor Limiter: threshold from +20 to -40 dB - Attack time from 0.01 to 20 mS - Release time from 0.03 to 2 s - Gain reduction from 0 to 30 dB - Ratio 2.

Expander: Threshold from +10 to -40 - Attack time from 0.01 to 40 mS - Release time from 0.03 to 2 s - Gain reduction from 0 to 30 dB - Ratio 2.

Noise gate: Uses previous setting but ratio is 20.

Stereo-Compressor Limiter with fast photocell - very low noise: 102 dB and low distortion when compression operates: 0.05% - use FET operational amplifier bandwidth 100 kHz even for +20 dB - insertions in side-chains - stereo-coupling - display of compression 6 ratio 2-3-4-6-10-20 - by LED - special circuitry to suppress distortion on low frequencies - XLR connectors.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT PETER DEAN
AES NEW YORK

Scamp, otherwise known as Audio & Design (Recording), introduced two modules at AES—the SO2 mic preamp providing 70dB gain with -125dB noise, and the S100 dual gate with 10ms attack with release, attenuation range, and threshold all being variable. Two LEDs indicate whether the gate is open or shut.

Ursa Major demonstrated its SST-282 Space Station ‘processing centre’ which provides a multitap digital delay line featuring 16 ‘Audition Delay Programs’ providing effectively room delays, comb, delay clusters and space repeats, together with feedback echo and reverberation. Total delay is 255ms in 1ms steps, cost is $1,995 and UK distribution is by Feldon.

Orange County based in Winnipeg, Canada, manufacture a range of audio processing equipment including vocal stressors, stereo processors primarily for broadcast operation, parametric equaliser, comp/limiter/expander/noise gate module, graphic equaliser, stereo HF limiter, and stressor switcher.

Symetrix Professional Audio Products in Seattle introduced a new range of processing equipment including the CL-100 comp/limiter ($299) which features side chain insertion, true infinite compression ratio, VCA gain control element, stereo interconnect and optional balanced inputs and outputs ($3,490). The Symetrix Signal Gate ($199) provides adjustable threshold noise gate, signal gate and special effects externally controlled. Symetrix also manufacture a Phase Filter ($299) and dual channel Headphone Amplifier which provides low into a minimum of 40 with separate level and jack sockets for outputs together with one combined stereo jack ($139). MicMix showed an improved version of the Dynaflanger which features improved stereo reverberation. Furman Sound, distributed by Rothchild Musical Instruments in New Jersey, showed a tunable crossover/bandpass filter Model TX-2 which provides two crossover points, both of which may be independently tuned between 20Hz and 20kHz with 12dB octave roll-off. Model PQ-6 stereo parametric equaliser/preamp which provides three continuously variable overlapping controls providing +20dB gain and up to -40dB cut with variable bandwidth. Finally, Furman manufacture a reverb system complete with limiter, which uses a 16in dual spring assembly.

Deltalab Inc (whose DL1 digital delay line was reviewed in Studio Sound last month) introduced the DL2 and DL3 units which provide further digital effects—the DL2 Acousticomputer provides two independent delay channels and pre-reverb delays, variable time base with VCO, sustain, long delays, stereo imaging, footswitch control ($1,750), while the DL3 is a low cost ($700-$750) digital delay with a single input and output.

Ashley Audio Inc manufacture a range of ‘space age signal processing’ equipment including parametric equalisers, peak limiter compressors, electronic crossovers and instrument preamps.

Signal analysers were much in evidence at AES, including the hand-size Ivie IE-30A analyser with IE-17A microprocessor accessory, and the Inovonics Model 300 acoustic analyser which includes two separate memories—both will shortly be reviewed in Studio Sound.

White Instruments will also be introducing its Model 200 signal analyser which is microprocessor-based with a personality totally dependent on software, all analysing and display functions being controlled by twin 6800 microprocessors which may be simply reprogrammed in the future by changing one circuit card containing the PROMs. Features include switched full or ±octave filters, and a set of ±octave filters ranging from 40Hz to 1,250Hz can also be added, LED matrix 16x31, 45dB, 26dB or 15dB dynamic range, simultaneous analysis in both average and peak modes, and storage in eight memories, simultaneous display of up to three curves, numerous options.
You always perform better with the right equipment

With Neal Ferrograph you get the right equipment for the job, and the best in its class. A good formula for success, of which you can be assured every time you choose from the fully-integrated range of specialist recording and ancillary equipment in the NEAL FERROGRAPH range.

The NEAL 302.
Incorporating a 3-motor mechanism, controlled by a full solid state logic system actuated by ultra light touch buttons, this is the machine used by top recording studios and broadcasting stations for quality cassette copies and for in-cassette duplication masters.

Studio 8
A professional studio tape recorder logic controlled for superb tape handling characteristics, offering a choice of stereo, twin track and full or half track mono heads, PPM or VU meters, IEC (CCIR) or NAB equalisation, console or transportable models.

The Ferrograph Logic 7.
A transportable tape recorder of unrivalled facilities; taking all spool sizes up to 27 cm, and providing three speeds, plus positive action push buttons in association with logic circuits... for fast, safe tape handling under all conditions.

The RTS 2.
Combines in one easy to use compact instrument the measurement of gain, noise, frequency response, input sensitivity, output power, distortion and the parameters relating to recording equipment, such as wow and flutter, crosstalk, drift and erasure. Its range of application can be extended even further by the addition of the Auxiliary Test Unit ATU 1.

NEAL FERROGRAPH
TOTAL TAPE TECHNOLOGY

SIMONSIDE WORKS - SOUTH SHIELDS - TYNE & WEAR NE34 9NX
Telephone: SOUTH SHIELDS (0632) 566321 Telex: 537227
AES NEW YORK

Meanwhile Barclay Analytical Ltd introduced Badap 1, an audio microcomputer with built-in 9in colour monitor display which can be programmed to display 1-octave real time analysis, peak v average mixdown, and such applications with future programmes allowing RT 1s, computation, chromatic spectral analysis, wow and flutter spectral analysis, and many others. Television output is however only NTSC so Badap 1 cannot be used fully in Europe.

Audio Developments International of Palo Alto showed a range of full and 1-octave analysers together with graphic equalisers. 1002 is a 1-octave precision real time spectrum analyser with four memories, 31 ANSI filters with two average times, noise generator and battery pack.

Numerous manufacturers were showing amplifiers of many varieties including Crown who will be introducing the PSA-2 self analysing amplifier with a temperature measurement loop that will be able to deliver 440W into 8Ω and almost 600W into 2Ω. AB Systems Design Inc manufacture a range of power amplifiers which include The Four Ten which provides two channels of 205W into 8Ω, while The Eight Ten offers 200W into 8Ω. The Model 2400 electronic frequency divider was introduced at AES and provides panel setable controls for both left and right systems, h/f and if with independent controls of 'internal sub woofer output'. Uni-Sync also manufacture a range of PA equipment including power amps with ratings between 50W and 350W per channel, Trouper monitor and PA mixers, direct boxes and microphone splitter boxes, and metering systems.

Also with the PA market in mind, Calzone Inc were exhibiting a range of custom cases manufactured from high impact laminate with 24 gauge steel trays, specially fastened caster brackets and available for most musical and electronic instruments. Wireworks of New Jersey showed a range of wire, surprising enough—what makes this somewhat different is that PVC microphone cables are available in 12 colours, in addition to normal black rubber and black neoprene. Microphone multicables are available with 3, 6, 9, 11, 15, 19 and 27 pairs terminated in either multi tails with XLRs or multiboxes which can have optional multipin connectors.

The BTX Corporation were showing a range of timecode and synchronising equipment which allow one or more tape recorders to be locked together. The 4500 synchroniser is a microprocessor based system with integral SMPTE timecode readers, while the 4600 SMPTE tape controller allows as many as 30 consecutive instructions using either keyboard or automatic capture of timecode locations. BTX also manufacture SMPTE timecode generators and digital displays. Polyfonic Sound Industries introduced the FY-10 and FY-15 (stereo version) acoustic simulators for room simulation and sound enhancement. Applications vary from correcting overly close microphone techniques to creating an ambience effect on dry sounding tapes. In live applications, the units can actually vary the apparent room environment acoustically enabling users to provide for their own personal taste. Swintek manufacture a wide range of radio microphone transmitters and receivers including a handheld with SM58 head, bodypack transmitters available for either VHF or UHF, receivers matching all transmitters, various antennas including diversity systems, and a full-duplex communicator system for use with most headsets allowing handheld free communication over 1-mile distances. UK distributor for Swintek is Oakside Electronics.

dbx Inc introduced the RM-155 8-track noise reduction system for $1,100 in pro-format, Model 208 professional eight channel noise reduction with simultaneous record and replay ($3,300), Model 148 playback only dbx system ($3,000), the Model 163 professional comp/limiter with 'over easy' compression circuit that provides a gradual turnover at the threshold point, and feed forward gain reduction ($550), and finally the Model 163 'one knob squeezer' comp/ limiter with a single front panel knob which increases the output gain automatically as compression is increased to maintain a constant output level ($189).

Studio design consultancies were represented by Sierra Audio of Burbank who is Eastlakes exclusive agent in North and Central America, Japan, Australia and Asia, and Jeff Cooper, 'consultant in acoustics' who previously worked for Westlake, and has designed a wide variety of ations, the units can actually vary the apparent room environment acoustically enabling users to provide for their own personal taste. Swintek manufacture a wide range of radio microphone transmitters and receivers including a handheld with SM58 head, bodypack transmitters available for either VHF or UHF, receivers matching all transmitters, various antennas including diversity systems, and a full-duplex communicator system for use with most headsets allowing handheld free communication over 1-mile distances. UK distributor for Swintek is Oakside Electronics.

dbx Inc introduced the RM-155 8-track noise reduction system for $1,100 in pro-format, Model 208 professional eight channel noise reduction with simultaneous record and replay ($3,300), Model 148 playback only dbx system ($3,000), the Model 163 professional comp/limiter with 'over easy' compression circuit that provides a gradual turnover at the threshold point, and feed forward gain reduction ($550), and finally the Model 163 'one knob squeezer' comp/ limiter with a single front panel knob which increases the output gain automatically as compression is increased to maintain a constant output level ($189).

Studio design consultancies were represented by Sierra Audio of Burbank who is Eastlakes exclusive agent in North and Central America, Japan, Australia and Asia, and Jeff Cooper, 'consultant in acoustics' who previously worked for Westlake, and has designed a wide variety of studios on the West Coast of America.
This 30/4/2 Quad is an example of the high quality modular desks we produce to order.

We now produce a range of non-modular consoles at a surprisingly low cost.

THE KESS RANGE

16/6 and 24/8 Monitor desks and 20/2 and 20/4/2 front of house desks.

16/6

Purpose built stage monitor desk.
Features:
- VU on every channel
- All outputs with 9 band EQ
- @ 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400 & 12800 Hz.

20/4/2

Purpose built front of house desk.
Features:
- LED overload indicators on every channel.
- Routing direct to the Stereo Masters in addition to the 4 sub-groups.
- 2 foldback sends on each channel (pre fade)
- 2 effects sends on each channel (post fade)

SPECIFICATION EXAMPLES
Input attenuation, Channel mute/PFL
EQ: TREBLE ± 20 DB 8K Hz
MID ± 16 DB Sweep
BASS ± 22 DB 100, 170, 250 Hz

ENQUIRIES:
THE GELF SALES AGENTS Power house, Ref: KESS
300/320 Acton Lane W4 5DJ
CONTACT: SIMON NATHAN
01-995-4712

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Loudspeaker reflections
AN UNEXPECTED high spot of the 1978 Harrogate audio festival was a lecture by USA loudspeaker designer Roy Allison, organised by the firm Audio Pro of Cheshire, who are the UK distributors for Allison speakers. Although not even Allison’s best friend could call his lecture technique riveting, what he had to say about how to choose a monitor for the floor and to eliminate the attenuation dip caused by reflection occurred at below the crossover frequency used. The coincidence of approaches is in fact no coincidence. The AR9 is largely the result of computer analysis by Bob Berkovitz of Acoustic Research. Allison and Berkovitz worked together in the AR design team around eight years ago before Berkovitz went temporarily to Dolby Labs and Allison started his own company. This is where the ideas behind the current designs first originated. AR has an ongoing programme for computer analysis of room reflections and some of the AR computer programmes have been put onto cassette format for use on a microcomputer which AR use for public demonstrations. This shows up the effect of room reflections on a speaker system in different listening locations, by drawing the worst and best speaker positions for any room size and shape fed into the computer. Small studios where you cannot afford an acoustic consultant, might do well to check out with AR when they are next using the computer at a public demonstration in your area. Of course, ARAR use their crossover frequency chosen so that they can of course also be picked up by anyone in the area and far across the water for island stations like Cyprus. Quite often cruise ships will have a piped station on board tuned to the nearest BFBS transmitter, and in many countries the locals use the BFBS programmes as an aid to learning English. The result—a worldwide listening audience of a staggering 20M.

At the Dean Stanley Street studio there is a Neve desk and the whole network is standardised on Ferrograph Series 8 recorders. The studio master tape is copied at eight times speed on a half inch slave Leader Rich machines and shipped off round the world by service planes whose air crews know not to put the tapes near any stray fields. I was in the studio a couple of times recently (while ex-Capital DJ Tommy Vance was doing a very professional job on recording his now daily BFBS programme) and noticed one fascinating “why didn’t I think of it first” gadget. The programme producer sits at a work desk behind the Neve console and engineer. Normally both engineer and producer have a clear line of sight through the control room window. In other words it’s a periscope. I wonder why on earth more crowded studio control rooms don’t have a simple periscope built in where there is any risk of blocked views.

Incidentally, because BFBS is controlled by the Ministry of Defence and not the BBC, there is no taboo on brand names. There’s no actual advertising, of course, but there is freedom to call a spade a spade by its trade name. And this does make for more punchy interviewing with people relieved of the need to think of a generic word for Rolls Royce or Austin Spitfire.

BFBS also has an interesting attitude to taping. Although by definition every show has to be prerecorded, show like the Tommy Vance programme are recorded exactly as if live. Everyone just think and talks about Friday as “today” if programme is recorded on Friday. There’s no tape editing and everything is locked onto tape, for better or worse. Usually, I suspect, for better.

BFBS calling
I CHANCED recently on the British Forces Broadcasting Service, a little known (in the UK at least) branch of the Ministry of Defence that operates from studios and offices in Dean Stanley Street just round the corner from Parliament. We may no longer have an Empire but we do still have forces stationed all round the world. To relieve the boredom of local radio and TV, and provide a link with home, the BFBS records programmes in the UK and flies out the tapes to British forces stations all round the world. The tapes can be recorded one day and played abroad the next. Broadcasts are in stereo, with transmitters in countries like Malta, Cyprus, Hong Kong, Germany and the Middle East—often quite powerful beasts, several kilowatts at least.
Our business is helping you with yours...

Considering or upgrading a multitrack system?
We offer a select range of studio equipment, backed with advice, demonstration and service. Turnkey sell, install, lease or hire.

For many years QUAD amplifiers have been a standard in UK Studios for quality monitoring. Their latest model, the 405 current dumping design is now available from TURNKEY.

We supply and install the TEAC TASCAM multitrack system. Mixers Models 2, 3 and 5, and tape recorders 3300S, 3340S and 80-8 are suitable for both multichannel and audio production applications.

VARISPEED
By popular demand we have produced a compact vari-speed unit that can be easily connected to any fixed speed recorder. The power oscillator is housed in a free standing case and connection is via two wires to the capstan motor.

The hand held remote switches between fixed speed operation and a plus or minus 15 percent pitch control.

A new range of signal processing equipment designed specifically for budget installations. A versatile, expanding system that features quality and low cost.

Limiter/compressor - input, output, attack and release controls.

Parametric Equaliser - Two band boost cut control with peak frequency tuning.

Reverb Unit - For mic or line application with equalisation and mix controls.

Dual Notch - Twin tunable low frequency notches for programme filtering.

The Turnkey book includes comprehensive information about our products and accessories. Please write or call for your free copy.

Teac's 16 page booklet "Are you ready for multitrack?" is also available on request.

Call Andrew Stirling at:

8 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts EN4 8RW Supply & Installation of Recording Equipment Telephone: 01-440 9221 Telex: 25769
SURVEY: FILM SOUND EQUIPMENT

**Wow and flutter:** 0.1%
**Capacity:** up to 900m.
**Film speed:** 24 or 25 frames/s, servo driven.

**Frequency response:**
- 35mm: 40Hz to 12kHz ±2dB, 16mm to 10kHz.
- S/N: 60dB.
**Synchronisation:** may be locked to power line, TV vertical sync or external drive source.
**Price:** on application.

**DS16/DS17.5**
**Type:** magnetic film recorder.
**Format:** DS16 16mm magnetic film, DS17.5 17.5mm magnetic film.
**Tracks:** one or two.

**F240 series**
**Type:** transportable magnetic film recorder.
**Format:** 16mm magnetic film.
**Tracks:** centre or edge, 5mm or 2.5mm, stereo twice 4mm.
**Speed:** 25 frames/s, 7.5fps/s.
**Drive motor:** DC speed slaved.
**Power supply:** mains.
**Wow and flutter:** 0.15%.
**Frequency response:** 50 to 10,000Hz ±1dB, -4dB at 15kHz.
**S/N:** 60dB.
**Capacity:** 1016 spools.
**Features:** uses basic type tape transport with smooth capstan drive and no sprockets. Available with mic or line inputs.
**Price:** on application.

**SELA (Sweden)**
**Svenska Elektronisk-Apparater AB, Fact S-12206 Enskede 6, Sweden.**
**Phone:** 08/94 02 70.
**Range of mixers for film industry and Nagra recorders.**

**2880BT**
4-channel mixer designed specifically for use with Nagra portable tape recorders from which it obtains power. Each channel accepts wide range of balanced mics and provides dialog filter, HF and LF in each channel rotary faders, line outputs which may be used for cans.

**2880ST**
8-input portable mixer with two groups, balanced input with phantom powering, HF-pass filter, HF and LF equaliser, auxiliary send (or echo), two returns into groups, line-up oscillator, two PPMs power supply which also powers Nagra and phantom mics.

**2880-IS**
Minimiser for professional applications, six mic inputs and which will operate directly from Nagra recorders, balanced inputs, phantom powering, roll over filter.

**JBL PROFESSIONAL DEALERS IN THE U.K.**

**COURT ACoustics**
**PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS**
35 Britannia Row
London N1 8QH
Telephone 01-359 0956

**Grahams PROFESSIONAL**

**Kirkham Electronics**
Mill Hall, Mill Lane,
Pulham Market, Norfolk IP21 4XL
Telephone (037 976) 639

**REW**
REW Audio Visual
114 Charing Cross Road
London WC2
Telephone 01-836 2372/7851

For further information contact
Harman (Audio) U.K. Ltd.
St. John's Road
Tylers Green
High Wycombe
Bucks HP10 8HR
Telephone 0494-815221
A JBL MONITOR KNOWS ITS PLACE.

A studio monitor is only a tool. It is not supposed to enhance, add to, subtract from, or in any way modify sound. That’s your job.

What a studio monitor is supposed to do is tell you precisely what’s on tape. Because you have to know everything that’s there. And everything that isn’t. Before it’s too late.

That’s why JBL monitors are in thousands of recording and broadcast studios around the world. In fact, according to a national survey by Billboard Magazine, JBL’s are in more recording studios than any other brand.

A JBL monitor plays what it’s told. Nothing more. Nothing less. If that sounds good to you, contact your nearest JBL Professional Products Studio Equipment Supplier.

And put a JBL monitor in your place.

The 4301: Our newest 2-way monitor. Compact and efficient, for small broadcast control rooms and home studios.

The 4311: The most popular monitor going. A compact, full-range 3-way.

The 4315: An ultra-shallow 4-way, for maximum sound in minimum space.

JBL studio monitors come in three other models, too. All fully compatible for accurate cross referencing.

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. / Professional Division, 8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, California, U.S.A.
SURVEY: FILM SOUND EQUIPMENT

SIEMENS (West Germany)
Siemens, 7900 Karlsruhe 21, PO Box 21 1680, West Germany.
UK: Siemens Ltd, Siemens House, Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middx TW16 7HS.
Phone: 03927 88691. Telex: 851901.

Duocord
Type: magnetic film recorder.
Format: 16mm, 17.5mm and 35mm magnetic film.
Tracks: centre and edge 5mm, edge track 2.4mm. Options for many other track formats.
Wow and flutter: 0.1%.
Capacity: basic 800m extendable.
Film speed: 24 or 25 frames/s.
Frequency response: 40Hz to 14kHz ±2dB.
Film: 35mm.
Price: on application.

Duocord-E
Basically similar to Duocord but providing faster run-up, and simple synchronisation with other units and operate off single phase power supply.

SONDOR (Switzerland)
Sondor, Gewerbezentrum, CH-8702 Zollikon, Zurich, Switzerland.
UK: Hayden Laboratories, Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9EW.
Phone: 02813 88447. Telex: 849469.

Sondor 62-67dB.
Synchronisation: uses three-phase mains motors or may be driven from Rotosyn system for external synchronisation.
Features: various versions available including optical sound and vidicon picture scanner using polygonal prism.
Price: on application.

STELLAVOX (Switzerland)
Stellavox, 2068 Hauterive, Neuchatel, Switzerland.
Phone: 33 42 33.
UK: John Page Ltd, Wesley House, 75 Wesley Avenue, London NW10 7DA.
Phone: 01-961 4181. Telex: 24224.

SM/SQ7
Tracks/speeds: 2 (SM8), 4 (SQ7) on 35mm, 71 and 15in/s.
Frequency response: ±2dB, 20-20kHz at 15in/s.
Noise: ≤70dB (SM8) or ≤68dB (SQ7), A weighted, at 15in/s.
Wow and flutter: ≤0.04%, DIN weighted, 'typical'.
Features: battery or mains-powered portable; built-in loudspeaker; twin pmm or VU metering; single transport control; mic/line inputs.
Price: £2,990 SM8, £4,910.50 SQ7.

TP8
Tracks/speeds: 1 or 2 on 35mm, 71 and 15in/s.
Frequency response: ±2dB, 30-18kHz in stereo mode.
Noise: ≤65dB, A weighted, at 7in/s in stereo mode.
Wow and flutter: ≤0.07%, DIN weighted at 7in/s.
Features: similar to SM8 with 50/60Hz pilot generator and cue track playback amp of synchroniser; EBU time code recording option also available.
Price: £2,137.85 less head assembly (£200 up).

TD88 TRANSPORT
Tracks/speeds: 1 (with or without Neopilot) or 2 (with or without Synchrontone) on 35mm, 2 or 4 on 35mm, and Perfofame for 16mm magnetic tape; 16, 31, 71, 15, and 30in/s, plus 24 and 25 frames/s.
Features: battery or mains-powered semiportable transport without electronics; logic control and motion sensing; interchangeable head blocks; remote control and varispeed options; electronic counter; available in free-standing or rack-mounting versions.
Price: on application.

AM48
Five inputs for 12V AB or phantom powered capacitor mic, 48V capacitor mic, dynamic mic. XLR or Preh connectors. Bass roll-off, bass/treble lift/cut, pan, 20dB pad each input. PFL, individual post-fade outputs. Switchable stereo compressor on two channels/limiters with LED indication on each input. Stereo limiters with LED indication on master group outputs. 880Hz line up osc. Two illuminated PPM meters. 3 x 8.2 x 10.6in, weight 1.91h.
Price: from 30,520 Swiss francs.

M2rOMA3
Type: magnetic film reproducer.
Format: 16mm magnetic film, Mf 17.5/35mm, M12 dual.
Tracks: centre, edge and others.
Wow and flutter: 0.08%.
Capacity: 56cm spool.
Film speed: 24 or 25 frames/s, up to x10in sync, x20 spooling.
Frequency response: 40Hz to 12.5kHz ±1.5dB.
S/N: 68dB.
Synchrontone: interlocked to mains sync or pulse generator.
Features: up to eight channels with pre-listening.
Price: from 39,520 Swiss francs.

M2rOMA3
Similar to above but restricted facilities and max two record channels.
Price: from 33,830 Swiss francs.

Libra
Type: transportable magnetic film recorder.
Format: 16mm magnetic film.
Tracks: centre and edge, total three. Transport mechanism uses sprocket wheel drive associated with a capstan pinch wheel arrangement which considerably simplifies threading.
Price: from 17,300 Swiss francs.
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"The original A77 had set a standard by which I have judged other domestic and semi-professional recorders for many years. It is now clear that the new B77 sets a new standard not easily surpassed at its price."

Angus McKenzie (March 1978)
Overhead v side stack for PA
Dear Sir, Regarding Mr Harris's article on Hearing Matters in November Studio Sound, I should like to clarify my preference to an overhead sound system. We perceive the direction of a sound source by observing the time shift of a point source as it arrives at our ears. There is also a subconscious and involuntary movement of the head to pinpoint a sound source mainly because we are more sensitive to relative phase shift than absolute phase shift. This is also true of musical aspect in that our central nervous system is more sensitive to a change of stimulus, if so the sound image moves from say left to right, but visually the artist doesn't, we are sensitive to that to the point of distraction.

We can also perceive direction in the vertical plane much the same process, but since our ears are located on a horizontal axis, the sensitivity is considerably less. In any event with an overhead sound system wherever the artist stands, he will bear a constant relationship to the sound source in terms of vertical displacement and thereby, therefore, a spatial aspect, to which our ear brain becomes very quickly accustomed.

Also, the actual elevation from the stage to an overhead array, even to those in the front rows, is only a few degrees—I did in my article of course refer to overhead from the performers' point of view—not the audiences. There are other reasons for preferring an overhead array under most circumstances. Such a system is more likely to provide equal path length to the audience and therefore more even distribution. There are other reasons for preferring an overhead array under most circumstances. Such a system is more likely to provide equal path length to the audience and therefore more even distribution. Also a single stack of say 10 speaker systems will give more accurate output than two separate systems of five speakers by virtue of the mutual coupling that exists between them when they are closely stacked.

In addition we have to consider multipath (acoustic) distortion which occurs when you have more than one sound source. In the majority of the audience, stereo is largely academic and whilst two separate sound systems can give a very pleasing special effect, this only occurs at specific frequencies and only when the sound 'envelope' is wider than the time shift. On stage and for recording purposes, such as in that our ears are located on a horizontal axis, these are heard as two or more discrete signals which are inevitably out of time with the music.

This is especially important if you consider the abominable acoustics (from a contemporary music point of view) of most concert halls and auditoria. There are enough discrete reflections from the room itself without doubling them each time you add another sound source. Possibly the best (or worst) example of this was the Stone's concert at Earls Court last year (not an easy venue since it probably has the worst acoustics in the world. But something like eight separate sound systems were used and no matter how careful you are with delay lines to account for the different signal paths—just a single sound, say a snare drum, presents the ear with literally hundreds of sound images over a period of seconds. I supervised the concert the following week, and a single overhead cluster was used. Apart from requiring far fewer speakers, considerably better intelligibility was achieved.

There are of course situations when side stacks are expedient, but as in all situations, the best results are achieved with an intelligent selection of compromises, and the overhead cluster with or without separate sub-bass from experience gives generally better results.

Yours faithfully, Stephen Court, Court Acoustics Ltd, 35/39 Britannia Row, London N1 8QH.

Rock festivals
Dear Sir, It seems to me that the article Making the Most of a Rock Festival, was actually a letter wherein the author confessed his lack of ability and experience and finally resigns his post with the Beeb (or this is a typical BBC remote man)!

I found myself in complete sympathy with the 'Tall (obviously competent) American' who was aware of a very fundamental thing that the author was not. A concert audio engineer's prime directive is to deliver the best sound he can to the audience and the musicians themselves. The audience is the reason for the concert.

The sound crew's concern is rightly directed towards the audience, who paid to see the show not obviously bumbling radio remote twits. It seems that the author could use a little more insight into how high power music reinforcement systems are moved and operated.

Understanding what the PA engineer needs to accomplish could have possibly led to an opportunity to humble petition for any needed information and likely get it.

In general, the mixing and monitoring desks and auxiliary equipment are an ergonomic arrangement designed to fulfill the prime directive earlier stated. Any crew that ignores this is simply not going to exist for long in this business.

An engineer who lets anyone connect anything to his system without his checkout is always running at a risk to his and his firm's reputation. Any outsider's gear must of necessity be connected at the PA engineer's sufferance, and if there is indication of loading or interference, it must be muted.

I have always, I and others on our crew have been told to connect this or that bit of recording gear to our system. In most cases, there is little inconvenience, but there is a minority who tell us that they are only bridging when they actually have terminated or unbalanced (or done worse to) a console feed. Perhaps the Tall American rightly identified the author for one of this type.

In light of the contents of the article itself, I would never admit to such inept technical blundering as the author writes of, so I assume that the Tall American could see this too and did what any dedicated engineer would do, as with or without dumb trousers, the show must go on . . .

Yours faithfully, Donald E. Person, Cathedral Sound Studios, 1575 5th Street, Rensselaer, NY 12144, USA.

Automated mixing
Dear Sir, I read Richard Dean's article about Automated Mixing with great interest. It provided a good overview of the general state of affairs regarding computerised mixdown. I would like to clarify one point, however.

It was stated, and rightfully so, that "... the automation system is an aid to mixing that remembers fader and mute position, whatever the engineer might do to them, throughout the mix".

Mr Dean seems to presuppose that all automation systems are able to deal with fader levels and mutes properly. This is not the case. Specifically, most systems, including the Allison 65K and the Harrison, do not store the mute information separately. The Sound Workshop system, which we call ARMS (Auto-Recall Mixdown System), writes the fader level and channel status independently. If a channel is muted, a 'mute' is stored leaving the fader level intact. On most systems when a channel is muted, a 'fader full attenuate' is stored thereby destroying the fader level data. If that channel is to be 'unmuted', it must also be rewritten. This is a great detriment to the purpose of the automation in the first place.

Systems that handle the mute data separately include Sound Workshop's ARMS, Neve's Necam, and MCT's JH-30 (when installed in the tape 308 Console).

I thank you for this opportunity to add to the article.

Yours faithfully, Michael Tapes, President, Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products Inc, 1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11787, USA.

FM Acoustics amplifier
Dear Sir, In the September issue of Studio Sound you published a review on our FM600A which we read with interest. As there were some strange anomalies in the tested sample we would like to comment on them. First two points we know of:

1. Hugh Forrester's measurement of output noise is incorrect (we were unable to get all other measurements too) and represents a value that is typical for production units. The output noise of the FM600A may be a few dB's higher than other amplifiers, but from a practical point of view, this has no significance (do you know a source with 100dB S/N ratio?).
Letters

2. At the time your sample was manufactured, the short circuit limit was set relatively low and therefore the power rating at 25Ω is low. In the meantime we have changed this, and the amplifier now delivers around 400W into 2Ω single channel driven (this modification can be done by a simple resistor change in the circuit, the amplifier itself has enough reserves).

Now to the test results that are non-typical:

1. Hugh Ford writes that the amplifier tripped after 15 minutes of program power into a load of 45Ω and even into 8Ω. This is not the case normally as all our amplifiers do handle the heavy American FTC standard power test without thermal interruption.

2. The distortion measurements, although satisfactory, do indicate some kind of instability at high frequency and so does the squarewave test too. Although our amplifiers do exhibit a small overshoot, like every other good amplifier, it never reaches a level as high as in your photograph.

3. You indicate a power bandwidth of 24kHz. This is very strange as we achieve a minimum of 55kHz normally (we are using a specially manufactured 9MHz transistor).

4. A further indication of a fault is the DC offset of 90mV. In the two final tests the DC offset is set to 20mV.

5. The 'fast rise time' and 'slow slew rate' does also indicate some strange phenomenon. Although we cannot decide definitely what the fault was, it is clear that all these anomalies are interrelated and do indicate an HF problem. It therefore might be that a compensation capacitor or something similar has been damaged.

That the FM600A does normally not have the problems as it did have in your test is manifested in the fact that we have replaced amplifiers by a British manufacturer (which was actually very well received in your test series!) in some very critical studios, and this despite our product’s much higher price. A good solution would probably be a retest of a factory-shipped FM600A if this is possible for you.

I thank you for being able to comment and would suggest that people who are interested, and able to spend the money, compare our amplifiers against every competitor’s by themselves, preferably in a controlled listening situation.

Yours faithfully, Manuel Huber, FM Acoustics Ltd, PO Box 18, CH-8702, Zollikon, Switzerland.

Disc cutting

Dear Sir, Readers who like myself are concerned with high quality disc cutting may be interested in an observation I have recently made. It is now well known that lacquer masters lose their high frequency detail in time, due to material ‘flow’, and should be plated as soon as possible after cutting. However I have observed that lacquer discs themselves vary in frequency response at the moment of cutting. Using a Kerr Research Analyser to give immediate indication of frequency response it was noted that not all lacquers were the same. Presumably this is a function of the constituents of the lacquer material and also characteristics presumably related to the temperature of the cutting stylus.

The impedance seen by the cutting stylus and therefore the response over the whole frequency range, could be affected by these factors. It would be interesting to learn if others have observed, or are working on, this problem.

Yours faithfully, John Martin, County Recording Service, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks.

Sandy Nelson

Dear Sir, In the Business section of December 1978 Studio Sound, the question is posed: was drummer Sandy Nelson right- or left-handed? The answer is, simply, that he was both. In the sixties he was injured in a motorcycle accident and had part of his leg amputated. He then changed his drumming from conventional to ‘southpaw’—a complete ‘relearning’ of the techniques of drumming. The cover picture of The Very Best of Sandy Nelson was probably taken after the accident and therefore is not photographically transposed left-to-right.

I hope this will be of some interest to you. (A full account of Nelson’s career appeared in a recent issue of New Gandy Dancer, a privately published magazine available from David Peckett, 256 Kells Lane, Low Fell, Gateshead.)

Yours faithfully, George T. Geddes, Jordanhill College of Education, Southbrae Drive, Glasgow G13 1PP.

QM2 Series

24 Inputs

8 Out 16 Track Monitor

Input noise 200ohm source-128-5dBu (1-2dB NF)

*Mixing noise 16 Ch, routed at unity gain -85dBu

Output noise -98dBu All at 20kHz bandwidth

A very quiet mixer for the small studio or Self-Op Musician. 24/8 size 176 x 70 x 30cm

*Measured at 0dBm input: Distortion 0.01 % 1kHz

Very comprehensive facilities

Also 12/4 and 16/8 versions available

Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey, U.K.
Tel: 01-876-7957
What is a Watt? Many people assume that if you measure the voltage across a load and the current in a load and multiply them together, this is the power in the load in watts. All too often this assumption is not true—if the waveform of this voltage is 1V for full scale meter deflection. Carrying handle: a dual purpose handle is fitted for use in carrying the instrument or serving as a table stand to present the instrument panel at a convenient working angle.

Power requirements: line voltage 200/250V or 100/125V rms, 50 or 60Hz, 4VA.

Dimensions: 225 x 116mm (width).

Weight: 1.9kg.

Price: £150.

Manufacturer: Feedback Instruments Ltd, Park Road, Crowborough, Sussex, England.

The EW604 is a 3-terminal wattmeter (one terminal common to voltage and current ranges) connected to four front panel binding posts, two for connection to the supply and two for connection to the load.

Watts range: 250mW to 10kW (±5% of fsd) dependent upon current and voltage ranges selected.

Voltage ranges: nominal 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000V.

Current ranges: nominal 50, 100, 200, 500mA, 1, 2, 5, and 10A.

Overload indication: input peaks of voltage or current in excess of 1.5x the nominal range can cause overload which is clearly indicated by the appropriate voltage or current overload LED.

Overload protection: all current circuits are protected by a 10A slow blow fuse mounted on the rear panel. The circuit is designed to withstand the transient associated with normal rupturing of this fuse on all current ranges. The voltage range will withstand the nominal 250V AC supply indefinitely.

Frequency range: DC to 50kHz.

Burden: all voltage ranges 5kΩ/V, all current ranges less than 60mΩ.

Meter: 82.5mm mirror scale graduated 0 to 1.0 in 50 divisions. Reading given by Watts = (meter deflection) x (voltage range) x (current range). Push-button to give x2 scale expansion and pushbutton meter reversal.

Accuracy: ±5% of fsd for ranges selected.

Monitor: a 4mm socket provides an output voltage proportional to the instantaneous power. The mean value of the waveform of this voltage is 1V for full scale meter deflection.

Carrying handle: a dual purpose handle is fitted for use in carrying the instrument or serving as a table stand to present the instrument panel at a convenient working angle.

Power requirements: line voltage 200/250V or 100/125V rms, 50 or 60Hz, 4VA.

Dimensions: 225 x 116mm (width).

Weight: 1.9kg.

Price: £150.

Manufacturer: Feedback Instruments Ltd, Park Road, Crowborough, Sussex, England.

WHAT IS A WATT? Many people assume that if you measure the voltage across a load and the current in a load and multiply them together, this is the power in the load in watts. All too often this assumption is not true—if the waveform of this voltage is 1V for full scale meter deflection. Carrying handle: a dual purpose handle is fitted for use in carrying the instrument or serving as a table stand to present the instrument panel at a convenient working angle.
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Voltage ranges: nominal 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000V.

Current ranges: nominal 50, 100, 200, 500mA, 1, 2, 5, and 10A.

Overload indication: input peaks of voltage or current in excess of 1.5x the nominal range can cause overload which is clearly indicated by the appropriate voltage or current overload LED.

Overload protection: all current circuits are protected by a 10A slow blow fuse mounted on the rear panel. The circuit is designed to withstand the transient associated with normal rupturing of this fuse on all current ranges. The voltage range will withstand the nominal 250V AC supply indefinitely.
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Meter: 82.5mm mirror scale graduated 0 to 1.0 in 50 divisions. Reading given by Watts = (meter deflection) x (voltage range) x (current range). Push-button to give x2 scale expansion and pushbutton meter reversal.

Accuracy: ±5% of fsd for ranges selected.

Monitor: a 4mm socket provides an output voltage proportional to the instantaneous power. The mean value of the waveform of this voltage is 1V for full scale meter deflection.

Carrying handle: a dual purpose handle is fitted for use in carrying the instrument or serving as a table stand to present the instrument panel at a convenient working angle.
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Dimensions: 225 x 116mm (width).

Weight: 1.9kg.
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If walls had ears?

"We can't possibly use an output condenser, it must cut the bass mustn't it? And what about the damping?"
"And no output transformer, what with all that hysteresis and iron distortion."
"Pentodes? Tetrodes?"
"No, No, nothing but triodes will do."
"Triodes then, but wait, we can't have all that accumulated Miller effect."
"Transistors then?"
"Oh no, this year's crop are all hard and brittle."
"And that see-saw phase splitter, it's asymmetrical; if we fed a square wave . . . ."
"But what have square waves to do with programme?"
"Shut up, that's irrelevant."
"Class B? But doesn't that always produce crossover distortion?"
"Ah! Feedback will cure all;"
"No, No, we've read that too much feedback causes TID or something."

Of course, these things have little or nothing to do with good or bad amplifier design, and are not at all what you might overhear in our laboratory . . . . zzzzzzzzzz

For further details on the full range of QUAD products write to

The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB.
Telephone (0480) 52561

QUAD
for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark
Voltage and current inputs

Investigations into the accuracy of the voltage attenuator in terms of the input impedance showed that on all ranges the input impedance (and therefore attenuator accuracy) was very well within the nominal requirements, Table 1.

The impedance of the current carrying terminals was found to be 53.4mΩ in series with 400nH, the latter being clearly insignificant. Investigations into the behaviour with out-of-phase voltage and current components showed that the overall accuracy remained good, Table 3.

From the above it is to be seen that the accuracy at 1kHz (and it follows no worse below 1kHz) is excellent for in-phase voltage and current components with the worst case errors at 20kHz being less than 0.5dB. Investigations into the behaviour with out-of-phase voltage and current components showed that the overall accuracy remained good, Table 3.

The accuracy (or linearity) of the meter was checked on the 5W range with 1kHz in phase signals at 1kHz and using the ×2 pushbutton for deflections less than half scale, Table 4.

Frequency response and accuracy

Using accurate digital voltmeters, the indicated wattage was compared with the actual wattage at 1kHz, 10kHz and 20kHz at various frequencies, Table 2.

With regard to the readability of the meter, these results are good as was the monitor output voltage at 0.998V DC for the nominal 1V at full scale meter deflection.

Other matters

This instrument is easy to use for power measurement into any form of load, but from an audio point of view it cannot handle really high powers due to the peak current handling capacity which limits the instrument to a nominal 10A which will be found when delivering 400W into 4Ω.

Similarly due to the minimum voltage and current ranges, it is of little use on for instance 600Ω lines. However, it is a very useful instrument for testing the more common power amplifiers into resistive or reactive loads such as loudspeakers.

Using a Bruel & Kjaer level recorder and oscillator, in conjunction with the wattmeter, produced Fig 1 which is a plot of the actual power delivered into a loudspeaker at constant drive 
 into an amplifier—it's no surprise that this curve does not tie up with the plot of the modulus of the impedance.

Summary

This is an inexpensive but accurate instrument for measuring true power into resistive and reactive loads from DC to 20kHz with the limitation that the meter cannot be read at frequencies below about 10Hz due to jitter.

The instrument performed well within its specification and was well constructed and very simple to operate.

Hugh Ford

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage range</th>
<th>Nominal impedance</th>
<th>Actual resistance</th>
<th>Actual capacitance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>250Ω</td>
<td>4.9kΩ</td>
<td>4.7pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>500Ω</td>
<td>9.8kΩ</td>
<td>9.5pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1000Ω</td>
<td>19.6kΩ</td>
<td>19.1pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2500Ω</td>
<td>49.0kΩ</td>
<td>48.5pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5000Ω</td>
<td>98.0kΩ</td>
<td>97.5pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>1MΩ</td>
<td>196.0kΩ</td>
<td>195.5pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>2.5MΩ</td>
<td>490.0kΩ</td>
<td>489.5pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5.0MΩ</td>
<td>980.0kΩ</td>
<td>979.5pF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicated watts</th>
<th>Actual watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250mW</td>
<td>251mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500mW</td>
<td>501mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1W</td>
<td>1.00W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2W</td>
<td>1.996W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4W</td>
<td>4.004W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10W</td>
<td>10.098W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20W</td>
<td>20.086W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50W</td>
<td>50.666W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase angle</th>
<th>Percentage error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+60°</td>
<td>+1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+45°</td>
<td>+1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-45°</td>
<td>+2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-60°</td>
<td>+1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accuracy (or linearity) of the meter was checked on the 5W range with 1kHz in phase signals at 1kHz and using the ×2 pushbutton for deflections less than half scale, Table 4.

TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicated watts</th>
<th>Actual watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5W</td>
<td>4.99W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4W</td>
<td>4.01W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3W</td>
<td>3.12W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2W</td>
<td>1.99W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1W</td>
<td>0.995W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A spokesman for Radio 4 said that in an attempt to make news bulletins brighter and more easily understood all false inflections and mispronunciations were to be dropped forthwith. This in no way reflected upon the newsreader concerned but was a positive high level decision.

The Radio 4 policy of 'Hunt the Programme' would continue. Up to the Hour would be retitled Out of Continuity and would finish at 055730 and 075730 respectively. Start the Week would move to closedown on Thursdays, Morning Story would be heard just after lunch, Afternoon Theatre would be retimed to mid morning, The Monday Play would be presented on Tuesdays and there would be a summary of The Archers every hour on the hour.

Apart from these minor changes the familiar pattern of Radio 4 would remain the same. A listener who had written to the Head of Drama to complain about 'the most boring, badly produced and miscast soap opera he had ever had the misfortune to hear', was not in fact referring to Waggoner's Walk as was first surmised, but to Prime Minister's Question Time in the House.
The Music Laboratory is England's main Revox Centre serving the recording industry. We hold large stocks of equipment and accessories for rapid delivery. We are the official Revox Service Centre London, holding vast stocks of spares for fastest service turnaround; 24 hour collection service. If you are out of the area, we will send you a flight case for safe transportation.
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Once again the Music Laboratory have been appointed main London Centre for the entire Teac/Tascam professional range of studio products. We have on permanent demonstration the whole range of 4 and 8 track recorders and mixers; also we hire out complete systems.

Drop in for a demonstration.
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The Sondor Libra MO3 magnetic film transport is a 3-track recorder equipped for simultaneous recording and replay with two 4mm wide audio tracks to the accepted standards, and an edge track outside the sprocket holes which may be used as an audio track or a control track. Operation at the standard film speeds of 24 frames/s or 25 frames/s is achieved by replacing the sprocket drive wheel, an operation which is extremely simple and does not require tools.

A novel design of film transport leaves only a single sprocket and permits a straight film path without the use of complex damping devices and loops to reduce wow and flutter. With the exception of the feed and take-up motors, all the film transport components are mounted onto a 4mm thick plate mounted within the frame of the Sondor which also includes a card cage for the audio and control electronics—these are based upon a mother board into which the individual boards are plugged.

The complete film recorder is a compact, lightweight unit which can be either used as a portable recorder when a tough plastic cover is bolted over the rear, or mounted into a standard 19in rack when, because of its small height, several recorders can be fitted into a single rack.

Reverting to the design of the film transport, the film is held on standard 100mm cores and these slide onto the drive shafts of the Papst outer rotor type spooling motors, push-on plates being provided to protect the film. From the pay-off motor, the film passes over a sprung damping roller and thence to a flutter roller located before the plug-in heads. Following the heads is a pinch roller (as if the unit were a tape recorder) followed by a sprung tension roller and sprocket drive. The sprocket is directly driven by a stepping motor which maintains synchronisation with the capstan motor which is servo controlled by the tension sensing roller position such that the sprocket is cunningly and effectively mechanically decoupled from the heads by this roller, capstan and pinch roller.

The capstan is belt driven by a separate motor equipped with an electromagnetic brake driven by the tension sensing roller servo, the capstan shaft being fitted with a heavy flywheel and the sprocket drive shaft with an opto sensor which drives the film timer. Following the drive sprocket there is a further sprung damping roller before the take-up reel.

For film loading a lever withdraws all but the flutter roller from the headblock providing a very simple path to thread—this path is also used in the fast spooling modes with the film out of contact with the sprocket wheel but, perhaps surprisingly, in contact with the heads; at the same time the pay-off and take-up drives are braked.

Film motion and the main electronics controls are fitted to a plug-in control box at the right bottom corner of the transport, and all functions included in this control box can be remotely controlled. Alternatively a simplified remote control box may be used, this box only containing the film motion controls.

Before operating the transport it is first necessary to select the PROGRAM by depressing a pushbutton selecting a red display which runs through the letters F for forward, R for external, P for pilot and S for spool, the latter function only being available with the film path open when the film spoils at 30 times normal speed in either direction as set by the fast wind pushbuttons.
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In addition to this fast spooling function, the film may be driven in synchronism at up to 10 times normal speed when other programs are selected, the direction of spooling being controlled by the two fast wind buttons and spooling speed by how long either direction button is depressed.

In the F forward program, the running speed of the film is controlled by either mains frequency, an internal quartz crystal or by an external single phase 10V p-p signal in accordance with the setting of a three position switch at the rear of the transport. In the P pilot program, film speed is controlled by the application of an external pilot signal input the presence of which is indicated by two red lamps adjacent to the displayed program letter. In the absence of an adequate pilot input, the transport automatically reverts to an internal reference with a smooth transition. In the external program, film speed and direction are controlled by the application of a suitable pulsed input which may be derived from other Libra recorders or from a rotary pulse generator such that any number of machines may be run in synchronism in either direction at up to 10 times normal film speed.

Control of the transport is such that the stop mode must be entered between any function expected in some circumstances, fast rewind. This function ties up with the film timer such that if fast rewind is selected, the film rewinds until the timer passes the zero indication, goes into play and stops at zero timer indication. By releasing the timer at an appropriate point in a recording, the function can therefore be used as a search function.

Peculiarly, the timer is a four digit up/down counter working in half second increments and I would certainly have preferred to see minutes and seconds with the available running time extending to one hour when using thin 0.05mm polyester film, or half an hour with normal 0.085mm thick film.

Further control box features include two LED level indicators for the audio channels, these indicators normally being connected to the replay chain but being switchable to the input by means of a spring-loaded pushbutton switch. Adjacent to these indicators are slider controls for setting record level on the microphone inputs, input selection being by means of a separate 3-position paddle switches which allow either channel to be driven from line input or microphone input with manual or automatic level control. Finally there is the record function selection which operates in conjunction with red record indicators for the two audio channels and cue channel. Next to each indicator is a record button and the record mode is entered by first pushing a 'record key' button while at the same time pressing the required channel button. Interlocking is such that the machine comes out of the record mode if any film movement other than normal forward speed is detected.

Further functional controls are located above the reels of film. These consist of three toggle switches enabling any of the three tracks to be replayed from the record head, two microphone attenuator toggle switches providing 0dB, 10dB or 20dB attenuation and a further switch and potentiometer associated with the cue track in addition to three monitor level potentiometers. The latter control the level at the three monitor loudspeakers under the film reels (one for each track) and normally monitor off the replay heads; however when the controls are depressed, monitoring is from the input to the recorder.

The switch associated with the cue track allows use of the microphone on the cue track or an external cue input in lieu of recording the cue microphone signal derived from the recorder’s internal crystal reference. The potentiometer is used to control the level of the input pilot signal and also when depressed records a cue signal.

Preset equalisation and level controls are provided in front of small plugs and are multiturn screwdriver-operated controls. Treble, mid frequency and bass equalisation controls are provided in the three replay chains in addition to level controls, but no separate equalisation is provided for the sync mode when replaying from the record head. Record preset controls consist of bias, level and high frequency equalisation controls.

All connections are located on the top surface of the recorder with the balanced audio inputs and outputs at line level being in the form of 3-pin Lemo connectors. In addition to the balanced connections, both of the audio inputs and outputs are available unbalanced at a single 5-pin DIN socket. Similarly, the microphone inputs are DIN sockets providing balanced low impedance connections.

Headphone monitoring is provided by a stereo 1/4in jack socket for the audio tracks and by a further jack socket for the cue track, the use of these facilities muting the internal monitoring loudspeakers. The cue microphone connection is by means of a miniature jack socket providing a low impedance unbalanced input whilst the normal pilot input is via a DIN socket which gives a balanced input with two alternative sensitivities of 10V to 100Ω or 10mV up to 10V. Adjacent to the pilot connection is a 3-position toggle switch for selecting the sync mode from alternatives of an external source, power line frequency or the internal quartz oscillator. Two further DIN connectors provide sync inputs and outputs for locking Sondor machines to each other as well as the external sync input and a remote cue line. Finally, there is the multiway connectors for remote control, the IEC mains power connector and a mains fuse which is not identified in value.

Replay performance
The frequency response of the replay channels was checked using a BASF calibration film to the modern 70s standard and for the two audio tracks found to be within better than ±0.5dB from 40Hz to the upper limit of the film at 14KHz with the lowest frequency of 31.5Hz being 2dB down. As received, the cue channel was 1dB up at 12.5kHz but this could be readily corrected by the replay chain equalisers which had a sensible range of adjustment as is shown in fig 1. As can be seen from fig 2 which shows the replay response of normal and sync modes, the frequency response in the sync mode is rather poor with ±3dB points at 600Hz and 7kHz, but for most purposes this performance is adequate.

As received the line output level when replaying a recorded flux of 320nWb/m and for the two audio tracks found to be within better than ±0.5dB from 40Hz to the upper limit of the film at 14KHz with the lowest frequency of 31.5Hz being 2dB down. As received, the cue channel was 1dB up at 12.5kHz but this could be readily corrected by the replay chain equalisers which had a sensible range of adjustment as is shown in fig 1. As can be seen from fig 2 which shows the replay response of normal and sync modes, the frequency response in the sync mode is rather poor with ±3dB points at 600Hz and 7kHz, but for most purposes this performance is adequate.
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there is only the potentiometer adjustment as is the case with the unbalanced outputs from the audio tracks.

Noise in the outputs was measured with reference to the recorded fluxivity of 320nWb/m for the replay chain alone and also with BASF Magnetifilm P which had been recorded on the machine without any audio input; Table 1.

As can be seen, the noise performance of all three tracks in the normal record and replay modes is very good, but in the sync mode this is substantially degraded quite largely due to hum pickup resulting from the lack of a head shield over the record head. However noise in the sync mode is not likely to be of great interest and the performance is more than adequate.

In the review machine, a peculiarity was found in the replay chain which led to apparent crossover distortion which appeared to be level sensitive. The nature of this distortion is shown in Fig. 3 which shows a 2kHz tone recorded 10dB below 320nWb/m together with the distortion products which measured 0.6% total harmonic distortion and noise. At the time of writing this is being investigated by the manufacturer in Switzerland and it is hoped that this is only a sample defect peculiar to the review machine.

**Record/replay performance**

The overall record/replay frequency response of the audio tracks as received is shown in Fig. 4 which illustrates a good performance which could be improved upon by careful adjustment of the record equaliser which

---

**TABLE 1 REFERENCE LEVEL TO NOISE RATIO (320nWb/m)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Cue track</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine only without film</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20Hz to 20kHz bandwidth rms</td>
<td>67.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'A' weighted rms</td>
<td>74.0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIR weighted quasi-peak*</td>
<td>63.0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIR weighted rms*</td>
<td>67.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine recorded film</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20Hz to 20kHz bandwidth rms</td>
<td>58.0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'A' weighted rms</td>
<td>63.0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIR weighted quasi-peak*</td>
<td>50.0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIR weighted rms*</td>
<td>54.0dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIG. 1**

SONDOR LIBRA MO3 REPLAY EQ RANGE

---

**FIG. 2**

SONDOR LIBRA MO3 NORMAL & SYNC PLAYBACK RESPONSE
Rebis
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For further information contact:
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provides a well chosen range of equalisation and, like the other pre-set controls, was easy to set accurately. With the exception of the low frequency response which fell to -2dB at 50Hz, the performance of the cue track was similar to the audio tracks.

For the above and other record/replay testing BASF Magnetfilm P was used, giving a maximum output level for 3% third harmonic distortion of +5.5dB above the reference fluxivity of 320nWb/m. The third harmonic distortion when recording at 320nWb/m is shown in fig 5 which shows satisfactory levels of distortion. Similarly the intermodulation distortion to the CCIF twin tone method was satisfactory at 1% at 1kHz at 320nWb/m.

Recording and replaying a 1kHz square wave gave the result shown in fig 6 which suggests a larger amount of ringing than might be desirable, but this sort of result is typical of many recorders.

The crosstalk when recording one track with signal and the other track without signal and replaying the film is shown in fig 7 which is a commendable result with the erasing capability at 1kHz being in excess of 70dB for either audio track.

Investigations using the microphone inputs revealed that both inputs were rather noisy with a significant difference between the two inputs, the equivalent input noise being shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>INPUT NOISE dB ref 0.775V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel 1</td>
<td>Channel 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20Hz to 20kHz rms</td>
<td>-113.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'A' weighted rms</td>
<td>-114.5dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bee Gees (bé'jēz) N. 1. Maurice, Robin, and Barry Gibb. 2. Singers, songwriters, and musicians who have made an important impact on the music industry. 3. Professionals who have displayed an almost uncanny awareness of the directions music is travelling. (see talent, creativity, and perfectionism)

talent (tal'ent) N. 1. A mental or physical aptitude; specific natural or acquired ability. 2. Natural endowment of ability or superior quality. 3. Gifted people collectively.

creativity (krē-a-tiv'i-te) N. Characterized by originality and imagination.

perfectionism (par-fek'sha-niz'am) N. A propensity for setting extremely high standards and being displeased with anything less. (see perfection)

perfection (par-fek'shen) N. The highest degree of excellence. (see MCI Professional Recording Equipment. Designed for professionals like the Bee Gees)

MCI
54-56 Stanhope Street, London NW1 3EX #1-388 78678 Tx: 261116
The subjective performance of the automatic level control associated with the microphone inputs showed that this was a useful feature which did not give excessive breathing effects and reacted with suitable speed to avoid distortion on transients.

A final check of the record/replay performance was to measure the phase jitter between the two audio tracks by recording a 10kHz tone and measuring the phase jitter of the replayed tone with a Bruel & Kjaer phase-meter. The resulting output was displayed on an oscilloscope to produce fig 8 which demonstrates an excellent performance.

Wow and flutter
Checking the wow and flutter throughout a full roll of film gave a consistent 0.07% to the Wow and flutter meter. The resulting output was displayed on a 10kHz recorded tone to reveal scrape flutter and lines.

Ance was to measure the phase jitter between the two audio tracks by recording a 10kHz tone and measuring the phase jitter. The constant input impedance was far too low at 1120 whilst the low sensitivity level control giving a range from +9.5dBm to +4dBm into an input impedance of 8V p-p. However, investigating the microphone input showed that whilst its sensitivity was sensible (switchable -80dBm, -69dBm, -61dBm) the constant input impedance was far too low at 1870Ω. This is because the manufacturer has for some reason set all the inputs with 2200Ω resistors and these should clearly be altered to bring the impedance up to about five times the nominal microphone impedance.

In the case of the cue track, the microphone input impedance was 10kΩ approximately into an unbalanced input with a sensitivity of -62dBm, there being an automatic gain control associated with this input but not the cue input which had a sensitivity of -1.5dBm into 120kΩ.

The output level at the line outputs was found to be set to +3.5dBm when replaying a fluxivity of 320nWb/m with the replay amplifier being capable of giving up to +16dBm with this internal switch setting of low output level, the output impedance remaining low but varying with the switch settings.

Other matters
The pilot tone input is a fully floating input with two sensitivities, the high sensitivity input requiring a minimum of 10μV into the input impedance of 112Ω whilst the low sensitivity input requires a minimum of 10μV into 100kΩ. In both cases, the sensitivity is adjusted by the front panel control for the LED pilot indicator to illuminate adjacent to the film timer.

Synchronisation with external sources is by the external sync input which accepts sine waves or square waves and requires a minimum of 8V p-p to a measured input impedance of 570Ω. In the cases of the sync and pilot inputs, the frequency range over which locking occurred was found to be 47Hz to 54Hz irrespective of input level—certainly an adequate range.

Checking the characteristics of the so-called ‘VU meters’ which are not even specified as genuine VU meters, showed that they had an average rectifier characteristic with a rise time of approximately 80ms and a fall time of 800ms. As zero level was set to be 3dB above a fluxivity of 320nWb/m, this means that the maximum indication of +3dB approximates to the 3% distortion point which would appear to be a satisfactory setting.

Summary
The Sondor Libra was found to be a delight to operate as it is a well-conceived machine with practical controls and with the great advantage of being extremely simple to load in view of its ingenious mechanical design.

Generally the performance of the electronics was good, but the microphone inputs were not entirely satisfactory and the crossover distortion in the replay amplifiers is hopefully only a sample defect.

The synchronisation facilities were excellent and highly versatile, and in addition the ability to silently drop in and out of record should prove to be a great asset.

Hugh Ford
A state-of-the-art real-time analyzer

The IE-30A RTA from IVIE is the most advanced audio analysis system in the world, yet it weighs a mere 3 pounds. It's so small that you can place your complete acoustics laboratory under an airline seat.

To assure the ultimate in measurement accuracy, IVIE uses 6-pole (Class III, 1/3-octave) filters, and built-in low noise, precision (Type 1) sound level meter. These features combine to provide unmatched measurement capabilities for sound system equalization and evaluation. Having a calibrated voltage input range of 180 dB (0.5 to 300 mVAC) allows for accurate measurements from the noise levels of preamplifiers to line level voltages (selectable true rms, average or peak detectors).

New microprocessor accessory. With the new IE-17A accessory, the IE-30A has microprocessor calculating power, and an X-Y recorder interface for data output. Now you can automatically analyze RT levels, delay events, reflections, articulation losses, tone bursts and absorption characteristics all under computer control. Don't settle for bulky test gear that does only half the job. Get the IE-30A System.

The IE-30A is shipped fully calibrated in a rugged flange case with a precision "type " microphone, RTA test probe and rechargeable batteries.

For the professional, it's a natural. Call or write for a brochure and a demonstration.

IVIE ELECTRONICS INC.
530 West 1200 South
Clem, Utah 84057 U.S.A.
(801) 224-1800
TELEX or TWX: 9-0-97159
**Stellavox SP8 portable tape recorder**

**MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION**

- **Maximum reel diameter:** 5in (13cm), with ABR accessory 11in (30cm).
- **Speed stability:** ±0.1% or 1.0% between -4 and +15°C.
- **Wow and flutter:** ±0.07% DIN.
- **Fast motorised rewind:** approximately 45s per 600ft (180m).
- **Power supply built in:** with 15 cells accumulators.
- **Rewind current:** 70mA.
- **Power consumption:** 90 to 110mA (average).
- **Frequency response:** overall ±2dB at 19cm/s mono 20Hz to 16kHz, stereo 30Hz to 18kHz.
- **Total harmonic distortion:** at 1kHz with modulation at 510nWb/m less than 2%.
- **Overall crosstalk:** stereo greater than 45dB at 1kHz.
- **Erase efficiency:** at 1kHz 80dB.
- **Signal to noise:** with AAS 'A' filter, relative to 510nWb/m, mono 65dB, stereo 65dB DIN weighted.
- **Inputs:** mics 1 and 2 symmetrical 200Ω, max sensitivity 180µV, overload possibility +7.5dB re +6dBm (+5dB with SOT 8). With dynamic mics and switchable supply for condenser mics parallel and phantom fed, separate switching 12(option) 48V. Mixer 1 and 2 1.55V. Pilot 0.5 to 2.0V. Clapper +10 to -20V. Lines 1 and 2 with controls (or two additional microphones with accessory AWP) 130mV to 12V.
- **Outputs:** (symmetrical with SOT 8) 1.55 + 4.4V at 200 + 600Ω. Direct 1 + 2 (unsymmetrical) 1.59V maximum 3.8V. Pilot (and with crystal with SX1213) frequency switchable.
- **Crystal generator:** (SX 123) frequency switchable 50 + 60Hz.
- **Range of compressor:** 1.5 to 40mV, frequency response 20Hz to 20kHz ±1dB.
- **Distortion:** at an input of 20mV, less than 0.1%.
- **Frequency response:** 20Hz to 20kHz ±1dB.
- **Weight:** with batteries, tape and carrying case 4.6kg.
- **Overall dimensions:** 83 x 215 x 270mm.
- **Price:** basic machine without heads £2137.85, one 3-speed mono head £218.21, 1-speed stereo £261.86, 2-speed stereo £234.14, with synchronotone £457. Batteries £35.00, power supply and charger £130.93, large reel adaptor ABR £130.93.
- **Manufacturer:** Stellavox, 2068 Hauterive, Switzerland.
- **UK Agent:** John Page Ltd, Wesley House, 75 Wesley Avenue, London NW10.

**THE STELLAVOX SP8 recorder** is the successor to the SP7 model which has been on the market for several years and is the main competition for the various Nagra recorders.

One attraction of the Stellavox is its very light weight when compared with other professional portable machines, and for its size there are an amazing number of facilities included within the case. Whilst the tape transport is 3-speed (15, 7½ and 3½in/s or 38, 19 and 9.5cm/s), the complete recorder can only be a single or dual speed machine because bias and equalisation components are located in the headblock. A variety of mono, stereo and double track mono heads are available for single or dual speed working, with or without pilot track facilities in the form of either 'neopilot' or Stellavox's own 'synchronotone' pilot system.

A large collection of other accessories are available (some of which were fitted to the review machine) including a crystal generator, clapper oscillator and pilot pre-amplifier, including a synchroniser which copes with up to ±13% speed variation and is capable of operating at either 50Hz or 60Hz.

The tape transport is based on a single alloy plate onto which transport components are bolted and which mounts onto a diecast alloy plate with the potentiometer acting as a volume mechanical protection for the controls and connectors, and a rear hinge enables the perspex lid to be lifted off. Also at the rear is the battery compartment (with hinged cover) which holds 15 AA size batteries which may be of the nickel cadmium rechargeable type and be charged in situ by means of the accessory power supply/battery charger.

Tape drive is by means of a single servo motor with an integral capstan (together with a dual belt drive to the tape spools up to a maximum diameter of 130mm. Tape tension at the spools is controlled by mechanical clutches operated by servo arms and rollers, the design being such that the spools do not rotate whilst the recorder is being transported in the stop mode.

From the pay-off spool, the tape passes over the pay-off tension roller (fitted with a 60Hz stroboscopic disc) and from there over a roller arm which is automatically retracted in the fast wind mode so that the tape is out of contact with the heads. The plug-in headblock is secured by three Allen screws with the main deck plate being used as a reference face. The mounting of the four heads is solid with azimuth adjustment by means of screws located under the head cover where the equalisation and bias setting components are soldered onto a small printed circuit board. In the case of dual speed headblocks, a rotary 2-position switch is fitted at the headblock rear. In the case of mono and stereo headblocks, there is a full track ferrite erase head while the remaining record, replay and pilot heads are metal-fixed tape guides are located between the four heads.

Upon exit from the replay heads the tape passes directly to the capstan and pinch roller, the latter being on a swinging arm similar to the roller at the entrance to the headblock, but this time the arm is hinged so that the pinch roller can be withdrawn from the capstan and locked in the withdrawn position so that the tape can be shuttled by hand for editing.

While access to the replay head is impossible for editing, the tape can be marked under a black dot on the headblock and then moved by hand for one half turn of the roller at the entrance to the headblock locating the edit point under the black dot on the headblock—the entrance roller is marked with black dots for measuring half turns.

From the capstan the tape passes to the servo motor controlling take-up spool tension, this roller having a 50Hz stroboscopic marking. Extremely low tape tensions are used (in the order of only 20g including the fast rewind mode) with the result that the use of standard play tape would be asking for trouble, and the head to tape contact with long play is not particularly happy.

The controls on the main deck plate consist of a 3-position toggle switch which in one direction initiates a fast forward function when in the play mode and in the other position records a 1,223Hz 'beep tone' at a level of 320nWb/m. Next is a switched potentiometer for the internal loudspeaker under the deck plate with the potentiometer acting as a volume.
Telex/Magnecord broadcast cart machines run cool and steady. So cool no ventilation is required, so steady not even voltage or frequency fluctuations will alter their speed. Thanks to our dc servo flutter-filter drive.

The MC series offers broadcasters a host of options, including field convertability from mono to stereo or play to record and, of course, end of message, secondary/tertiary cue tones.

Designed for type A or B carts, the MC series meets all NAB specifications, offers full immunity to EMI and RFI, is remote controllable and automation compatible with CMOS digital logic. Audio muting, air damped low voltage dc solenoid and fast forward are standard features on every MC unit.

Eight broadcast cart machines to choose from in the Telex/Magnecord MC series. Running cool and steady. With a pleasant surprise they're affordable.

For detailed information please write:

Avcom Systems Limited
Tel. 01-749 2201 Telex: 897749 Avcom

SCHOEPS
Supreme Studio Microphones
Colette range of studio condenser microphones featuring interchangeable fixed and switchable pattern capsules for all requirements

For full information on the Schoeps range contact:

Scenic Sounds Equipment,
97-99 Dean Street,
London W1.
Telephone: 01-734 2812

Schalltechnik Schoeps
75 Karlsruhe 41
Spitalstrasse 20
West Germany
control with an off position. Finally there are two microphone input attenuator switches (one for each channel) each with four positions providing 0dB, -10dB, -20dB and -30dB input attenuation—a very sensible idea.

At the front of the recorder, on the left is a twin illuminated level meter with both movements calibrated in decibels at 0dB, 0dB, -5dB, -10dB and -20dB and also from 0 to 3% for use with the internal synchroniser—the left movement is also calibrated from zero to 2.5V for use with the pilot system. To the right of the meters is a swinging needle type indicator lamp illuminated when the recorder is switched on. The next features are two small and rather fiddly potentiometers which control the line level—these cannot however normally be ganged for stereo level and operate with the possible exception of the line level controls which are rather too small and operate with the aforementioned meter scales. An additional feature is a red indicator lamp illuminated when the recorder is running in synchronism which can nominally be held over a ±3% speed range.

The next features are two small and rather fiddly potentiometers which control the line input levels for each channel, the microphone inputs being controlled by two easy to operate and calibrated arrow type knobs—these cannot however normally be ganged for stereo level changes but a ganing option is available. Whilst these operate as microphone record level controls in the record mode, in the replay mode they control the level of the line outputs depending upon the setting of the adjacent tape/direct switch. Miniature pushbutton switches allow internal battery voltage to be monitored and illuminate the meters, however the latter switch is not of a locking type so that when working in the dark, you only have one free hand for manipulating controls, holding microphones and so on (an option allows the illumination to hold on for 25s and then fade).

The final front panel control is another arrow type knob which controls the tape transport functions with in clockwise order rewind, play, stop, test, record and automatic record with the latter including an automatic level control in the record electronics. When this knob is in any position other than stop, a bright red fluorescent spot is uncovered to indicate that the recorder is switched on.

Tape speed is controlled by a rotary switch to the right of the recorder with positions for 151n/s, 71n/s and 31n/s plus an external position which allows the use of an accessory speed control via an adjacent miniature coaxial socket. The remains of the right hand side are occupied by the headphone monitor jack of the 3-pole stereo jin variety and also by the transformer coupled floating line output with nominal ratings of 4.4V into 600Ω and 1.5V into 200Ω via 4mm banana sockets.

Other all connections are to the left of the machine, there being two XLR microphone sockets (with the option of plugs) associated with a speech/music switch for inserting a highpass filter and two 4-position coin operated switches in the base of the recorder. These two switches provide for dynamic microphones, 12V A/B powering or phantom powering and finally 48V phantom powering for capacitor microphones.

Located next to the microphone connections is a screwdriver operated mon/o stereo switch and four Tuchel locking sockets. The first of these identified as aux provides for the line inputs controlled by the small front panel potentiometers and in addition there being two fixed level 'mixer' inputs and a supply voltage output so that these inputs can be used with accessory microphone pre-amplifiers. The output socket provides a voltage supply together with two line outputs switched by the direct/TAPE switch in addition to headphone outputs. The synthes connector simply has pilot tone input and output plus a pin for actuating the clapper signal. A 3-position screwdriver operated switch beneath the machine selects the synchronisation mode such that the tape can be synchronised to either the internal 50/60Hz oscillator (the frequency being selected by a switch within the machine) or to an external signal. In addition there is the oscillator position where the pilot tone is recorded from the internal oscillator. In spite of the large number of controls and connectors, the machine is simple to connect and operate with the possible exception of the line level controls which are rather too small and fiddly. The identification of all features is very clear and the overall standard of mechanical finish really excellent. The majority of the
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**Worldwide agents for audio & design recording.**

**Australia**
Audio & Recording, Holden Hill, S.A.
Tel: 261 1383

**Austria**
Soundmill Vienna, Peter J. Müller.
Tel: 222 9 444 233.

**Brazil**
Serion Ltd, Sao Paulo. Tel: 34 8725.

**Canada**
Norescor (Mfg) Co. Ltd., Ontario.
Tel: (416) 661 0541.

**Caribbean**
Dynamic Sounds Recording Jamaica.
Tel: 933 9138 & 9168 Tlx.: 2296

**Denmark**
Ole Christensen, Audiophil, Copenhagen.
Tel: (01) 341 622.

**Eastern Europe**
Denis Tyler Ltd., West Drayton, UK.
Tel: (089 54) 43681. Tlx 23977.

**Finland**
Harold Burgen, Helsinki. Tel: 692 5308.

**France**
Tel: (1) 031 61 61. Telex: 695185

**Germany**
Elmus GmbH, Berlin.
Tel: (010) 312 2012.

**Greece**
Audio Lab Hellas, Athens.
Tel: 822 5222. Tlx 5800.

**Holland**
Pieter Bollen, Eindhoven.
Tel: (040) 512 777 Tlx 59281.

**Italy**
Roje Telecomunicazioni, Milan.
Tel: 415 411. Tlx 39202.

**Japan**
Nishelfiwa Co. Ltd., Tokyo.
Tel: (03) 544 8311.

**New Zealand**
General Video Co. Ltd., Wellington.
Tel: 872 574. Telex: 31255.

**Norway**
Tel: (02) 56 57 53.

**South Africa**
Eltron (Pty) Ltd., Johannesburg.
Tel: 23 0018.

**South East Asia**
Brunei, Indonesia, East Malaysia,
West Malaysia, Singapore — c/o
O'Connor's (Pty) Ltd., Singapore 5,
Tel: 637 944. Tlx Oconsin RS 21023.

**Sweden**
KMH Judd Ab, Stockholm.
Tel: (08) 72 56 877 Telex: 13366.

**United States of America**
Audio & Design Recording Inc.,
Honolulu. Tel: (808) 845 7226.

**UK and All Other Territories**
audio & design (recording) ltd.,
Reading, UK. Tel: (07341) 53411.
Telex: 847605 a/b Tillex G.
The fuse is a very simple protection device which works, we think, a little too well. Because it would be highly embarrassing, not to say time consuming, to replace one on a big gig or during a heavy session. The ADR Compex Limiter, on the other hand, works equally as well — with the following bonus points:

1. **The Peak Limiter**, guaranteed not to overshoot by more than 2dB over threshold, 'resets' itself each time it operates.
2. **The Compressor**, set at 2:1 ratio will give a useful amount of 'subjective loudness' to punch programme through without increasing the chance of hearing damage at concerts.
3. **The Gate** will cut-out auditorium 'feedback' on open mikes during pauses.

all this adds up to a better, more controlled, sound requiring minimal attention.

**There are some pretty big P.A companies using ADR's elegant solution regularly on tours......**

For ADR user list and details of the F 760X-RS Compex Limiter's variety of other uses write, phone or telex.

**audio & design (recording) ltd.**
84 Oxford Road, Reading, Berks., England

Telephone: Reading (0734) 53411
Telex: 847 605 a/b Tillex G
electronics within the machine are contained in plug-in modules with virtually the whole of the back of the transport plate being covered by the glass fibre printed mother board which interconnects the various modules. There is a minimum of hand wiring which is quite tidy, but two large capacitors were noted floating in the air near the pay-off spool clutch.

The separate power supply/battery charger is a neat unit housed in a rectangular alloy tube with one end bearing the operating instructions and two lights—one illuminates when power is applied to the charger and the other when battery charging is in action, the charging rate being 50mA and requiring a minimum 14 hour charging period. One end of the tube contains an NEC mains connector together with two properly identified fuse-holders, whilst the other end has the Tuchel connector for connecting to the recorder and the multiway mains voltage selector. The standard of construction is neat both internally and externally, and the safety aspects of the charger appear to be satisfactory.

Also supplied with the review machine was the ABR large reel adaptor unit which consists of a plate clamping underneath the recorder and to which are fixed two raised hubs for holding the tape spools. In use, the hubs on the recorder have drive pulleys/tape guides screwed over them and these are used to belt drive the hubs on the large reel adaptor designed for cine centres, but NAB adaptors are also available.

In view of the very low tape tension at which the recorder operates, I don't like the idea of this adaptor and feel that should a tape which has been wound on this adaptor then be wound on a high tension mains machine, it is likely that tape damage could occur.

Replay performance
The replay chain frequency response to the line output was initially investigated using the stereo headblock at 7½in/s, and the mono full track headblock at both 7½in/s and at 15in/s using BASF calibration tapes. Using the mono headblock at 15in/s, the response from 31.5Hz to the upper limit on the tape of 18kHz was good at +1dB but at 7½in/s with either headblock, the high frequency performance was erratic. Checking the replay equalisation with a flux loop showed that the equalisation was in fact correct and it is considered that the erratic replay performance with the calibration tapes is due to the stiffness of the calibration tapes combined with the very low tape tension over the heads.

Whilst the review machine was equalised to the IEC standard of 25±5 at 15in/s and 7½in/s at 7½in/s other equalisations are available using different headblocks. When replaying a tape fluxivity of 320Wb/m, the output level at the line outputs was found to be +6.5dB ref 0.775V with either headblock at a tape speed of 7½in/s or +6dB at 15in/s, but when using the transformer coupled outputs, the output level may be varied by the record level controls for the microphone input and it is all too easy to run the outputs into clipping at the tape fluxivity of 320Wb/m.

As is to be seen from Table 1, the weighted noise performance of the machine is really excellent, but particularly with the stereo headblock the unweighted noise is not so good. The figures quoted for this represent the worst channel with the other channel being 6dB better, this large difference being due to low frequency noise picked up from the motor. (The UK agent states that this was due to electrical misalignment of the head block.)

Record replay performance
The available dynamic range can be determined by adding the maximum output level for 3% third harmonic distortion at 1kHz with reference to 320Wb/m to the above figures for 3M 207 tape. This was found to be +4.5dB for the stereo headblock or +6.5dB at 15in/s and +6.5dB at 7½in/s for the mono headblock. Examining the record amplifier's drive capability showed that serious distortion set in at a recording level 8dB above the level required to record 320Wb/m at 1kHz on 3M 207 tape—a very narrow margin for many high output tapes!

Overall record/replay frequency response with the stereo headblock for the two tracks is shown with 3M 207 tape in fig 1 which illustrates a good matching between the two tracks but with the mono headblock at the same speed of 7½in/s there was a 1dB drop at 10kHz increasing to 3dB at 15kHz. At 15in/s the performance could also be bettered, a 2dB drop at high frequencies as shown in fig 2. Overall record/replay third harmonic distortion at a level of 320Wb/m was found to be satisfactory as shown in fig 3 for 15in/s, the results being similar at 7½in/s but with the dip in distortion occurring one octave lower. Similarly the CCIF difference frequency distortion was satisfactory as shown in fig 4 for 15in/s.

Using the stereo headblock at 7½in/s produced a very good crosstalk performance between tracks with a level of —50dB at 1kHz as shown in fig 5, and at no time was there any significant crosstalk from the pilot track with either set of heads.

Recording and replaying a squarewave of 1kHz at 15in/s produced a small degree of ringing as shown in the oscillogram fig 6 but there is nothing unusual about a performance such as this.

**TABLE 1 REFERENCE LEVEL (320Wb/m) TO NOISE PERFORMANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine without tape</th>
<th>15in/s mono</th>
<th>7½in/s mono</th>
<th>7½in/s stereo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unweighted rms 20Hz to 20kHz</td>
<td>62dB</td>
<td>60dB</td>
<td>49.5dB*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A&quot; weighted rms</td>
<td>76.5dB</td>
<td>75dB</td>
<td>69dB*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIF weighted quasi-peak ref 1kHz</td>
<td>66.5dB</td>
<td>64.5dB</td>
<td>62dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIF weighted quasi-peak ref 1kHz</td>
<td>71dB</td>
<td>68.5dB</td>
<td>66.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine used 3M 207 tape</td>
<td>57dB</td>
<td>56.5dB</td>
<td>49dB*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unweighted rms 20Hz to 20kHz</td>
<td>64.5dB</td>
<td>65dB</td>
<td>62dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A&quot; weighted rms</td>
<td>51.5dB</td>
<td>51.5dB</td>
<td>49.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIF weighted quasi-peak ref 1kHz</td>
<td>56dB</td>
<td>56dB</td>
<td>53.5dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 2 STELLA VOX SP8 OVERALL MONO RECORD/REPLAY RESPONSE AT 15 in/s**

**ASTRONISHING STEREO DISC AMPLIFIER 2 FOR BROADCASTING, DISC MONITORING AND TRANSFER WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY**

Stereo Disc Amplifier 2 is a self contained mains powered unit which accepts cartridge inputs and produces balanced line level outputs. Permanent rumble filtering and switched scratch filtering is included. Full output at 6mV set for 0dBV output. Loaded 400ohms.

- Total harmonic distortion
  - Output: +10 dBV 30 Hz-20kHz below noise
- Output: +10 dBV 1kHz 0.04% to 0.06%
- Output: +10 dBV 20 Hz-20kHz 0.02%
- Internal intermodulation distortion 50 Hz-7kHz 0.005%
- 4kHz: Output: +10 dBV 0.005%
- Dynamic intermodulation distortion 3.16 kHz square wave (single pole) 0.005%
- Pre-emphasis input: 500 mV pk-pk 20Hz 0.035%
- Pre-emphasis response RIAA accuracy
  - 30 Hz-20kHz Within 0.5dB

Cartridge impedance interaction on frequency response
- High impedance cartridge, THD 1% Within 0.5dB
- 4kHz: Output: +10 dBV 0.01%
- Clipping determined by onset of peak distortion products or THD exceeding —80dB

Overall performance
- 50 Hz-20kHz 0.05%
- Within 0.5dB
- Filter turnover
- Within 0.5dB

SURREY ELECTRONICS
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 8BG (STD 0464) 5997

**STUDIO SOUND, FEBRUARY 1979**
High speed stereo cassette copies—in one pass

The Telex Copier IV will duplicate both sides of a stereo cassette at 20 i.p.s. simply and reliably. With two-button control, automatic erase, automatic rewind and individual track selection, the main function controls have been kept to a minimum to simplify operation and help maintain consistency.

Bias switching enables you to use ferric or chrome tapes and with the optional add-on slaves, up to 5 copies can be produced simultaneously. £940.

For further details on the full telex tape duplicator range contact:

AVCOM SYSTEMS LTD
STANLAKE MEWS, LONDON W12 7HS
01-749 2201 Telex: 896691 AVC
Inputs and outputs

The speech filter, switchable at the microphone inputs, was found to have a −3 dB point at 100 Hz with a 6 dB/octave rate of attenuation which is a useful feature, the microphone inputs have a most excellent noise performance of −126 dBm over the band 20 Hz to 20 kHz, or −128dBm 'A' weighted both when shunted by 2kΩ. Unfortunately the microphone attenuator is placed before the amplifier so that the effective input noise increases in 10 dB steps with the attenuator steps. However the input impedance for dynamic microphone was satisfactory and virtually constant with the attenuator or level control at 8kΩ. Similarly the input impedance in the A/B 12V powering position was satisfactory at 3kΩ with the voltage being 13 V. In the phantom powering positions, the 12 V impedance was 1,100 Ω with 13 V applied, and in the 48 V position 5,000 Ω with 48.5 V applied.

The input levels for recording 320nWb/m and overload input levels for the various inputs are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic microphone</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Mixer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−71 dBm</td>
<td>−31.5 dBm</td>
<td>−2.9 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−35 dBm</td>
<td>+22 dBm</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Being a fixed level input, the impedance of the mixer input was constant at 670 kΩ with the impedance of the line input being normally in the order of 9 kΩ but dropping to 6 kΩ at minimum gain, both these being a little on the low side.

On the output end, the line outputs delivered in round figures +6 dB ref .775 V for a recording level of 320 nWb/m with the output impedance being extremely low. The floating transformer outputs in the fixed level mode delivered 5.2 V from the 600 Ω output (impedance 850 Ω) and 1.7 V from the 2000 Ω output (impedance 170 Ω) for the same level with output clipping points at 11 V and 3.7 V respectively, leaving very little margin between normal output levels and output clipping.

Drive to the headphone output was satisfactory with a maximum output of 1.5 V for 320nWb/m from an impedance which varied with the setting of the headphone level control up to 2600 Ω.

Looking at the pilot system, the input impedance was adequately high at about 1,000 Ω with the level up to 2 V being accurately metered, similarly the 2 V pilot output was accurately metered with the internal generator being within 0.01% of the nominal 50 Hz. When locking in synchronism with external sources, the lock was satisfactorily maintained over the specified ±3% frequency range without significant deterioration in the wow and flutter performance.

Other matters

Wow and flutter was substantially worse than the manufacturers' test sheet with 0.11% at 15 in/s and 0.07% at 71 in/s to the IEC quasi-peak weighted measurement—there being little difference throughout a reel of tape of any size including the use or otherwise of the ABR large reel adaptor.

This is not particularly good and neither was the scrape flutter performance shown in fig 7 which is a narrow band spectrum analysis of a 10 kHz recorded and replayed tone at 15 in/s. It is suspected that these complaints originate from the very low working tape tension. A further complaint which should also reflect this problem is the phase jitter between tracks as shown in fig 8 for a 10 kHz tone at 71 in/s—nor a good performance.

Record level metering was found to be good with the meters having a risetime to −1 dB of 10 ms and the 0 dB mark being a recording level of 320nWb/m which, with the +4 dB available on the meter, is satisfactory for the 3M tape.

A matter that caused some concern was the level of bias and motor tone in the stereo outputs with the worst case being shown in fig 9 which is a spectrum analysis of the line output noise in the replay mode.

A final matter of interest was the performance of the automatic record level feature and this was found in practice to have a most practical time constant with minimal noise 'pumping'.

Summary

The Stellavox SPB is a very nicely made machine which packs a large number of features into a small lightweight unit. However I have the impression that it may not stand up to the hard life suffered by professional portables.
The Wollensak 2772AV Stereo High Speed Desktop Duplicator

Quality The 3M Wollensak 2772AV Duplicator is a high speed cassette to cassette duplicator for fast stereo (or mono) copies - two stereo copies in under four minutes.

If you need to be technical: Crosstalk 45dB, frequency response 50-10,000 Hz ± 3dB, wow and flutter 0-15% rms max., speed accuracy ± 1%, s/n ratio within 3dB of master.

Versatility Because these copies have such professional quality, leading recording Studios like Dick James Music use them. They've a rapidly growing place in university or college music departments, local radio stations, and advertising agencies, too.

Simplicity This duplicator sits happily on any desk or table. Its colour-coded illuminated push buttons interlock to prevent accidental damage. Old programme material on copies is automatically erased. Automatic rewind, manual rewind switch, visual and aural monitoring facilities.

From Fraser Peacock Associates – the audio visual specialists

Use the coupon for more about this machine's ruggedly reliable quality. And remember the Fraser Peacock name for advice on conference presentations, film strips, recording sessions and a complete range of audio visual equipment for sale or hire.

Please tell me more about the Wollensak 2772AV Duplicator.

Name

Address

To Fraser Peacock Associates Ltd.
94 High Street, Wimbledon Village, London SW19
Telephone: 01-947 7551
3M and Wollensak are trademarks

Probably the best cassette sound you've ever heard

Large runs for record companies and smaller runs for studios all given the same precise attention with regard to quality and speedy turnround. Blanks wound any length.

Collection and delivery service door to door for both cassette and master tape copying.

Contact Dave Rees at 061-795 7666 to discuss your requirements.

For JBL and Tannoy.

For components and complete systems, we're main agents.

For accurate and powerful reproduction, JBL and Tannoy monitor systems have an international reputation.

For expert advice on matching components and building your own systems, you can draw on our extensive experience of professional acoustics.

For studio monitors, stage monitors and complete PA systems (from 1kW upwards) our own equipment, using JBL and Tannoy drive units, is unrivalled, and complements their existing range.

For more details, contact Court Acoustics Ltd.
35/39 Britannia Row
London N1
Telephone: 01-359 0956
Telex: 268279 Britro

OURT
ACOUSTICS
From the point of view of electronics the performance was good but I would have liked to see more headroom in the amplifiers—mechanically the review sample suffered from very low tape tension and exhibited poor scrape flutter and not very satisfactory head-to-tape tension. I do however have the impression that increasing the tape tension at the expense of battery life might overcome these troubles and improve the wow and flutter. Hugh Ford

Additional comments
Subsequent checks on a further sample of the Stellavox SP8 showed that the payoff tape tension had been increased to 40 or 50g. Measurement of wow and flutter on this machine to the IEC quasi-peak weighted standard gave a consistent 0.05% at 15in/s or 0.06% at 7½in/s throughout a full reel of tape. These results showing a good standard of performance. The phase jitter between tracks remained poor as did the scrape flutter performance.
tomorrows Gelf with yesterdays price tag

Not a pipedream... now that GELF ELECTRONICS have solved the perplexing problem, it's reality.

Famous for their desirable custom modular designs, Gelf have developed Kess, a new and significant range of non-modular consoles.

The standard of performance and construction of Kess derives from a name you can rely on, and happily, now at a price you can afford.

Available as front of house desks in 20/2 and 24/4/2 formats or monitor desks in 16/6 and 24/8 formats, our Kess range offers you:

- 3-way EQ with sweep mid-range control
- 4 auxiliary sends – effects and fold-back
- 4 stereo subgroups on 24/4/2
- 9 band graphic EQ on monitor desk outputs

If you would like to know more, give us a ring on 995 4712, we'll be happy to discuss your specific requirements, or fill out the coupon above and we'll send you the solution to your perplexing problem.

Sole UK distributors

chrom audio

The Powerhouse, 300 320 Acton Lane, London W4 Telephone: 01 995 4712

---

SAVE OVER £800
AN 8-TRACK STUDIO PACKAGE
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS...

ALLEN & HEATH BRENNELL MINI 8
STUDIO PACKAGE, COMPRISING:

- MOD II CONSOLE 16 X 8
- HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLY
- BRENNELL MINI 8 1 INCH COMPATIBLE
- STUDIO RECORDER
- DIGITAL TAPE COUNTER
- ELECTRONIC VARISPEED UNIT
- PRO-LIMITER
- PLUS—FREE OF CHARGE, CATHEDRAL CL4
- QUAD COMP/LIMITER
- FINANCE AVAILABLE

WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS TODAY

CATHEDRAL SOUND LTD.,
FOURWAYS, MORRIS LANE,
HALSALL, ORMSKIRK,
LANCS. L39 8SX
TEL. HALSALL (0704) 840328

---

COURT

BGW SYSTEMS

For the superb range of BGW amplifiers come to Court: we're sole UK agent and distributor.

- For outputs from 60 Watts to 1000 Watts.
- For efficient service: because we manufacture our own professional audio equipment and have lots of experience distributing other people's, our servicing arrangement for BGW is unbeatable.
- For very reasonable prices: £320 buys the 250D, £530 the 750 (list prices). And those prices include built-in cooling fans, delay turn-on, input-output connectors and full protection—making BGW equipment excellent value for money.

For more details, contact

Court Acoustics Ltd
35/39 Britannia Row
London N1
Telephone: 01-359 0956
Telex: 268279 Britro
Audio Kinetics XT24

**SPECIFICATION SUMMARY**

Intelligent autolocator that interfaces with 3M M79, Studer A80, Lyrec TR532, Ampex MM100/1200, Ampex ATR-100/104, MCI JH-16. Uses two separate counters, master and int locator, both operating in minutes and seconds. Four pre or immediate load memories. INCHES per second speedometer for variable speed reference. Full standard tape transport remotes with LED indication, leverwheel numerics for fast entry of location points, high accuracy of ±2 seconds over 30 minutes of tape at 38cm/s, automatic compensation for high or low speed. The XT24 comprises two parts: a compact control unit and a brain separated by 8m of multicore cable.

**Price:** £1,300.

Audio Kinetics (UK) Ltd, Verulam Road, St Albans AL3 5TD.

**Phone:** 0727 32191.

3M (UK) exclusively distribute the 3M M79 version of the Int locator throughout Europe.

**THE FIRST contact I had with Audio Kinetics was at the APRS '77 show, when they showed me their autolocator using CMOS logic. It was a very complicated package of integrated circuits but I was told they were also bringing out a microprocessor-based model. It was very comprehensive software that Tim Whiffin of A-K had written for the new autolocator, and I was very impressed. I've written software and know what's involved in writing a computer program as opposed to just writing something straightforward. I thought it was fabulous and felt we should get one on Konk Studios as fast as we could, because basically we operate as a one-man studio. The Studer A80 24-track is such an expensive machine and having bought one they expect you to be able to afford a tape operator as well—actually, we had to get Eddie Veale to build a remote panel into the desk for the machine.

Our problem was that while the Studer is good, it is slow in operation. If you are doing a lot of dropins over the same place, you're virtually tied to the machine—you can think of nothing else but the dropins and running the tape back. People frequently make little comments behind you and you can't think about what they are because you are constantly trying to get back to the same spot on the tape. You've only got the number on the counter to remember, but no matter how quickly you jockey you can never get back to the same place. If you want to go two bars before a certain dropin, the A80 is so slow that to do it by hand you would end up 2½ bars back. The result is that the artist gets thrown off and you get thrown off—just it's not musical. A tape machine should be like conducting a band, 1-2-3 and in it goes. The XT24 is much faster than any hand, plus the fact that once it's 'learnt' a sequence, it's not only fast but really easy.

The way in which the box works is all explained on the back and operating it couldn't be easier. To go-to-zero you simply press 'zero'; similarly with go-to-lever, the location set by the thumbwheel levers. Pressing 'reset' defines the master zero at the beginning of the tape, subsequent local zeros and memory locations all being referenced to this position. The 'set' button allows you to put the current location or the 'lever' setting into any of the four memory locations. There are also 'cycle' and 'recycle' buttons that let you set up single or multiple pass sequences in either play or record modes for rehearsing dropins or whatever.

In fact John Mills, an engineer I worked with at Motown in the States, came over recently and was able to operate it within 10 minutes of reading the instructions and asking a couple of questions. The biggest problem caused by the A80's slow speed of operation is dropouts, ie getting out after a line you want to keep, or if you just want to clean a bit of the noise in a string piece before they come in. The distance between the erase and record head on an A80 is so wide that after you've heard the point at which you want to come out, it's already erased half a second or so of music. Often with vocals someone will do a sustained phrase, like an 'oohh', and then run into another word. Now if you try to catch all of the 'oohh' and then stop where you think the next word starts forget it. You can try and use the numbers on the tape counter but it still isn't accurate enough.

Let's say I had a really critical dropin and dropout. I'd play the tape until I found the spot where I wanted to get out. I would then go over to the tape machine and mark the tape at the sync head and wind it back a shade until the mark was opposite the erase head. (When the Studer comes out of record it really does come out quickly.) I'd then note that exact location by pressing, say, 'set 1' on the box. Then I would tell it to 'set cycle between zero and 1': so I've got the vocalist who's going in and I hit 'cycle'. As soon as the autolocator comes to that mark it stops and pulls the tape out—spot on.

If a singer does 10 passes on a piece, he's always going to make five mistakes—he'll carry the 'oohh' over too long, or the 'oohh' will be too short, or someone distracts your attention and normally you'll do a bad dropout. As soon as you get two or three of these little 'oohhs', the next thing you know is you finally get the take you wanted but there's a little 'ahh' after it, which just kills the whole purpose of the thing. The XT24 pulls out perfectly at the same spot every time, and is infinitely better because it takes all the error away from you.

I don't like to leave all the noise and hum and everything. I like to get it off the tape because you might be in the middle of a beautiful take and forget to take that channel out. I like a master tape to be clean.

The software is pretty fail-safe. There is no way it can drop into record and screw up a master unless a certain sequence of events has happened. For example, if there are any problems on the interface between the machine and the autolocator it won't inadvertently go into record—it'll fail. The whole thing about writing software for this sort of unit is very much a case of what happens if this?—what happens if that? etc, etc. Like if you hit two buttons at once it answers 'huh', because it doesn't understand the command. That's very important in software: it doesn't allow you to enter an improper sequence of buttons. If you tried to enter 'set speed', for example, there's no such thing. In so many microprocessor-based systems you'll find that somewhere the designers have forgotten to look at what happens when a guy presses a particular sequence. When it happens the machine thinks, maybe that is saying 'set speed' and will come up wrong. And the guy'll think, what have I done? There's something wrong with the box.

Tim Whiffin, the system's designer, has covered everything from an operational point of view—that's the beauty. There are two kinds of designer; there's the guy who can write a program that only he can operate very successfully and have no trouble at all, or can you write a program that can be operated by someone else. Tim's really done a marvellous job on the box; he's been very thorough and has understood fully the technology of the new device he's using—the microprocessor—and used all of its capabilities to the fullest.

The other great thing is that when you turn on the autolocator, it initialises that location as zero, and automatically its memory has already been told to cycle between zero and 'lever'. So, if a guest has at one point forgotten to look at what happens when a guy presses a particular sequence. When it happens the machine thinks, maybe that is saying 'set speed' and will come up wrong. And the guy'll think, what have I done? There's something wrong with the box.

You can interrogate the memories while the tape is running by holding the 'stop' button down (plus the relevant memory number. And if you want you can preload into the memories while the machine is doing something totally unrelated. For example, you can put any number that's in any of the four memory locations. There are also 'lever' into the memory at any time. For example, you can put any number that's in 'lever'. So for the first week, until he is used to it, he can use those two functions; it's not as if the guy presses a particular sequence. When it happens the machine thinks, maybe that is saying 'set speed' and will come up wrong. And the guy'll think, what have I done? There's something wrong with the box.

The software is pretty fail-safe. There is no way it can drop into record and screw up a master unless a certain sequence of events has happened. For example, if there are any problems on the interface between the machine and the autolocator it won't inadvertently go into record—it'll fail. The whole thing about writing software for this sort of unit is very much a case of what happens if this?—what happens if that? etc, etc. Like if you hit two buttons at once it answers 'huh', because it doesn't understand the command. That's very important in software: it doesn't allow you to enter an improper sequence of buttons. If you tried to enter 'set speed', for example, there's no such thing. In so many microprocessor-based systems you'll find that somewhere the designers have forgotten to look at what happens when a guy presses a particular sequence. When it happens the machine thinks, maybe that is saying 'set speed' and will come up wrong. And the guy'll think, what have I done? There's something wrong with the box.

The 'edit' button is like a normal edit function plus the fact that when told to go-to-zero it automati- cally drops into the edit mode for a fast start. It then holds that for 30 seconds before dropping out to save overheating of solenoids. In this way it speeds the machine up. On a 3-hour session with lots of tight dropins, you can easily save about half-an-hour of that time. It's as good as having the best tape operator in the world—someone who knows the song inside out, because you can program it in advance. It's fabulous.

Steve Waldman
**THIS MONTH'S SCAMP MEMO..**

**F300 EXPANDER/GATE**
- EXPANDER or GATE
- KEYABLE EXTERNALLY
- AUTO OR PEAK SENSING
- VERSATILE

The SCAMP F300 EXPANDER/GATE fostered the SCAMP concept. Its flexibility is un-matched by any other commercially available expander or noise gate and is virtually standard equipment in new and upgrading studios. A well proven, reliable, robust and versatile system boasting superb specifications the SCAMP F300 EXPANDER/GATE is ideal for any type of SOURCE NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM.

**APPLICATION NOTES**

1. **Low level source noise reduction**
   - Typically requires ultra smooth attenuation characteristics, as in SCAMP F300 "Auto" mode. Great for eliminating cross-mic pickup on strings, piano or acoustic guitar. Best driven via 'key' input off multitrack sync head (if available) with long 'release' characteristics, otherwise with sluggish attack/release.

2. **Eliminating ambient noise**
   - Especially for complex signals as in live film work. Again, 'auto' mode of F300 is handy for removing camera noise, aircraft and traffic interference or air conditioning/generator rumble/hum.

---

**EXPANDER GATES**

**5100 DUAL GATE**
- MAINTENANCE FREE
- SIMPLE TO OPERATE
- KEYABLE EXTERNALLY
- NO AUDIBLE TRANSIENT LOSS

The SCAMP 5100 DUAL GATE is simplicity itself to operate, conceived specially for 'effects' gating, as the board is totally maintenance free (no user adjustable pre-sets) and the front panel controls optimised for ease of use. Each 1" module houses two totally separate channels, keyable from external, as well as from the input signal. Imaginative and super compact, the 5100 DUAL GATE realises the possibilities of liberal gating for minimising cross-mic pickup whatever the space or budget restrictions.

**APPLICATION NOTES**

1. **Tightening "flabby" bass drums**
   - In conjunction with limiters (see SCAMP SC:), not necessarily, noise gates can "tighten-up" skins giving an urgent transient characteristic to bass drums. At same time spill from other kit can be excluded for a clean, usable bass rhythm line.

2. **Overdubs cleanup**
   - Eliminating pickup from headphones on overdubbed instruments, tape etc. again provides usable signals that can be confidently mixed without "muddying up" or introducing phase distortion/cancellation.

FOR MORE APPLICATIONS REFER TO "DOING IT FOR EFFECT...NOISE GATES", STUDIO SOUND MAY '78, REPRINTS AVAILABLE FROM ADR ON REQUEST.
Trust James to get it together time after time

We provide a total product package for the industry. Orders of up to 30,000 perfect copies per week from your ¼” or 1” master present no problem. For smaller runs we can turn your order around in 48 hours.

Design and print of your cassette stationery is part of our service together with choice of shell types and colours.

Full Dolby facilities are available in house. Your inquiries are invited for the manufacture of 8 track cartridges.

James Yorke Limited
Oak House, Northleach, Gloucestershire.
Telephone: Northleach (04516) 509

We have a lot to live up to ... and we do.

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Direct Injection.

The Music Laboratory makes two professionally finished DI Boxes, the Standard and the DeLuxe. Both boxes are currently being used by some of the World’s best Studios. They are highly recommended for use with Guitars, Keyboards and Bass. Our DI Boxes are available on Worldwide distribution. For further details contact the Music Laboratory on 01-349 1975.

SPECIFICATION DATA FOR DI BOXES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>DeLuxe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Input Level</td>
<td>+15dB</td>
<td>+20dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response</td>
<td>20Hz to 40kHz ± 1dB</td>
<td>17Hz to 50kHz ± 1dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Impedance</td>
<td>600Ω</td>
<td>600Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Impedance</td>
<td>600Ω</td>
<td>600Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Ratio</td>
<td>-15dB</td>
<td>-13.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Lift</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ground Lift</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

72-74 Eversholt Street, London, N.W.I Telephone 01-388 5392

KENNARD & SONS LIMITED

Suppliers of new and reconditioned uprights and grands since 1823

BLUTHNER GRAND — 6’ 10” ... ... £4300
BLUTHNER GRAND — 6’ 4” ... ... £2800
BECHSTEIN GRAND — 5’ 10” ... ... £3800
BECHSTEIN GRAND — 6’ 6” ... ... £3300
BOYD GRAND — 5’ 0” ... ... £1400
HEMSDORF GRAND — 5’ 4” ... ... £1500
STEINWAY GRAND — 6’ 4” ... ... £5800
BLAISE HARPSICHORD (2 manual) ... ... £2650
THOMAS SPINET ... ... £575

Also in stock — large selection of upright pianos, new and second-hand

86-88 NORTHGATE, CANTERBURY, KENT
Tel. Canterbury 60331

SOL SALES LTD present the new

SPR-1 UNIVERSAL SYNCHRONISER
FOR ALL YOUR FILM SOUND TRANSFERS

* Handles 50Hz AND 60Hz Neopilot sync. pulses
* Resolves 10Hz, 25Hz and 30Hz Subaudio (SN) pulses
* Drives and slaves ALL modern portable reel-to-reel recorders
* Use with Nagra III/IV and our spool adaptors for ALL 6.25mm. AND 3.81mm (SN) sync. tapes.
* Locks to line frequency, built-in crystal or ext. ref.
* Unrivalled for versatility and economy

Send for fully descriptive colour brochure to:-

SQN SALES LTD.,
2 HIGH ST., PORT ST. MARY, ISLE OF MAN
Telephone: 0624 - 83 4294
Telex: SQN Sales, c/o 629313 COMCAB G
New York Agent: John Messenger, Apt 2H, 300 W. 23rd St., N.Y. 10011 Telephone: 1212) 6919567

AVAILABLE SOON — SON - 3 Control Unit for Nagra SN recorders (3 mic inputs)
May we introduce ourselves...

We have been well established as an important domestic Hi Fi and Video supplier for some years and we have now finalised a formidable professional audio section designed to cater for studios and professional users like yourselves.

To give you some idea of the standard we set, look at the company we keep.

We are main agents for:
- JBL (we are the only place to have 4343, 4315, 4301, 4380 monitors on demo and available, and a full stock of drive units)
- KEITH MONKS, complete range in stock:
- TEAC & TASCAM - AKG - QUAD
- ALICE - REVOX - ALLEN & HEATH - NEAL - BRENNILL.

We also supply:
- Beyer
- DBX
- Amcron
- Studer
- Rusco
- Master Room
- SSL
- EMT
- Dolby
- MCT
- Shure
- 3M
- Sennheiser
- RGN - Orban/Parasound - A&R
- Klark - Teknik

As you can see, a large percentage of your equipment requirements (splicing tape to 24tk masters) can be obtained from one source at your normal pricing. We do the running around and paperwork, you just 'phone.

...give us a try, you have nothing to lose, - you could gain a lot!

GRAHAMS PROFESSIONAL
86-88 Pentonville Road, London N1.
Tel: 01-357 4412 Ext. 66
Telex: 229446

Get binding!

Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in smart black binders (each holds 12 copies) with title in golden block letters on the spine. Price: £2.00 each which includes inland and overseas postage. Send your order with cheque or postal order to: Modern Book Binders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs.

(i state clearly your name and address and the relevant magazine title).

Air in.
Noise out.

The Airvac is a new kind of ventilator that cuts problem noise entry to an acceptably low level while allowing natural ventilation.

Compact and easy to install, the Airvac fits into solid or cavity walls and achieves an average noise attenuation of 48dB over the octave band structure of the sound spectrum.

Send for our technical literature

Greenwood Airvac
specialist acoustic ventilator systems
GREENWOOD AIRVAC VENTILATION LTD
PO Box 3 Rustington West Sussex BN16 3HL Tel. (09062) 71021

For specialised electro-acoustic equipment.

For broad tone control, use our 27-way 1/3-octave mono graphic equalizer: 40Hz to 20kHz with ±12dB of correction.

For the ultimate in tone control we've just introduced a new 30-way 1/3-octave stereo graphic equalizer.

For flexibility in multiway monitor systems, you need our 2, 3 or 4 way switchable stereo crossover. High slew rate and low noise IC's reduce phase shift to an inaudible minimum.

And for extremely accurate assessment of audio signals there's our world famous spectrum analyser with every facility you could ask for. It's available in digital form, too, in a much smaller package.

For more details of these and other instruments, contact Court Acoustics Ltd. 35/39 Britannia Row London N1 Telephone: 01-359 0956 Telex: 268279 Britro
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FOR SALE - TRADE


**New high speed cassette copiers available at substantial discounts. Wollensak/Alpha/Recordex, etc. Also available cassette loading machines and similar equipment. Typical saving is £50 plus on Wollensak 2770. Contact Geoffery Yates, 01-363 6125.**

**Revox, Teac, Otari, Brennell, Tascam, Nakamichi, Tannoy sales and service. The Music Laboratory. 388 5392.**

**One Cadac 25 into 24 Quadraphonic Console, £25,000. Reply to Box No. 800 c/o Studio Sound.**

**Nagra 4L, £1,075. Uher 1000 Synchro plotone £445. Uher 1000L £135. New Uher: 4000IC £199; 4200 Stereo IC £145; 4400 Stereo 1C £245; 4400 Stereo 1C £245; 1200 Synchro £880. Pack of 10 BASF Low Noise 5in. tapes, used £325. AKG M449 £65; D103 £25; SFC Mikes £437C £49; 4035 £22; 4105A £37; 4106A £37; 4021 £22; 4038 £85. Neumann KM54 + power pack £95. Commag module for Arri BL £440. Amp for module £125, 6 channel Crystal Sound 6 channel film camera mixer £375. 4 channel BA Minimixer £125. 3 channel Perfection Minimixer £145. Auricon Filmagnetic amp £220. Leeverich studio stereo recorder £335. VAT and carriage extra items. Paul Simmon Ltd., 2 Market Street, Halifax, W. Yorks. Tel. 0422-57442 and 52240 Mon-Sat. Half-day Thursday.**

**3M's M79 16+24 H/blacks, 4 x JBL 4311 WX's and an Otari MX 7300 series 8T recorder. Offers—tel. 0203-21000.**

---

FOR SALE - PRIVATE

**Lexicon Delta-T Delay Line. Two Delay Modules. Recent complete overhaul. Offers over £1,000. Contact Phil Wilcox, Maison Rouge Studios. Tel. 01-381 2001.**

**16 Track Recorder, convertible, servo, autorack, etc., £7,950. Tel. 025-882 248 evenings.**

**AKG Shotgun Capsule CK9 £50. Cambridge 90 amplifier £120. Leak stereo set £50. V.G.C. Can be viewed central London. Tel. 0582 415938 evenings.**

**Large 3-bedroom semi, 8 miles north of Manchester. Rear garage (easy access). Low rates, full gas central heating. Professionally built cellar studio, lines status lights, silent ventilation. Motorway 3 miles, £15,250. Tel. 061-761 4498.**

**35 spoons of liq. racal zonal recording tape, unused, £12 each. Enquiries to Warrington 58967.**

**Teac Tascam 80/8, unused, boxed, £2,300 o.n.o. Klark Teknik DN27, almost new, £395 o.n.o. Synthesizer ASK complete, almost new, £700 or offers. 26a Stoughton Drive North, Leicester.**

**Two JBL L 100's, perfect, unmarked condition. Little used rear pair of abandoned quadrophonic project. £300. (0022) 582286 after 6 p.m. weekdays.**

**Brenell Mini 8, as new, full remote control, electronic tape counter, only few hours use, £3,250 o.n.o. Box No. 798 c/o Studio Sound.**

**Uher 1200 Report Systems neopolit system, 2 microphone channels, extras include dry fit battery and power unit (mains operated), studio microphone M538, headphones, carrying case, etc., used £1,250; Excellent condition, lightly used. £860 o.n.o. Tel. 01-731 2259.**

---

BROADCAST CARTRIDGES


**JOHN A. STEVEN Professional Recording Equipment Brentwood 0277 215485**

---

The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date, consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.
SITUATIONS VACANT

Television Sound Technicians

Thames Television Limited has several vacancies for experienced Television Sound Technicians. These vacancies are based at our Riverside Studios in Teddington, Middlesex.

The posts involve the operation and maintenance of all television studio or outside broadcast equipment and entail both work on the studio floor or on location and in post production sound dubbing. Salary will be up to £5596 per annum (for a 38-hour week) depending on experience.

We also offer 21 days holiday, Company Pension Scheme, Subsidised Canteen and Restaurant and a Social Club and Bar.

For application form please write or telephone: Mike Allen, Staff Relations Officer, Thames Television Limited, Broom Road, Teddington Lock, Teddington, 01-977 3252 ext. 325.

A TELEVISION STUDIO ENGINEER is required to assist in the operation and maintenance of the University's television unit and other audio-visual production.

Applicants should have a wide experience of television studio techniques including lighting, camera operation and vision control, and a good knowledge of sound recording. Experience of helical scan video recording systems would be an advantage.

Salary scale (under review) £4107-£4749 according to age and experience.

Write giving details of age, qualifications and experience to: The Director, University of London Audio Visual Centre, 11 Bedford Square, London WC1B 3RA.

UNIVERSITY OF SURREY
LINGUISTIC & INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Technician Grade 5
£3186 - £3720 (under review)

A vacancy exists in this rapidly expanding Department. The successful candidate would take a prominent part in the day to day running of the Department’s language laboratories.

Technical experience with audio and video tape recording apparatus and associated equipment, experience of film, slide or filmstrip overhead projection, and reprographic equipment are essential skills.


Application forms and further details may be obtained from the Staff Officer, at the University of Surrey, tel. 71281 ext. 452.

THE POLYTECHNIC OF CENTRAL LONDON
School of Communication
Senior Sound Engineer
Technical Officer 3
Salary: £5,545-£5,905

The Media Unit of the School has a vacancy for Senior Sound Engineer in the unit’s two Radio studios. The post involves a wide range of duties including instruction to students on microphone placement, sound balancing, editing, etc. Applicants should be familiar with current radio practice in the areas of drama and music balancing and experience in Tape Slide programming would be an advantage. It is expected that applicants would have a Formal engineering qualification.

Application form and further details from the Establishment Officer, PCL, 309 Regent Street, London W1R 8AL (Tel. 01-580-2020 ext. 212)

THE MUSIC LABORATORY
HAVE VACANCIES FOR SERVICE ENGINEERS

for our rapidly expanding Service Dept.

Must have full experience with tape recorders and general studio equipment. Please apply in writing to The Service Manager:
THE MUSIC LABORATORY
72-74 EVERSHOLT STREET,
LONDON NW1

PREMISES FOR SALE

NORTH LONDON STUDIO PREMISES FOR SALE

Completely soundproof studio and monitor room (17’x33’') with floating floor, walls and ceiling – full ventilation and mood lighting systems – wired for 24 track use.

ALSO AVAILABLE (ALL OR PART):
30 CHANNEL SYNCOR CONSOLE + LARGE JACK FIELD
AUGUST FORSTER BOUDOIR
GRAND PIANO
AMPEX AG 350 2 TRACK
MASTER ROOM REVERB UNIT
2X REVOLTAPE MACHINES
TANNAY J11 AND AURATONE MONITORS
AUDIO DESIGN F760X COMPRESSORS
TURNER, CROWN, QUAD AND HH AMPS
TECHNICS CASSETTE DECK
MM GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
EVENTIDE PHASER
NEUMANN AND AKG MIKES
SUPPLY OF HEADPHONES AND MIKE STANDS + A STOCK OF USED 2", 1” AND ½” TAPE

OFFERS WRITE: 107 HIGHAMS STATION AVENUE
HIGHAMS PARK LONDON E4 OR PHONE 801 8547, 531 6445
F.W.O. BAUCH LIMITED

require

SERVICE ENGINEERS

To work in our modern laboratory on our range of professional audio equipment. The successful applicants will have a sound electronic knowledge and a mechanical aptitude. A good understanding of tape recording is desirable.

Applications in writing please to:
Brian Whittaker
F.W.O. Bauch Ltd.,
49 Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood,
Hertfordshire WD6 4R2

SALES MANAGER

Trident Audio Developments require a dynamic Sales Manager to promote our range of sound mixing consoles and allied products. Applicants should preferably have some knowledge of the professional audio field, be prepared to work on their own initiative, to travel extensively (UK and abroad) and be able to set up and monitor Agency agreements. We offer a chance to join a young, expanding company with a friendly atmosphere. A company car will be supplied and the salary will be commensurate with the position and experience of the successful applicant.

Applications with details of career should be sent to J.A. Hartfield, Trident Audio Developments Limited, Shepperton Studio Centre, Squires Bridge Road, Shepperton, Middlesex. TW17 0QD.

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR

Rediffusion Reditune Limited, the world's leading music service, requires a MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR to take charge of a small team responsible for the maintenance of professional recording and high speed duplicating equipment in a busy Dubbing Studio Complex at Orpington. A formal qualification to H.N.C. Standard is preferred but not essential, but applicants must have a thorough knowledge of studio equipment and techniques. Previous experience of control of staff will be an advantage. The salary is negotiable around £4,200 per annum. If you are fed-up with shift work and irregular hours this could be the job for you!

Please write giving details of age and experience to:
Chief Engineer,
Rediffusion Reditune Limited,
Cray Avenue, Orpington, Kent

AUDIO SYSTEMS DESIGN ENGINEERS

Helios Electronics Ltd., leaders in the field of professional sound-mixing console design, require Audio Systems Design Engineers to work on all aspects relating to their range of broadcasting and studio sound-mixing consoles. Salaries are negotiable around £6,000 p.a. and applicants must be prepared to undertake short duration foreign travel.

Please apply in writing giving details of qualifications and past experience to:
A.J.Kiddle C Eng. MIEE MBIM, Director
Helios Electronics Ltd.,
Browells Lane, Feltham, Middlesex TW13 7ER
Tel.No. 01-890-0087 Telex 8814265

REDIFFUSION REDITUNE
THE WORLD'S LEADING COMMERCIAL MUSIC SERVICE.
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SOME COMPANIES GIVE YOU A PRICE THAT SOUNDS GOOD. HARRISON GIVES YOU A CONSOLE THAT SOUNDS GOOD!

And "good sound" is what our business is all about. That's why we build consoles with you, the engineer and studio owner, in mind. We use the highest quality components and circuit designs in our consoles. These give you maximum reliability and the cleanest and quietest possible sound. The almost unlimited flexibility of a Harrison console gives the recording and balance engineers the opportunity to be truly creative. Quality, reliability and flexibility. Others talk about these features... Harrison delivers them in every console. Harrison consoles, a sound investment.

HARRISON Model 4832, 48 input channels, 32 output channels, with Harrison AUTOSET automation programmer.

Now, Harrison also gives you a choice. Console Models 4832, 4432, 4032 and 3232 are available with your choice of microphone preamplifiers: with or without input transformers.

For further information regarding the complete line of Harrison consoles and automation systems, please contact the Harrison professional audio dealer in your area:

AUSTRALIA: SONTRON INSTRUMENTS, MELBOURNE • AUSTRIA: STUDER-REVOX, WIEN • BELGIUM: SAI ELECTRONICS, BRUXELLES • BRAZIL: LAREX ELECTRONICA, RIO DE JANEIRO • CANADA: J-MAR ELECTRONICS, TORONTO • DENMARK: QUALI-FI, KAMPENBORG • EASTERN EUROPE: STUDER INTERNATIONAL, REGENSDORF, SWITZERLAND • FAR EAST: STUDER-REVOX, HONG KONG • FINLAND: INTO, HELSINKI • FRANCE: STUDER FRANCE, PARIS • GERMANY: EMT FRANZ, KIPPFENHEIM • GREECE: ELECTRONICA, ATHENS • ITALY: AUDIO PRODUITS INTERNATIONAL, MILANO • JAPAN: SHINDENSHI MANUFACTURING, TOKYO • MEXICO: ACCURATE SOUND, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA • NETHERLANDS: HEUNEN, GENNEP • NORWAY: AUDIOTRON, OSLO • SPAIN: NEOTECNICA, MADRID • SWEDEN: ELSA RADIO & TELEVISION, SOLNA • SWITZERLAND: STUDER INTERNATIONAL, REGENSDORF • UNITED KINGDOM: SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT, LONDON

EXPORT AGENT:
Audio Systems International
128 North Highland Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90036
Tel: (213) 933-2210 • Telex: 686101

FACTORY:
Harrison International Corp.
Post Office Box 22964
Nashville, Tennessee 37202
Tel: (615) 834-1184 • Telex: 555133
The DN70 is the first of a new generation of digital products from Klark-Teknik, designed for the discerning professional user. It's years ahead of its time. Miles ahead of all its competitors. And offers a performance which cannot be beaten.

The secret lies in the A-D convertor, the heart of any digital system. The DN70 is the ultimate in today's technology, the result of years of research and development.

- Digital readout in milliseconds of time delay of each output.
- Three maximum delay options: 163mS, 326mS and 652mS.
- In-house designed analogue-to-digital convertor, giving superior distortion and noise performance.
- High clocking speed of 50KHz, enabling frequency response to 15KHz on all delay options.
- High value digital word – quasi 15-bit using a 12-bit linear plus 2-bit instantaneous flying comma system, allowing the quantizing noise to be virtually eliminated.
- Mains fail-safe. The three main outputs are strapped directly to input in the event of power failure.

Mixing and regeneration controls on the front panel are provided.

- Perpetual memory of delay settings for permanent or semi-permanent installations.
- Lockout switch – to stop tampering or accidental re-setting of delay times.
- Full control of digital processing available at remote socket.
- Any output can be momentarily set to zero delay time without affecting the actual delay settings.
- High technology semiconductor memory. The 652 option uses 28 x 16K bit Random Access Memories.
- Input level indication, allowing full use of dynamic range.

For further information about the DN70, our new DN34 analogue time processor and also our DN27 & DN22 graphic equalisers:

Telephone: Kidderminster (0562) 64027 Telex: 339821.